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Abstract 

Unmanned aerial systems (UASs) tend to be autonomous vehicles. Thus, they require 

control algorithms. More advanced control algorithms can be developed when high quality UAS 

dynamic models are available. It is common to develop dynamic models for UAS using low 

fidelity theoretical methods. In this thesis, a higher fidelity approach which has been used for 

manned aircraft over the past 40-50 years is applied to the SkyHunter UAS. That approach is 

system identification. In this approach, the aircraft dynamic model is developed based on flight 

data. This thesis focuses particularly on identifying the longitudinal stability and control 

derivatives of the UAS. Such derivatives are important in developing UAS dynamic models. 

 An extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm was used to identify the derivatives. The 

algorithm is appealing since it can potentially allow online system identification. The SkyHunter 

analyzed in this thesis weighs about 10 lb. (4.5 kg) and its wing span is about 82 in (2 m.) Like 

many UASs, the SkyHunter uses relatively low-cost sensors. Therefore, the data contains high 

noise levels. Several flight portions from three different flights were analyzed and the results are 

presented. These flight portions were selected carefully based on criteria that make the flight data 

more suitable for system identification. 

The identified derivatives showed reasonable results in several instances. However, a 

large degree of variation was observed when comparing derivatives identified from the different 

flight portions. The inconsistency is caused by unsteady aerodynamics, sensor noise, inability of 

the EKF to capture aircraft dynamics due to the use of simplified equations of motion, along with 

other reasons discussed in the thesis. The unsteady aerodynamics were investigated through: (A) 

Calculation of reduced frequency and (B) Measuring the effect of the propeller on empennage 

aerodynamics. This is relevant since the propeller is directly in front of the empennage.  
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1 Introduction 

Different aircraft behave differently during flight. A large transport aircraft flies in a 

different manner than a fighter jet. A business jet flies in a different manner than a small 

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Even two different transport aircraft fly differently. Things like 

the mass of the aircraft, the geometry of the wings, the distribution of mass in the aircraft, the 

type of propulsion, the shape of the control surfaces and many other factors affect how a certain 

aircraft behaves during flight. It is important to be able to understand how a certain aircraft flies. 

This topic is studied in depth in the field of flight dynamics. 

Over the years, in flight dynamics, a common approach was developed to describe 

aircraft flight characteristics. That is to describe aircraft dynamics using stability and control 

derivatives. One of the early efforts in using this approach can be seen in the work of Bryan [1] 

in the early 20th century [2]. This approach can now be found in standard flight dynamics 

textbooks [3], [4].  

These stability and control derivatives allow us to study how the forces and moments 

change during flight. For example, if the inclination of the aircraft with respect to the airflow 

changes by one degree, how much more lift force is generated? If the pilot commands a control 

surface to deflect an extra degree downwards, what is the additional moment that would be 

generated? These questions can be discussed using stability and control derivatives. 

1.1 The SkyHunter: The UAS studied in this thesis 

This thesis focuses on estimating the stability and control derivatives of the SkyHunter 

UAS. An image of the UAS is presented in the following figure. The University of Kansas Flight 

Systems Team owns several SkyHunter aircraft that it uses for research purposes. It is a 

commercially available UAS. Some modifications were made to the aircraft in house with the 
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purpose of improving its control and structural integrity.  More information about the UAS is 

presented in Chapter 3 of the thesis. 

 

Figure 1-1: The SkyHunter 

1.2 Methods for estimating aircraft behavior 

There are three well-known methods to estimating aircraft stability and control 

derivatives. These methods can be used to study aircraft dynamics in general not just to obtain 

stability and control derivatives. The methods are: 

1) Using theory. This approach depends on physics-based modeling and some empirical 

data. This approach can be found in references such as [3]–[5]. In recent days, 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have also added capabilities to this approach that 

make it more reliable [2]. Several programs are also available to obtain stability and 

control derivatives based on this approach such as [6], [7]. 

2) Using wind tunnel experimentation. By making small-scale models of the aircraft and 

placing them in the wind tunnel, it is possible to obtain stability and control derivatives of 

an aircraft.  

3) Using flight data. This method depends on obtaining data from the aircraft sensors. Then 

based on this data it is possible to understand how an aircraft flies and how the forces 
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acting on the aircraft change. Textbooks that specifically address this methodology are 

available in References [8]–[11]. 

The first method has the advantage of being the least costly method of the three. Using 

software such as Advanced Aircraft Analysis [6], it is possible to obtain a full set of stability and 

control derivatives for an aircraft. Minimal experimentation is needed to use this method. In fact, 

it is possible to obtain stability and control derivatives for a conceptual aircraft for which no 

prototype exists. This method is therefore the only one available during early design stage. With 

that said, the method lacks accuracy and reliability compared to the second and third methods. 

The use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in recent years has added to the reliability of this 

theoretical method, however [2]. 

The second method is more expensive than the first one but can be less costly than the 

third method, at least in some cases. It provides higher accuracy than the first method [2]. 

However, wind tunnel testing can have several limitations arising from model scaling, Reynold’s 

number, and the interaction between model support and the flow as mentioned in [2], [12]. Wind 

tunnel models can also be very expensive in some cases. 

In this thesis, the third method is used. When it comes to using flight data to estimate 

stability and control derivatives, this method can be referred to as aircraft system identification 

or parameter identification. This third method requires having the aircraft already built and flight 

ready. The method has advantage that information is obtained from the actual aircraft not a 

theoretical model or a scaled down wind-tunnel model. With that said, flight testing also has its 

own limitations such as sensor inaccuracies, atmospheric disturbances, and higher risk associated 

with flight. Also, for large aircraft, it can be much more expensive to build an aircraft than to 

build a wind-tunnel model.  
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For UASs, evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of the second and third method is 

a bit different from large aircraft. This is because UASs are usually much cheaper to build than 

an actual aircraft. Also, since there is no human onboard a UAS, the risk of losing human life is 

reduced. These factors make flight testing of UASs appealing. However, the small size of the 

UAS make it possible to test in a wind tunnel without making a scaled model in some cases. 

Flight testing of UASs can also be difficult since the small size and weight of UASs makes them 

very susceptible to external disturbances from the environment.  

With the above mentioned, it is important to note that all three methods for obtaining 

stability and control derivatives are useful and needed. The methods complement each other. It is 

good to use more than one method to validate the results obtained from the other. For example, 

comparing results from the system identification to wind tunnel results can help capture errors 

made in wind tunnel calculations, and vice versa [12].  

Since this thesis focuses on the third method, it is important to note its specific 

importance. Even if the available dynamic models for a given aircraft based on theory and wind-

tunnel tests are thorough, it is not possible to verify these models until flight test data is analyzed 

[13]. Despite “the most thorough wind-tunnel and analytical test program in history, the flight 

data for the space shuttle exhibited significant disagreements with preflight predictions” [12]. 

Using flight data allow us to see how the aircraft, in its final design performs in the air. This 

gives the third method a special appeal when it comes to studying aircraft dynamics.  

1.3 System Identification as a field 

While the term system identification was mentioned already in the previous discussion, it 

is worth stopping for a brief moment to talk about it. System identification is a field of study that 

goes beyond aerospace engineering. When considering a system (such as an aircraft) there are 
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three aspects relating to that system. These aspects are presented in the following figure. First, 

there is the system itself and its dynamics. This can be an aircraft, a car, a factory, the economy 

of the United States, etc. Then, there is the input that is given to that system. For example, a 

pilot command, pressing the car brake pedal, increasing the flow rate of a pipe, lowering the 

interest rate on bonds, etc. When this input is given to the system, the resultant is the output or 

the response of the system. Again, to complete the examples, the output can be, the aircraft 

starting to rotate upwards, the car slowing down, the concentration of a substance changing or a 

change in investor behavior, etc. 

 

Figure 1-2: The three aspects to look at when studying a system and the three scenarios when studying the system. 

 With these three components in place, there can be three different scenarios in studying a 

system. In each of these cases two aspects relating to the system are known while the third one is 

unknown, and we are trying to know it. These three scenarios are presented in the last three rows 

of the previous diagram and are explained below. 

1) Control: If we know how a system behaves (i.e. know its dynamics) and we know the 

output that we desire from that system. Then we want to control that system, for 

example, by commanding the aircraft or taking a certain action. We want to design a 

good input to obtain the desired response. 
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2) Simulation: If we know how a system behaves and we know the command we want to 

give to it. Then we want to make a simulation. I.e. we want to give the command to the 

system and observe the output. 

3) System Identification. If we do not know how a system behaves, but we can give it 

commands and make observations about its response. Then, in this situation we want to 

perform system identification. I.e. we want to develop understanding about the system 

dynamics by observing how the system responds to different inputs. 

In this thesis, we are performing system identification for an unmanned aerial vehicle. To 

do so, we fly the aircraft and give the aircraft different pilot commands (inputs). Then we 

observe how the aircraft reacts (output) using the sensors on board the UAS. Based on these 

commands and observations (inputs and outputs) we try to identify a model describing the UAS 

dynamics. 

There are many ways to perform such a task. References [2], [8]–[11] can be consulted 

for an overview of these methods. This task can be performed using data in the frequency 

domain or the time domain. The task can be performed using different mathematical algorithms. 

Also, there is a wide array of forms in which the aircraft dynamics can be described. In this 

thesis, we use a time-domain methodology, use an Extended Kalman Filter algorithm, and aim to 

identify a certain set of stability and control derivatives to describe the UAS dynamics. 

1.4 Why use an Extended Kalman filter and a brief introduction to the algorithm 

There are many algorithms available for performing system identification. In this thesis, 

the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm is used. The EKF is a modification of the Kalman 

Filter that can be used for non-linear models. Similar to the Kalman filter, the algorithm is 

composed of two steps: 1) Prediction, 2) Correction. First, the filter predicts a given value for the 
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states being estimated. Then, based on the observations/ sensor measurements, the filter corrects 

the predictions. The filter performs these two steps at each time point. More in-depth discussion 

of this filter is presented in Chapter 7. 

The EKF is a point-by-point algorithm. At every time stamp, the filter processes the new 

information and outputs a new estimation of the stability and control derivatives. (This method 

of data processing is referred to as recursive data processing). This makes the filter suitable for 

online implementation on an aircraft to obtain real-time estimation of stability and control 

derivatives. This is opposed to other methods that depend on batch processing where the 

algorithm processes all data points at once. Such algorithms cannot be applied real-time since 

they require all data to be gathered beforehand.  

The possibility of applying the EKF real-time onboard the SkyHunter UAS was one of 

the main motivations in using the algorithm for this thesis. Other factors that made the EKF 

appealing were: the ability of the filter to handle noisy data, the ability of the filter to use 

nonlinear equations, and the simplicity of the algorithm. 

There are some disadvantages to using an EKF algorithm, however. Compared to offline 

batch processing methods, the EKF may yield lower quality estimates. Reference [8], which is 

the source of the EKF algorithm used in this thesis mentions that: recursive methods for system 

identification are “approximations of the more elaborative non-recursive methods.” The 

reference prefers the use of offline batch processing methods unless there is a need for online 

estimation. 
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1.5 What is the use of system identification results 

It was mentioned earlier that it is important to obtain an understanding of how a certain 

aircraft fly. This subsection expounds on this idea. Obtaining stability and control derivatives 

and developing models that describe aircraft motion is needed for many reasons including: 

1) Developing automatic control. In order to develop an autopilot for an aircraft, some 

understanding of how the aircraft flies is necessary. Moreover, when the information 

available regarding the dynamics of an aircraft increases, the ability to develop more 

complex autopilots increases. Thus, while an autopilot can be designed without 

stability and control derivatives, the availability of these derivatives allows 

developing more advanced autopilots. 

2) Developing simulators. A good understanding of aircraft flight dynamics is needed 

in order to develop flight simulators that can be used for pilot training. These 

simulators require a very accurate model of the aircraft. Flight test data can be the 

only way to obtain the desired models since some flight conditions cannot be 

understood well through wind tunnel and analytical models [9]. 

3) Making improvements to the design of an aircraft. When the aircraft dynamics are 

understood, engineers can suggest improvements to the airframe or evaluate whether 

a modification achieves a desired improvement.  

4) Understanding the handling qualities of the aircraft. I.e. understanding how easy 

or difficult it is for a pilot to control the aircraft and how convenient the ride will be 

for the passengers. 

5) Understanding the capabilities and limitations of an aircraft.  
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1.6 Literature review about UAS system Identification 

There are many sources in the literature concerned with UAS system identification. 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) can be used to talk about 

such vehicles. Articles address the different platform types such as helicopter, multirotor, fixed-

wing, flapping wing and lighter than air vehicles. Reference [14] contain a literature review of 

UAS system identification and provides brief insights into articles available in the literature. The 

reference mentions 28 articles on single-rotor UASs, 27 articles on fixed-wing UASs, and 7 

articles on other types of UAS. Of the 27 articles on fixed-wing UAS, just three articles used 

variations of Kalman Filtering: one of these three articles uses an EKF algorithm[15]. Another 

one uses an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [16]. The last one uses an observer/Kalman filter 

identification method (OKID) [17]. 

The reference that uses an EKF algorithm [15] was published in 2007. It focuses on 

estimating a state space model that relates to aircraft attitude dynamics. Flight data is obtained 

from an IMU designed and built at the University of New South Wales at the Australian Defence 

Force Academy. The estimated state space model has the form of Eq 1-1.  This thesis identifies a 

different model. Namely, this thesis is focused on longitudinal translational and rotational 

motions. The identified terms are the longitudinal non-dimensional stability and control 

derivatives.  

 [
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�

] = [

𝐴1,1 𝐴1,2 0 0 0 𝐴1,6 0 𝐴1,8 0 𝐴1,10 𝐴1,11 𝐴1,12
0 0 𝐴2,3 𝐴2,4 𝐴2,5 0 𝐴2,7 0  𝐴2,9 0 0 𝐴2,12
𝐴3,1 𝐴3,2 0 0 0 𝐴3,6 0 𝐴3,8 0 𝐴3,10 𝐴3,11 𝐴3,12

] 

[
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𝑞𝑟
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𝑝
𝑞
𝑟
𝛿𝑒
𝛿𝑟
𝛿𝑎
𝛿𝑡ℎ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq 1-1 
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The reference that uses an UKF [16] was published in 2002. It presents an architecture 

for estimation/identification that can be applied to future autonomous vehicles. The architecture 

would allow online functionalities such as: “robust state estimation”, “damage assessment” and 

“model identification”. A simulation of a F-15 aircraft is used as the source for flight data. One 

of the simulated data contains a flight section where the stabilator encounters 50 % failure. The 

performance of the UKF in capturing the failure is discussed. Thus, the work in the reference can 

be applied to UASs. However, the reference did not obtain results for a UAS and used simulated 

data. This thesis obtains results from flight test data of the SkyHunter UAS. 

The reference that uses an OKID [17] was published in 1997. It is an interesting reference 

since system identification for a UAS was performed using a GPS and airspeed and direction 

sensors. No inertial sensors were used. The Carrier-Phase Differential GPS (CFGPS) provided 

position, velocity, attitude and attitude rates. The GPS system had low noise. System 

identification was performed on the Stanford UAV which has a wing span of 12-feet. Two other 

algorithms are used for system identification in the reference: a Moshe Idan algorithm and a 

subspace algorithm. Results from the three algorithms are compared to each other. 

The identified model in Reference [17] is a decoupled linear state space model. Several 

flight data sets were used. Some were used for training and some for testing, some for 

longitudinal motion and some for lateral motion. Results presented in the reference are in the 

form of two figures showing how the different algorithms predict aircraft states and how the 

predictions compared to measurements. Percentage error in results are also presented. 

This thesis is different from Reference [17] in that the stability and control derivatives of 

a nonlinear model are being identified in the thesis instead of a linear state space model in the 

reference. Sensors used in this thesis have high noise instead of low noise in the reference. The 
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thesis shows the identified derivatives. In the reference, the identified state space model was not 

presented. Instead the prediction ability of the model was presented in the reference. The thesis 

also shows results from many flight portions and evaluates the agreement between them.  

1.7 Thesis organization 

The thesis chapters are organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the aircraft equations of 

motion used in this thesis are derived. Chapter 3, then presents the geometry and physical 

characteristics of the SkyHunter. It also presents the sensors and data acquisition systems. 

Theoretical dynamic models developed for the SkyHunter are presented at the end of the same 

chapter.  

Chapter 4, discusses the procedure for designing flight maneuvers to obtain good data for 

system identification. Input signals are specified for the SkyHunter.  

The extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm used for system identification is presented 

in Chapter 5. The EKF algorithm was coded based on Reference [8]. An example from that 

reference was recreated to ensure that the EKF works properly. The recreation of the results was 

excellent with the recreated results being no farther than 5% from the reference. 

Initial system identification results obtained from the SkyHunter are shown and discussed 

in Chapter 6. It was observed that the initial results were unacceptable. The issues with the 

results are discussed along with a quick summary of steps taken to remedy them. The following 

three chapters went into more details concerning the issues and their remedy: 

a) One of the observed issues was that the SkyHunter data contains high frequency noise. 

This issue is presented in Chapter 7. Filters were used to remedy this issue. They are 

presented in the same chapter and their performance is compared.  
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b) Next, in Chapter 8, attention is given to improving the airflow angle estimation for the 

SkyHunter.  

c) Although system identification maneuvers were deigned in Chapter 4. These maneuvers 

were not flown due to several circumstances. Thus, a different approach was used to 

obtain flight data for analysis. This approach is discussed in Chapter 9. The approach 

depended on choosing flight portions that match certain criteria. 

d) In Chapter 10, the EKF measurement noise covariance matrix is adjusted. Results are 

presented to show how the adjustment of the matrix improved the state propagation in the 

EKF. 

Following the above-mentioned modifications, Chapter 11 presents the improved system 

identification results. This Chapter shows extensive comparisons of system identification results 

obtained from different flight portions, using different filters, using different angle of attack 

estimation as well as other modifications.  

It was observed that the system identification results varied depending on the analyzed 

flight portion. Chapter 12 presents several identified reasons for this inconsistency. Among these 

reasons is unsteady aerodynamics. This issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 13. 

Chapter 14 shows an experiment in which the horizontal and vertical tail dynamic 

pressure ratio was measured during flight. Results from this experiment were in agreement with 

CFD results obtained from another UAS at the University of Kansas [18]. This agreement is 

presented in Chapter 14. The significance of dynamic pressure ratio on affecting aircraft 

derivatives is also discussed in the Chapter. 
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Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented in the last two chapters. 

Appendix A provides additional details concerning part of the derivation of the aircraft equations 

of motion. 
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2 Derivation of equations of motion 

In this chapter, the aircraft equations of motion are derived. The equations are derived in 

several formats that are useful for this thesis. Derivation of the equations of motions is based on 

applying the conservation of linear and angular momentum to the aircraft. Derivation of 

equations of motion is available in standard flight dynamics text books such as [3], [4]. The 

NASA report [12] was also referenced for the  derivation of the equations of motion used in the 

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) used for system identification mentioned in Chapter 5.  

2.1 Coordinate systems 

To begin the discussion on the aircraft equations of motion, it is first necessary to define 

some coordinate systems. Four coordinate systems are introduced. One of them is an inertial 

coordinate system while the other three are not. An inertial coordinate system is one that is not 

accelerating nor rotating [19]. Newton’s laws of motion are valid in inertial coordinate systems 

[3]. The four coordinate systems are: 

1) Earth-fixed coordinate system 

2) Body-fixed coordinate System 

3) Stability coordinate system (based on Roskam’s definition [3]) 

4) Wind coordinate system 

The only inertial coordinate system in the previous list is the earth-fixed coordinate 

system. The rotational motion of the earth is ignored in order to be able to consider the earth-

fixed coordinate system as an inertial one. This assumption is acceptable for even supersonic 

flight, but not for hypersonic flight [3]. The axes of the earth-fixed coordinate system will be 

donated the letters 𝑋′𝑌′𝑍′ with 𝑋′ pointing north, 𝑌′ pointing East and 𝑍′ pointing straight down 

to complete the right-hand rule. 
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The body-fixed coordinate system is a coordinate system whose origin is fixed at the 

aircraft center of mass. Its axes are denoted the letters 𝑋𝑌𝑍. The 𝑋 axis points straight out of the 

nose of the aircraft along the aircraft center line. The 𝑌 axis is at a right angle to the 𝑋 axis and 

points towards the right wing. The 𝑍 axis points in the direction that completes the right-hand 

rule (This would be downwards if the aircraft is in level flight). 

The stability coordinate system (according to the definition presented by Roskam [3]) is 

obtained by rotating the body coordinate system by the trim angle of attack, 𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚, about the 

body 𝑌 axis. In order to obtain this coordinate system, a trim condition needs to be defined. 

Then, the angle of attack required for the aircraft to fly in this trim condition (𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚) is used to 

define the rotation of the stability coordinate system compared to the body coordinate system. 

The stability coordinate system is denoted the letters 𝑋𝑠𝑌𝑠𝑍𝑠. 

The wind coordinate system can be obtained by first rotating the body coordinate system 

by the current angle of attack, 𝛼, about the body 𝑌 axis. (Call this new coordinate system 

𝑋𝑠′𝑌𝑠′𝑍𝑠′ .) Then, rotate the new coordinate system by the current side slip angle, 𝛽, about the 

𝑍𝑠′  axis. The coordinate system obtained after these two rotations is the wind coordinate system 

and its axes are 𝑋𝑤𝑌𝑤𝑍𝑤. In the wind coordinate system, 𝑋𝑤 always points in the direction of the 

incoming wind. More discussion on this and a presentation of the rotation matrix between the 

wind and body coordinate systems is presented in Section 2.4.  

2.2 Definition of some variables in the body-fixed coordinate system 

Before applying the conservation of momentum equations, it is useful to list the definition 

of several variables first. These variables are used in the following sections. All the variables 

defined in this section are in the body-fixed coordinate system. 
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To start with, an aircraft flying in the air has a velocity relative to the air. This velocity can 

be decomposed into three components, one component along each of the body coordinate system 

axes. The component along the body 𝑋 axis is denoted the letter 𝑢, the component along the 𝑌 

axis is denoted the letter 𝑣, The component along the body 𝑍 axis is denoted the letter 𝑤. Thus, 

the total aircraft velocity vector, �⃗� , can be written as shown in the following equation. The 

subscript 𝐵 indicates that the vector is written in the body coordinate system. 

 �⃗� 𝐵 = [
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤
] Eq 2-1 

Similarly, the aircraft rotational speed can be broken down into three components. The 

components are denoted the letters 𝑃,for rotation about body 𝑋 axis, 𝑄, for rotation about body 𝑌 

axis, and 𝑅, for rotation about body 𝑍 axis. Thus, the total rotation vector, �⃗⃗� , can be written as: 

 �⃗⃗� 𝐵 = [
𝑝
𝑞
𝑟
] Eq 2-2 

The linear acceleration in the body coordinate system can be written as shown in the 

following equation.  

 �⃗� ̇𝐵 = [
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
] Eq 2-3 

The angular acceleration in the body coordinate system can be written as: 

 �⃗⃗� ̇𝐵 = [
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�

] Eq 2-4 

The forces acting on the aircraft while in flight can be put into three categories: gravity 

forces (subscript 𝑔), aerodynamic forces (subscript 𝐴)and thrust forces (subscript 𝑇). These are 

the common forces that act on an aircraft in usual situations. The force vectors can be written as 

shown in the following three vectors: 
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 𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵
= [

𝐹𝑔𝑋
𝐹𝑔𝑌
𝐹𝑔𝑍 ,

] Eq 2-5 

 𝐹𝐴⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝐵 = [

𝐹𝐴𝑋
𝐹𝐴𝑌
𝐹𝐴𝑍

] Eq 2-6 

 𝐹𝑇⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝐵 = [

𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝐹𝑇𝑍

] Eq 2-7 

The force of gravity can be further expanded into: 

 𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵
= 𝑚 [

𝑔𝑥
𝑔𝑦
𝑔𝑧
] Eq 2-8 

Where 𝑚 is the mass of the aircraft. 𝑔𝑥, 𝑔𝑦, and 𝑔𝑧 are the components of the acceleration 

due to gravity that act along the body 𝑋, 𝑌, and 𝑍 axes. These components are further identified 

in Section 2.5. 

The moments acting on the aircraft during flight can be broken down into two categories: 

Aerodynamic moments and thrust moments. Moment components around the 𝑋 axis are denoted 

the letter 𝐿. Moment components around the 𝑌 axis are denoted the letter 𝑀. Moment 

components around the 𝑍 axis are denoted the letter 𝑁. Thus, the moment vectors are: 

 𝑀𝐴⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵 = [
𝐿𝐴
𝑀𝐴
𝑁𝐴

] Eq 2-9 

 𝑀𝑇⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵 = [
𝐿𝑇
𝑀𝑇
𝑁𝑇

] Eq 2-10 

 A three-dimensional body, like an aircraft, has a certain distribution of mass. This mass 

distribution will cause the aircraft to have a certain resistance to rotation in different directions. 

The moment of inertia matrix quantifies this mass distribution. The moment of inertia matrix in 

the body coordinate system has the following form: 
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 𝐼𝐵 = [

𝐼𝑥𝑥 −𝐼𝑥𝑦 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
−𝐼𝑦𝑥 𝐼𝑦𝑦 −𝐼𝑦𝑧
−𝐼𝑧𝑥 −𝐼𝑧𝑦 𝐼𝑧𝑧

] Eq 2-11 

The terms on the diagonal are known as the moment of inertia while the terms off the 

diagonal are known as the product of inertia. These values are defined mathematically using the 

integrals shown in the following set of equations. The integrals are calculated by assuming that 

the entire aircraft is broken down into small mass particles whose 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 coordinates are known  

 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = ∫ (𝑦
2 + 𝑧2) 𝑑𝑚 𝐼𝑥𝑦 = ∫ 𝑥𝑦 𝑑𝑚 𝐼𝑥𝑧 = ∫ 𝑥𝑧 𝑑𝑚 

𝐼𝑦𝑥 = ∫ 𝑦𝑥 𝑑𝑚 𝐼𝑦𝑦 = ∫ (𝑥
2 + 𝑧2) 𝑑𝑚 𝐼𝑦𝑧 = ∫ 𝑦𝑧 𝑑𝑚 

𝐼𝑧𝑥 = ∫ 𝑧𝑥 𝑑𝑚 𝐼𝑧𝑦 = ∫ 𝑧𝑦 𝑑𝑚 𝐼𝑧𝑧 = ∫ (𝑥
2 + 𝑦2) 𝑑𝑚 

 

Eq 2-12 

Looking at the above integrals, it is clear that the products of inertia have the following 

relations: 𝐼𝑥𝑦 = 𝐼𝑦𝑥 , 𝐼𝑥𝑧 = 𝐼𝑧𝑥 and 𝐼𝑦𝑧 = 𝐼𝑧𝑦. Also, most fixed-wing aircraft are symmetric about 

the 𝑋𝑍 plane. Thus, for most aircraft 𝐼𝑥𝑦 = 𝐼𝑦𝑧 = 𝐼𝑦𝑧 = 𝐼𝑧𝑦 = 0 and the moment of inertia matrix 

simplifies to: 

 𝐼𝐵 = [

𝐼𝑥𝑥 0 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
0 𝐼𝑦𝑦 0

−𝐼𝑥𝑧 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧

] Eq 2-13 

Again, all quantities defined in this subsection are in the body coordinate system.  

2.3 Transformation from earth-fixed to body-fixed reference frame 

It is necessary to be able to transform a vector from the earth-fixed reference frame to the 

body-fixed reference frame or the opposite. In this section, the transformation between the two 

systems is described. In addition, the Euler angles that describe an aircraft attitude are defined.  

In order to go from the earth-fixed coordinate system to the body-fixed coordinate system 

the following steps are performed. References [3], [4] can be consulted for a visual description of 

the below mentioned transformations. 
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1) Start from the earth-fixed coordinate system. The coordinate system has the 𝑋′ axis 

pointing north, the 𝑌′ axis pointing east and the 𝑍′ axis is obtained using the right-hand 

rule (it points straight down.) 

2) Translate the origin of the coordinate system to the center of gravity of the aircraft. 

Name this new coordinate system 𝑋1𝑌1𝑍1.  

 
[

𝑥1
𝑦1
𝑧1
] = [

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

]

⏞      

𝑅𝐸
1

[
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐸

 
Eq 2-14 

3) Rotate the coordinate system about 𝑍1by an angle Ψ such that the new X-axis points 

out of the nose (when looking from above the aircraft). Name the new coordinate 

system 𝑋2𝑌2𝑍2. The rotation matrix that corresponds to this step is presented below: 

 
[

𝑥2
𝑦2
𝑧2
] = [

𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ 𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ 0
−𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ 0
0 0 1

]

⏞            
𝑅1
2

[

𝑥1
𝑦1
𝑧1
] 

Eq 2-15 

4) Rotate the coordinate system about 𝑌2 by an angle Θ such that the new X-axis points 

out of the nose (when looking from the side of the aircraft). Name the new coordinate 

system 𝑋3𝑌3𝑍3. The corresponding rotation matrix is: 

 
[

𝑥3
𝑦3
𝑧3
] = [

𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ 0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ
0 1 0
𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ

]

⏞            
𝑅2
3

[

𝑥2
𝑦2
𝑧2
] 

Eq 2-16 

5) Rotate the coordinate system about 𝑋3by an angle Φ such that the new Y-axis points 

out of the right wing (when looking straight at the front of the aircraft). The new 

coordinate system is the body coordinate system(𝑋𝑌𝑍). The corresponding rotation 

matrix is: 
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[
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐵

= [
1 0 0
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ

]

⏞            
𝑅3
𝐵

[

𝑥3
𝑦3
𝑧3
] 

Eq 2-17 

The angles  Φ,Θ, Ψ are known as the roll, pitch and yaw angles respectively. All three 

angles are known as the Euler angles. They describe the attitude (i.e. the orientation) of the 

aircraft in the air. The notation used for the rotation matrices can be read as follows: 𝑅3
𝐵 means 

the rotation matrix from coordinate system 3 to the body coordinate system. It is possible 

combine the previous rotations and arrive at a single rotation matrix from the body coordinate 

frame to the earth-fixed coordinate frame, 𝑅𝐸
𝐵: 

 [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐵

= 𝑅3
𝐵𝑅2

3𝑅1
2𝑅𝐸

1 [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐸

 Eq 2-18 

 [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐵

= [
1 0 0
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ

] [
𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ 0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ
0 1 0

𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ
] [
𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ 𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ 0
−𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ 0
0 0 1

] [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐸

 Eq 2-19 

 [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐵

= [
𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ 𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ −𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ

 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ + 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ +  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ

] [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐸

 Eq 2-20 

 𝑅𝐸
𝐵 = [

𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ 𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ −𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ
 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ + 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ +  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ

] Eq 2-21 

Since we have orthonormal matrices (and a product of orthonormal matrices), it is possible 

to obtain the inverse rotation by simply transforming the matrix. Thus: 

 𝑅𝐵
𝐸 = (𝑅𝐸

𝐵)−1 = (𝑅𝐸
𝐵)𝑇 Eq 2-22 

 𝑅𝐵
𝐸 = [

𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ  𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ +  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ
 𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ + 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
−𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ

] Eq 2-23 

2.4 Transformation from body-fixed coordinate system to wind coordinate system 

Transformation from the body reference frame to the wind reference frame is done using 

two simple angular rotations: 
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1) Rotating the body coordinate system by the current angle of attack, 𝛼, about the body 𝑌 

axis. (Call this new coordinate system 𝑋𝑠′𝑌𝑠′𝑍𝑠′.) The rotation matrix corresponding to 

this transformation is presented below: 

 
[
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝑆′

= [
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
0 1 0

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼
]

⏞            

𝑅𝐵
𝑆′

[
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐵

 
Eq 2-24 

2) Rotate the new coordinate system by the current side slip angle, 𝛽, about the 𝑍𝑠′  axis. 

The coordinate system obtained after these two rotations is the wind coordinate system. 

The rotation matrix corresponding to this transformation is presented below: 

 
[
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝑤

= [
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 0
−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 0
0 0 1

]

⏞            

𝑅
𝑆′
𝑤

[
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝑆′

 
Eq 2-25 

Thus, to go from body to wind coordinate system the following equation is used: 

 
[
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝑤

= [
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 0
−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 0
0 0 1

]

⏞            

𝑅
𝑆′
𝑤

[
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
0 1 0

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼
]

⏞            

𝑅𝐵
𝑆′

[
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]

𝐵

 
Eq 2-26 

Again, in the wind coordinate system, the 𝑋𝑤 axis always points in the direction of the 

incoming wind. Thus, in the wind coordinate system, the velocity vector only has an 𝑋𝑤 

component: 

 �⃗� 𝑤 = [
𝑉
0
0
] Eq 2-27 

Also, since we are using orthogonal matrices, the inverse of the above rotations is just 

equal to the transform of the rotation matrices. Thus, the velocity vector can be transformed from 

the wind frame to the body frame using the following rotations. 
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[
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤
] = [

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
0 1 0
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

]

⏞            

𝑅
𝑆′
𝐵 =(𝑅𝐵

𝑆′)
𝑇

[
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 0
−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 0
0 0 1

]

⏞            

𝑅𝑤
𝑆′=(𝑅

𝑆′
𝑤 )

𝑇

[
𝑉
0
0
] 

Eq 2-28 

2.5 Obtaining the force of gravity in the body coordinate system 

One last step before deriving the equations of motion of the aircraft is to derive the force of 

gravity acting on the aircraft as sensed in the body coordinate system. It is clear that the force of 

gravity acting on an aircraft always points straight down towards the earth. It is also known that 

the force of gravity acting on the aircraft is equal to the product of the aircraft mass times the 

acceleration due to gravity, 𝑔. Thus, the force of gravity in the inertial (or earth-fixed) coordinate 

system is: 

 𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐸
= 𝑚 [

0
0
𝑔
] Eq 2-29 

Since the aircraft rotates in all directions during flight, the force of gravity vector in the 

body coordinate frame is not constant. Instead, it changes with the Euler angles. An expression 

for the force of gravity in the body coordinate frame can be obtained using rotation 𝑅𝐸
𝐵 presented 

earlier: 

 𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵
= 𝑅𝐸

𝐵𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐸
 Eq 2-30 

 𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵
= 𝑚 [

𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ 𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ −𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ
 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ + 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ +  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ

] [
0
0
𝑔
] Eq 2-31 

 𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵
= 𝑚 [

−𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩
𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩
𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩

] Eq 2-32 

2.6 Conservation of Linear and Angular momentum 

In Section 2.1 several coordinate systems were defined. In Section 2.2, several quantities 

describing the aircraft and its motion were defined in the body coordinate system. Rotation 

matrices between different coordinate systems was defined in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Then, the 
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force of gravity acting on an aircraft was obtained in the body coordinate system in Section 2.5. 

Now, in this section the conservation of linear and angular momentum equations are used.  

The conservation of linear and angular momentum must be applied in an inertial 

coordinate system. Thus, they must be applied in the earth-fixed coordinate system. However, 

many of the aircraft measurements and aircraft data are easier to measure and identify in the 

body coordinate system. Therefore, after applying the conservation equations in the earth-fixed 

coordinate system, the equations will be transformed to the body coordinate system and the wind 

coordinate system. 

2.6.1 Conservation of Linear momentum 

The conservation of linear momentum is simply Newton’s second law. The equation is 

written below. In the equation, 𝐹  are the externally applied force vectors, 𝑝  is the linear 

momentum vector, 𝑚 is the aircraft mass, and �⃗�  is the aircraft velocity vector. All the quantities 

are in the earth-fixed inertial frame. 

 [∑𝐹 ]
𝐸
= [
𝑑𝑝 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐸

 Eq 2-33 

 [∑𝐹 ]
𝐸
= [
𝑑(𝑚�⃗� )

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐸

=
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
�⃗� 𝐸 +𝑚 [

𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐸

 Eq 2-34 

 If the aircraft loses less than 5% of its mass per minute, it is suitable to assume the 

aircraft mass is constant as mentioned in Chapter 1 of Reference [3]. This is usually the case for 

aircraft. Therefore 
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
 will be set to zero obtaining: 

 [∑𝐹 ]
𝐸
= 𝑚 [

𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐸

 Eq 2-35 
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Now we need to transform the quantities to the body coordinate system. This can be done 

as in two steps. First, transform the forces. This is done by simple matrix multiplication as 

shown below.  

 [∑𝐹]𝐵 = 𝑅𝐸
𝐵[∑𝐹]𝐸 = 𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵

+ 𝐹𝐴⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝐵 + 𝐹𝑇
⃗⃗⃗⃗ 

𝐵
 Eq 2-36 

The gravity force 𝐹𝑔𝐵
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  was calculated in Section 2.5. For the aerodynamic force and thrust 

forces, usually they are already represented in the body frame or the wind frame. Therefore, there 

is no need to figure out a transformation from inertial frame. 

Next, transform the derivative of the velocity vector. When transforming a derivative 

of a vector between frames, attention needs to be given to the rotation of the coordinate frame 

with time as well as change in the vector itself with time. Both these components contribute to 

the derivative of the vector in the inertial frame as shown in the following equation. 

 
[
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐸

= [
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐵

⏞  

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 
𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

+ 𝜔𝐵 × �⃗� 𝐵
⏞    

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 
𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

 
Eq 2-37 

In order to avoid calculating the cross derivative in the previous equation, the cross 

derivative equivalent matrix is used. The cross derivative equivalent is defined as follows: 

 𝜔𝐵 × ≡  𝜔�̃� = [

0 −𝑟 𝑞
𝑟 0 −𝑝
−𝑞 𝑝 0

] Eq 2-38 

Thus, 

 [
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐸

= [
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐵

+ 𝜔�̃��⃗� 𝐵 Eq 2-39 

The quantities [
𝑑�⃗⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐵

, �⃗� 𝐵, 𝜔𝐵 were already defined in Section 2.2. Substituting these definitions 

in the previous equation yields: 

 [
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐸

= [
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
] + [

0 −𝑟 𝑞
𝑟 0 −𝑝
−𝑞 𝑝 0

] [
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤
] = [

�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
] + [

𝑞𝑤 − 𝑟𝑣
𝑢𝑟 − 𝑝𝑤
𝑝𝑣 − 𝑞𝑢

] Eq 2-40 
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 [
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐼

= [

�̇� + 𝑞𝑤 − 𝑟𝑣
�̇� + 𝑢𝑟 − 𝑝𝑤
�̇� + 𝑝𝑣 − 𝑞𝑢

] Eq 2-41 

Mass, 𝑚, is a zero-order tensor (i.e. only has magnitude and no direction). Therefore, it 

remains the same in any coordinate system and does not require transformation. This is why it 

has no subscript. 

Using the previous two steps, the linear momentum equation becomes: 

 𝐹𝑔⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵
+ 𝐹𝐴⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝐵 + 𝐹𝑇

⃗⃗⃗⃗ 
𝐵
= 𝑚 [

�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
] + 𝑚 [

𝑞𝑤 − 𝑟𝑣
𝑢𝑟 − 𝑝𝑤
𝑝𝑣 − 𝑞𝑢

] Eq 2-42 

Expanding the force vectors using Eq 2-6, Eq 2-7 and Eq 2-32 yields: 

 𝑚[

−𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩
𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩
𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩

] + [

𝐹𝐴𝑋
𝐹𝐴𝑌
𝐹𝐴𝑍

] + [

𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝐹𝑇𝑍

]  = 𝑚 [
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
] + 𝑚 [

𝑞𝑤 − 𝑟𝑣
𝑢𝑟 − 𝑝𝑤
𝑝𝑣 − 𝑞𝑢

] Eq 2-43 

Rearranging the equation yields the standard translational aircraft equations of aircraft motion. 

 𝑚[

�̇� + 𝑞𝑤 − 𝑟𝑣
�̇� + 𝑢𝑟 − 𝑝𝑤
�̇� + 𝑝𝑣 − 𝑞𝑢

] = 𝑚 [

−𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩
𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩
𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩

] + [

𝐹𝐴𝑋
𝐹𝐴𝑌
𝐹𝐴𝑍

] + [

𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝐹𝑇𝑍

] Eq 2-44 

Writing the above matrix equation in algebraic form and solving them for �̇�, �̇� and �̇� yields: 

 �̇� = −𝑞𝑤 + 𝑟𝑣 − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩 +
𝐹𝐴𝑋 + 𝐹𝑇𝑋

𝑚
 Eq 2-45 

 �̇� = −𝑢𝑟 + 𝑝𝑤 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩 +
𝐹𝐴𝑌 + 𝐹𝑇𝑌

𝑚
 Eq 2-46 

 �̇� = −𝑝𝑣 + 𝑞𝑢 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩 +
𝐹𝐴𝑍 + 𝐹𝑇𝑍

𝑚
 Eq 2-47 

The previous equations are the translational equations of aircraft motion in Cartesian coordinate 

form. 

2.6.2 Conservation of angular momentum 

The conservation of angular momentum is also known as Euler’s law. It is the equivalent 

of Newton’s second law for rotational motion. The equation is written below. In the equation, �⃗⃗�  
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are the externally applied moment vectors, ℎ⃗  is the angular momentum vector, 𝐼 is aircraft 

moment of inertia matrix, and �⃗⃗�  is the aircraft rotational velocity vector. All the quantities are in 

the earth-fixed inertial frame. 

 [∑�⃗⃗� ]
𝐸
= [
𝑑ℎ⃗ 

𝑑𝑡
]

𝐸

 Eq 2-48 

Now we need to transform the quantities to the body coordinate system. This is done in 

two steps. First, transform the moments. This is done by simple matrix multiplication as 

shown below.  

 [∑�⃗⃗� ]
𝐵
= 𝑅𝐸

𝐵[∑�⃗⃗� ]
𝐸
= 𝑀𝐴⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵 +𝑀𝑇

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗
𝐵

 Eq 2-49 

Next, we transformation the angular momentum vector. This is done similar to the 

transformation of the linear velocity vector. 

 [
𝑑ℎ⃗ 

𝑑𝑡
]

𝐸

= [
𝑑ℎ⃗ 

𝑑𝑡
]

𝐵

+ 𝜔𝐵 × ℎ⃗ 𝐵 Eq 2-50 

 [
𝑑ℎ⃗ 

𝑑𝑡
]

𝐸

= [
𝑑ℎ⃗ 

𝑑𝑡
]

𝐵

+ 𝜔�̃�ℎ⃗ 𝐵 Eq 2-51 

Thus, the conservation of momentum equation becomes: 

 [∑�⃗⃗� ]
𝐵
= [
𝑑ℎ⃗ 

𝑑𝑡
]

𝐵

+ 𝜔�̃�ℎ⃗ 𝐵 Eq 2-52 

The angular momentum vector is equal to ℎ⃗ = 𝐼�⃗⃗� , thus 

 [∑�⃗⃗� ]
𝐵
= [
𝑑𝐼�⃗⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐵

+ 𝜔�̃�𝐼𝐵𝜔𝐵⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ Eq 2-53 

By the product rule, 

 [∑�⃗⃗� ]
𝐵
= [
𝑑𝐼𝐵
𝑑𝑡
]
𝐵
𝜔𝐵⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ + 𝐼𝐵 [

𝑑𝜔𝐵⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐵

+ 𝜔�̃�𝐼𝐵𝜔𝐵⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ Eq 2-54 
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 If the aircraft mass distribution changes less than 5% per minute, it is suitable to assume 

the aircraft moment of inertia matrix is constant. This is mentioned in Chapter 1 of Reference 

[3]. This is the case for the UAS used in this thesis. Therefore 
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
 will be set to zero yielding: 

 [∑�⃗⃗� ]
𝐵
= 𝐼𝐵 [

𝑑�⃗⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐵

+𝜔�̃�𝐼𝐵𝜔𝐵⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ Eq 2-55 

𝐼𝐵, [
𝑑�⃗⃗⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
]
𝐵

and 𝜔𝐵⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ were defined in Section 2.2. Using their definitions, the equation becomes: 

 [∑�⃗⃗� ]
𝐵
= [

𝐼𝑥𝑥 0 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
0 𝐼𝑦𝑦 0

−𝐼𝑥𝑧 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧

] [
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
] + [

0 −𝑟 𝑞
𝑟 0 −𝑝
−𝑞 𝑝 0

] [

𝐼𝑥𝑥 0 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
0 𝐼𝑦𝑦 0

−𝐼𝑥𝑧 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧

] [
𝑝
𝑞
𝑟
] Eq 2-56 

Using Eq 2-9 and Eq 2-10, we obtain 

 [

𝐿𝐴
𝑀𝐴
𝑁𝐴

] + [

𝐿𝑇
𝑀𝑇

𝑁𝑇

] = [

𝐼𝑥𝑥 0 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
0 𝐼𝑦𝑦 0

−𝐼𝑥𝑧 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧

] [
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�

] + [

0 −𝑟 𝑞
𝑟 0 −𝑝
−𝑞 𝑝 0

] [

𝐼𝑥𝑥 0 −𝐼𝑥𝑧
0 𝐼𝑦𝑦 0

−𝐼𝑥𝑧 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧

] [
𝑝
𝑞
𝑟
] Eq 2-57 

Which is equivalent to: 

 [

�̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 − �̇�𝐼𝑥𝑧
�̇�𝐼𝑦𝑦

−�̇�𝐼𝑧𝑥 + �̇�𝐼𝑧𝑧

] + [

−𝑝𝑞𝐼𝑥𝑧 + 𝑟𝑞(𝐼𝑧𝑧 − 𝐼𝑦𝑦)

𝑝𝑟(𝐼𝑥𝑥 − 𝐼𝑧𝑧) + (𝑝
2 − 𝑟2)𝐼𝑥𝑧

+𝑝𝑞(𝐼𝑦𝑦 − 𝐼𝑥𝑥) + 𝑞𝑟𝐼𝑥𝑧

] = [
𝐿𝐴 + 𝐿𝑇
𝑀𝐴 +𝑀𝑇
𝑁𝐴 + 𝑁𝑇

] Eq 2-58 

These are the standard rotational equations of motion for an aircraft in the body coordinate 

system. The equations in algebraic form are: 

 �̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 − �̇�𝐼𝑥𝑧 − 𝑝𝑞𝐼𝑥𝑧 + 𝑟𝑞(𝐼𝑧𝑧 − 𝐼𝑦𝑦) = 𝐿𝐴 + 𝐿𝑇 Eq 2-59 

 �̇�𝐼𝑦𝑦 + 𝑝𝑟(𝐼𝑥𝑥 − 𝐼𝑧𝑧) + (𝑝
2 − 𝑟2)𝐼𝑥𝑧 = 𝑀𝐴 +𝑀𝑇 Eq 2-60 

 −�̇�𝐼𝑧𝑥 + �̇�𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝑝𝑞(𝐼𝑦𝑦 − 𝐼𝑥𝑥) + 𝑞𝑟𝐼𝑥𝑧 = 𝑁𝐴 + 𝑁𝑇 Eq 2-61 

2.7 Kinematic Equations 

The kinematic equations provide a relationship between Euler angles and body angular 

rates. They are provided here without derivation. References [3], [4] can be consulted for the 

derivation. 
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 [
𝑝
𝑞
𝑟
] = [

1 0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ

] [
Φ̇
Θ̇
Ψ̇

] Eq 2-62 

The equations can be inverted to obtain: 

 [
Φ̇
Θ̇
Ψ̇

] = [
1 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑡𝑎𝑛Θ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑡𝑎𝑛Θ
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ −𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
0 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑒𝑐Θ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑒𝑐Θ

] [
𝑝
𝑞
𝑟
] Eq 2-63 

Note: in the previous inversion, simply transforming the matrix does not work. 

Expanding the previous matrix equation into algebraic equations yields: 

 Φ̇ = 𝑝 + 𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑡𝑎𝑛Θ + 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑡𝑎𝑛Θ Eq 2-64 

 Θ̇ = 𝑞 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ − 𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ Eq 2-65 

 Ψ̇ = 𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑒𝑐Θ + 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑒𝑐Θ Eq 2-66 

2.8 Flight path equations 

The flight path equations are provided below. They are obtained by rotating the aircraft 

velocity vector form the body frame to the earth frame using the rotation matrix in equation Eq 

2-23. These equations are usually of little importance in system identification. When integrated 

they allow propagation of aircraft position. Thus, they allow flight path reconstruction. They are 

more useful for navigational purposes. Note: these equations are only valid when there is no 

wind. The equations would be modified if wind is present. 

 [
�̇�′

�̇�′

�̇�′
] = [

𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ  𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ +  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ
 𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ + 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ  𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑖𝑛Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ − 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ψ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ
−𝑠𝑖𝑛Θ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑐𝑜𝑠Θ

] [
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤
] Eq 2-67 

2.9 Equations of motion in polar coordinate system 

In many cases, it is desirable to use 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝑉 in the equations of motion instead of 

𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑤 (i.e. instead of the body coordinate frame velocity components.) Measurements of 𝛼 

and 𝛽 are more readily available than measurements of 𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑤. This section presents the 

derivation of these equations of motion that use 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝑉. The equations are also referred to as 
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the polar coordinate velocity form of the equations of motion. The derivation is made by the help 

of Reference [12].  

We start by presenting three basic equations that relate 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝑉 with 𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑤, wich 

can be obtained using basic trigonometry.  

 𝑉 = √𝑢2 + 𝑣2 + 𝑤2 Eq 2-68 

 𝛼 = tan−1
𝑤

𝑢
 Eq 2-69 

 𝛽 = sin−1
𝑣

𝑉
 Eq 2-70 

Again, using basic trigonometry, the following three equations can be obtained: 

 𝑢 = 𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 Eq 2-71 

 𝑣 = 𝑉 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 Eq 2-72 

 𝑤 = 𝑉 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 Eq 2-73 

Now, we take the derivative of Eq 2-68, Eq 2-69 and Eq 2-70. 

 �̇� =
1

𝑉
(𝑢�̇� + 𝑣�̇� + 𝑤�̇�) Eq 2-74 

 �̇� =
𝑢�̇� − 𝑤�̇�

𝑢2 + 𝑤2
 Eq 2-75 

 
�̇� =

𝑉�̇� − 𝑣�̇�

𝑉2√1 − (
𝑣2

𝑉2
)

=
(𝑢2 + 𝑤2)�̇� − 𝑣𝑤�̇� − 𝑣𝑢�̇�

𝑉2 √𝑢2 + 𝑤2
 

Eq 2-76 

Next, we return to the Cartesian form of the translational equations of motion of an aircraft (Eq 

2-45 to Eq 2-47) and substitute 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤 with equations Eq 2-71 to Eq 2-73. This yields: 

 �̇� = −𝑞𝑉 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑟𝑉 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩 +
𝐹𝐴𝑋 + 𝐹𝑇𝑋

𝑚
 Eq 2-77 

 �̇� = −𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽𝑟 + 𝑝𝑉 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩 +
𝐹𝐴𝑌 + 𝐹𝑇𝑌

𝑚
 Eq 2-78 

 �̇� = −𝑝𝑉 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 + 𝑞𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩 +
𝐹𝐴𝑍 + 𝐹𝑇𝑍

𝑚
 Eq 2-79 
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Now, we plug equations for 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, �̇�, �̇� and �̇� into the equations for �̇�, �̇�, �̇�. I.e we plug Eq 2-71 

to Eq 2-73 and Eq 2-77 to Eq 2-79 into Eq 2-74 to Eq 2-76. After algebraic simplifications, we 

obtain: 

 
�̇� = (

𝐹𝐴𝑋 + 𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚

− 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + (
𝐹𝐴𝑌 + 𝐹𝑇𝑌

𝑚
+ 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 

+ (
𝐹𝐴𝑍 + 𝐹𝑇𝑍

𝑚
+ 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 

Eq 2-80 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
((
𝐹𝐴𝑍 + 𝐹𝑇𝑍

𝑚
+ 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

− (
𝐹𝐴𝑋 + 𝐹𝑇𝑋

𝑚
− 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) +  𝑞 −  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽 (𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

+ 𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) 

Eq 2-81 

 

�̇� =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

𝑉
(
𝐹𝐴𝑌 + 𝐹𝑇𝑌

𝑚
+ 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩) + 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 − 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

−
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

𝑉
((
𝐹𝐴𝑍 + 𝐹𝑇𝑍

𝑚
+ 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

+ (
𝐹𝐴𝑋 + 𝐹𝑇𝑋

𝑚
− 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼) 

Eq 2-82 

The previous three equations are the polar form of the translational equations of aircraft motion. 

2.10 Non-Dimensional force and moment coefficients 

It is customary to represents aerodynamic forces and moments using non-dimensional 

coefficients. These are defined as: 

 𝐹𝐴𝑋 = �̅�𝑆𝐶𝑋 Eq 2-83 

 𝐹𝐴𝑌 = �̅�𝑆𝐶𝑌 Eq 2-84 

 𝐹𝐴𝑍 = �̅�𝑆𝐶𝑍 Eq 2-85 

 𝐿𝐴 = �̅�𝑆𝑏𝐶𝑙 Eq 2-86 

 𝑀𝐴 = �̅�𝑆𝑐̅𝐶𝑚 Eq 2-87 

 𝑁𝐴 = �̅�𝑆𝑏𝐶𝑛 Eq 2-88 

Where �̅� =
1

2
𝜌𝑉2,known as the dynamic pressure, 𝑐̅ is the mean aerodynamic chord of 

the wing, 𝑏 is the wing sapn, 𝑆 is the wing planform area. 
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Lift and drag act along the −𝑍𝑆 and −𝑋𝑠 axes that were defined in Section 2.2. Thus, the 

lift and drag coefficients can be obtained from 𝐶𝑋 and 𝐶𝑍 using trigonometry as: 

 𝐶𝐿 = −𝐶𝑍𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝐶𝑋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 Eq 2-89 

 𝐶𝐷 = −𝐶𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 𝐶𝑍𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 Eq 2-90 

 Another transformation would be useful in simplifying the equations of motion. This 

transformation obtains the drag and side force coefficients acting along the Wind 𝑋𝑤 and 𝑌𝑤 

axes: 

 𝐶𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝐶𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 − 𝐶𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 Eq 2-91 

 𝐶𝑌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝐶𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝐶𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 Eq 2-92 

2.11 Placing the Non-Dimensional Coefficients in the equations of motion 

Having defined the non-dimensional coefficients, we now insert them into the equations 

of aircraft motion. This is done by plugging Eq 2-83 to Eq 2-89 into the equations of motion as 

described in the following subsections. 

2.11.1 The Cartesian form of the translational equations of motion 

Plugging Eq 2-83 to Eq 2-85 into Eq 2-45 to Eq 2-47 yields: 

 �̇� = −𝑞𝑤 + 𝑟𝑣 − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩 +
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝑋 +

𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚

 Eq 2-93 

 �̇� = −𝑢𝑟 + 𝑝𝑤 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩 +
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝑌 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚

 Eq 2-94 

 �̇� = −𝑝𝑣 + 𝑞𝑢 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩 +
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝑍 +

𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚

 Eq 2-95 

2.11.2 The rotational equations of motion 

Plugging Eq 2-86 to Eq 2-88 into Eq 2-59 to Eq 2-61 yields: 

 �̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 − �̇�𝐼𝑥𝑧 − 𝑝𝑞𝐼𝑥𝑧 + 𝑟𝑞(𝐼𝑧𝑧 − 𝐼𝑦𝑦) = �̅�𝑆𝑏𝐶𝑙 + 𝐿𝑇 Eq 2-96 

 �̇�𝐼𝑦𝑦 + 𝑝𝑟(𝐼𝑥𝑥 − 𝐼𝑧𝑧) + (𝑝
2 − 𝑟2)𝐼𝑥𝑧 = �̅�𝑆𝑐̅𝐶𝑚 +𝑀𝑇 Eq 2-97 

 −�̇�𝐼𝑧𝑥 + �̇�𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝑝𝑞(𝐼𝑦𝑦 − 𝐼𝑥𝑥) + 𝑞𝑟𝐼𝑥𝑧 = �̅�𝑆𝑏𝐶𝑛 + 𝑁𝑇 Eq 2-98 
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2.11.3 The kinematic equations 

No changes happen to the kinematic equations (Eq 2-64 to Eq 2-66) 

 Φ̇ = 𝑝 + 𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑡𝑎𝑛Θ + 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑡𝑎𝑛Θ Eq 2-99 

 Θ̇ = 𝑞 𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ − 𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ Eq 2-100 

 Ψ̇ = 𝑞𝑠𝑖𝑛Φ𝑠𝑒𝑐Θ + 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠Φ𝑠𝑒𝑐Θ Eq 2-101 

2.11.4 Polar form of the translational equations of motion 

Plugging Eq 2-83 to Eq 2-85 and Eq 2-89 to Eq 2-92 into Eq 2-80 to Eq 2-82 yields: 

 

�̇� = −
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 +
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 

Eq 2-102 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
(−
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐿 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 +

𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

−
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) +  𝑞 −  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽 (𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) 

Eq 2-103 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉
(
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝑌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 − 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 −
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

−
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) + 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 − 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 

Eq 2-104 

Chapter 18(Appendix A) provides a step-by-step derivation of the previous three equations. 

2.12 Adjusting the thrust terms 

The thrust force and moment vectors can be written down as follows: 

 𝐹𝑇⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝐵 = [

𝐹𝑇𝑋
0
𝐹𝑇𝑍

] = [
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜎𝑇)

0
−𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜎𝑇)

] Eq 2-105 

 𝑀𝑇⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝐵 = [
0
𝑀𝑇
0
] = [

0
𝑇(𝑙𝑡𝑥 sin 𝜎𝑇 + 𝑙𝑡𝑧 cos 𝜎𝑇)

0
] Eq 2-106 

This assumes that: 
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1) The thrust force acts only in the longitudinal plane. I.e. it only has 𝑋 and 𝑍 force 

components and only has a rotational moment about the 𝑌 axis. This is a reasonable 

assumption for the SkyHunter since it only has one motor providing thrust. 

2) There is only one motor on the aircraft. This is true for the SkyHunter 

3) We know the total thrust force magnitude, 𝑇. 

4) The thrust vector is inclined by an angle 𝜎𝑇 above the aircraft body 𝑋 axis. 

5) The location of the motor with respect to the aircraft center of gravity (CG) is known. 

Positive 𝑙𝑡𝑥 is the motor location forward of the CG. Positive 𝑙𝑡𝑧 motor location below the 

CG. These distances can be measured for a given aircraft. 

The following section inserts these modified thrust force and moment vectors into the equations 

of motion. 

2.13 Decoupled longitudinal equations of motion 

We can simplify the equations of motion by assuming that lateral-directional motion 

variables do not have a strong effect on longitudinal motion. This is acceptable for some 

circumstances. The simplification is done by assuming, 𝛽, 𝑝, 𝑟 and 𝜙 are all constant at zero (or 

small enough to be unimportant) [12]. For this simplification we use the approximation that if 

angle 𝑎 is zero (or small enough to be unimportant), then, sin(𝑎) ≈ 0 and cos(𝑎) ≈ 1. 

Under these simplifications, and using the thrust terms from Section 2.12, the 

longitudinal equations of motion (which are Eq 2-97, Eq 2-100, Eq 2-102 and Eq 2-103), 

become: 

 
�̇� = −

�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 +

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜎𝑇)

𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

+
−𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜎𝑇)

𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 

Eq 2-107 
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�̇� =

1

𝑉
(−
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐿 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 +

−𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜎𝑇)

𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

−
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜎𝑇)

𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) +  𝑞 

Eq 2-108 

 Θ̇ = 𝑞 Eq 2-109 

 �̇�𝐼𝑦𝑦 = �̅�𝑆𝑐̅𝐶𝑚 + 𝑇(𝑙𝑡𝑥 sin 𝜎𝑇 + 𝑙𝑡𝑧 cos 𝜎𝑇) Eq 2-110 

Using the trigonometric identities: 

 sin(𝛼 ± 𝛽) = sin(𝛼) cos(𝛽) ± cos(𝛼) sin(𝛽) Eq 2-111 

 cos(𝛼 ± 𝛽) = cos(𝛼) cos(𝛽) ∓ sin (α)sin (β) Eq 2-112 

The longitudinal equations of motion further simplify to: 

 �̇� = −
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃 − 𝛼) +

𝑇

𝑚
cos (𝜎𝑇 + 𝛼) Eq 2-113 

 �̇� =
1

𝑉
(−
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐿 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃 − 𝛼) −

𝑇

𝑚
sin (𝜎𝑇 + 𝛼)) +  𝑞 Eq 2-114 

 Θ̇ = 𝑞 Eq 2-115 

 �̇�𝐼𝑦𝑦 = �̅�𝑆𝑐̅𝐶𝑚 + 𝑇(𝑙𝑡𝑥 sin 𝜎𝑇 + 𝑙𝑡𝑧 cos 𝜎𝑇) Eq 2-116 

For negligible 𝛽, 𝐶𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝐶𝐷 as can be seen in Eq 2-91. Using this relation and rearranging the 

longitudinal equations of motion we obtain: 

 �̇� = −
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐷 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼 − 𝜃) +

𝑇

𝑚
cos (𝛼 + 𝜎𝑇) Eq 2-117 

 �̇� = −
�̅�𝑆

𝑚𝑉
𝐶𝐿 + 𝑞 +

𝑔

𝑉
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼 − 𝜃) −

𝑇

𝑚𝑉
sin (𝛼 + 𝜎𝑇) Eq 2-118 

 Θ̇ = 𝑞 Eq 2-119 

 �̇� =
�̅�𝑆𝑐̅

𝐼𝑦𝑦
𝐶𝑚 +

𝑇

𝐼𝑦𝑦
(𝑙𝑡𝑥 sin 𝜎𝑇 + 𝑙𝑡𝑧 cos 𝜎𝑇) Eq 2-120 

These are the equations of motion used for system identification in this thesis.  

2.14 Non-dimensional stability and control derivatives 

Now, the next step will be to break down each of the aerodynamic derivatives into a sum 

of linear terms. For simplicity and to follow the equations used for system identification in 

Reference [8], it will be assumed that drag and lift coefficients,𝐶𝐷 and 𝐶𝐿, are only functions of 
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velocity and angle of attack. The pitching moment coefficient, 𝐶𝑚, will be assumed to be a 

function of velocity, angle of attack, pitch rate and elevator deflection. Thus: 

 𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶𝐿0 + 𝐶𝐷𝑉
𝑉

𝑉0
+ 𝐶𝐷𝛼𝛼 Eq 2-121 

 𝐶𝐿 = 𝐶𝐿0 + 𝐶𝐿𝑉
𝑉

𝑉0
+ 𝐶𝐿𝛼𝛼 Eq 2-122 

 𝐶𝑚 = 𝐶𝑚0 + 𝐶𝑚𝑉
𝑉

𝑉0
+ 𝐶𝑚𝛼𝛼 + 𝐶𝑚𝑞 (

𝑞𝑐̅

2𝑉0
) + 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑒 Eq 2-123 

The previous three equations include several simplifications: 

1) They assume linear relationships.  

2) They assume the derivatives depend only on a limited number of longitudinal terms. In 

reality, the longitudinal coefficients depend on a larger number of parameters. For 

example, an important derivative that is omitted is 𝐶𝑚�̇� . 

3) The equations also assume that the aircraft is symmetric and flying at zero sideslip and 

that the lateral-directional motions are small enough to have negligible effect on the 

longitudinal aerodynamics [12]. 
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3 The SkyHunter 

The SkyHunter aircraft is a commercially available unmanned aerial system (UAS). It 

features a twin tail boom design and is designed to have a pusher propulsion configuration. The 

aircraft is mostly foam built with the fuselage, main wings, horizontal and vertical tails being 

made out of foam. The two tail booms are composite. The standard aircraft has ailerons and an 

elevator as control surfaces. However, the aircraft was modified in house at the University of 

Kansas to include rudders.  

A picture of the SkyHunter is presented below. To improve the structural integrity of the 

aircraft, some modifications were made to the original airframe. Landing gear were added to 

avoid the risks involved with hand launching and belly landing of the aircraft. Additionally, the 

belly of the fuselage and some sections on the main wing, the horizontal tail and the vertical tails 

were reinforced with fiberglass.  

 

Figure 3-1: The SkyHunter 

In this chapter, geometric and physical information about the SkyHunter are presented in 

Section 3.1. A brief presentation of the sensors used on the SkyHunter is in Section 3.2. Section 

3.3 presents the theoretical dynamic models developed for the SkyHunter. A decoupled linear 
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time-invariant (LTI) model for the SkyHunter is presented in Section 3.4. Lastly, the handling 

qualities are presented in Section 3.5. 

3.1 Physical characteristics of the SkyHunter 

The University of Kansas owns several SkyHunter aircraft, each aircraft varies from the 

other to some degree. Additionally, the aircraft were flown in different configurations and using 

different avionics. Therefore, the physical characteristics changed from flight to flight. Table 3-1, 

summarizes the physical characteristics of the SkyHunter in its different flight configurations. In 

this thesis, only SkyHunter 2 was used for system identification. SkyHunter 3 was used while 

working on the thesis but no results from it are presented. SkyHunter 4 was used for the 

experimentation in Chapter 14. 

As it can be seen in the table headers, the SkyHunter was flown in some cases with 

winglets and in some cases without winglets. These winglets changed the aerodynamic 

characteristics of the aircraft along with the physical characteristics. This should be kept in mind 

when analyzing flights with and without winglets. The system identification results would be 

expected to be different to some degree due to the presence of winglets. 

Table 3-1: Physical Characteristics of several SkyHunter versions 

  
SkyHunter 2 

w/ winglets 

SkyHunter 3 

No winglets 

SkyHunter 4 

No winglets 

 𝑺 𝑓𝑡2 4.819 4.44 4.44 

 �̅� 𝑓𝑡 0.7313 0.7550 0.7550 

 𝒃 𝑓𝑡 6.875 5.896 5.896 

 𝑨𝑹 ~ 9.808 7.83 7.83 

Mass 𝑙𝑏𝑚 9.84 9.88 8 

Flight Time min ~45 ~45 ~45 

Max Motor Power W 800 668 800 

Aircraft AC 𝑿 location In 19.45 19.70 19.69 

Aircraft CG 𝑿 location In 17.32 17.32 18.00 

Static Margin % 24.26 26.27 18.65 
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SkyHunter 2 and 4 are equipped with a HiMax HC 4220-770 brushless electric motor. Its 

maximum power was estimated at 800 W. SkyHunter 3 used a Turnigy G46 Brushless Outrunner 

670kv motor. Its estimated maximum power is 668 W. The moments and of inertia and the 𝑋𝑍 

product of inertia for the SkyHunter are presented in the following table. For simplicity, it was 

assumed that 𝐼𝑋𝑍 = 0. 

Table 3-2: SkyHunter Moments and XZ product of inertia 

  SkyHunter 

w/ winglets 

SkyHunter 

No winglets 

𝑰𝒙𝒙𝑩𝒐𝒅𝒚  𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑔 𝑓𝑡2 0.44 0.32 

𝑰𝒚𝒚𝑩𝒐𝒅𝒚  𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑔 𝑓𝑡2 0.54 0.54 

𝑰𝒛𝒛𝑩𝒐𝒅𝒚 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑔 𝑓𝑡2 0.35 0.23 

𝑰𝒙𝒛𝑩𝒐𝒅𝒚 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑔 𝑓𝑡2 0 0 

3.2 Avionics and data acquisition system 

Flight data is collected from three sources on the SkyHunter: 1) the sensors in the 

Pixhawk autopilot, 2) A pressure sensor, 3) A GPS device. The Pixhawk is an open source 

autopilot that can be used for controlling ground vehicles, air vehicles and submersibles [20]. It 

contains several sensors inside the main unit, which is shown in the following figure. A pressure 

sensor is connected to the Pixhawk and is used to obtain airspeed measurements. A GPS device 

is also connected to the Pixhawk. 

 

Figure 3-2: The Pixhawk [20] 

The sensors inside the Pixhawk are: 

1) ST Micro L3GD20H 16 bit gyroscope 
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2) ST Micro LSM303D 14 bit accelerometer / magnetometer 

3) Invensense MPU 6000 3-axis accelerometer/gyroscope 

4) MEAS MS5611 barometer 

They are used to obtain aircraft accelerations (𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑦, 𝑎𝑧), rotation rates (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟), Euler 

angles (𝜙, 𝜃, 𝜓) and barometer altitude. Using the pressure sensor connected to the Pixhawk and 

a pitot tube, airspeed (𝑉) is obtained. The pilot commands given to the pixhawk are also recorded 

in the flight logs. They are the elevator, aileron, rudder and thrust commands (𝛿𝑒 , 𝛿𝑎, 𝛿𝑟 , 𝛿𝑇).  

The SkyHunter uses an estimation algorithm to estimate airflow angles, i.e. angle of 

attack and side slip angle (𝛼, 𝛽). This estimation algorithm uses the information from the 

pixhawk sensors but runs on a separate onboard computer. 

All sensors variables are recorded in the flight log at a sampling rate of 20 Hz. The 

highest frequency of aircraft dynamic modes is usually no more than 5 Hz [21]. Therefore, using 

a sampling rate of 20 Hz is suitable since it is higher than the Nyquist frequency, (𝑓𝑁 =

2 × 5 𝐻𝑧 = 10 𝐻𝑧).  

The following table shows an estimate of the cost of the sensors on board the SkyHunter. 

The table was assembled based on prices found online. As it can be seen, the total cost of the 

sensors is about 175 USD. This is clearly much lower than the cost of instrumentation used on 

manned aircraft. Thus, it would not be strange if the quality of data is lower than that of manned 

aircraft. 

Table 3-3: Estimated Cost of SkyHunter Sensors 

Item Cost in USD 

Pixhawk + GPS 121 

Pressure sensor + Pitot tube 53 

Total Cost 174 
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3.3 Theoretical dynamic model 

A theoretical dynamic model for the SkyHunter was developed using Advanced Aircraft 

Analysis (AAA) software. [6] This model provides a base for evaluating the system 

identification results presented later in the thesis. AAA uses physics based methods as well as 

semi-empirical methods in developing the theoretical model of aircraft [22]. In Table 3-4, the 

stability and control derivatives obtained from the AAA model for the SkyHunter are presented. 

Several models were developed to reflect the changes between the different configurations of the 

SkyHunter. The derivatives obtained from these different models are presented in the table. Also, 

the trim conditions for which these stability and control derivatives are obtained are listed in the 

table. All models are developed for straight-line wings level flight trim condition. Thus, Φ𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 =

𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 = 𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 = 𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 = 𝛽𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 = 0. 

The exact airfoil of the SkyHunter wing was not known. Therefore, it was estimated. 

Two airfoils were selected as potential candidates: the GEO 438 airfoil and the Clark Y airfoil. 

Section 3.3.1, discusses how the airfoils were selected. 

Stability and control derivatives obtained based on the different airfoils are presented in 

Table 3-4 for the SkyHunter 2 with winglets. The differences between these two models are 

more than just the airfoil choice. However, it can be seen that depending on the airfoil choice and 

depending on the other decisions made in the modeling process, the stability and control 

derivatives obtained from AAA would vary.  

Therefore, when evaluating the system identification results and comparing them to 

AAA, it should be clear that the AAA values are not the “truth”. They are useful in showing 

where the expected stability and control derivatives should generally be. However, they are 
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likely not a true representation of reality. In reality, the derivatives are probably higher or lower 

to a certain extent. 

Table 3-4: Theoretical Estimates for the SkyHunter stability and control derivatives obtained from AAA. 

Quantity Units SkyHunter 2 

w/ winglets 

SkyHunter 3 

No winglets 

SkyHunter 4 

No winglets 

Estimated wing airfoil  GOE 438 Clark Y Clark Y Clark Y 

      

Trim Velocity, 𝑽𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 𝑓𝑡/𝑠 50.6 50.6 50.6 50.6 

Trim angle of attack, 𝜶𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 𝑑𝑒𝑔. 2.73 6.38 7.82 5.09 

Trim elevator deflection, 𝒅𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 𝑑𝑒𝑔. 1.5 -0.79 -1.58 2.8 

Trim aileron deflection, 𝒅𝒂𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 𝑑𝑒𝑔. 0 0 0 0 

Trim rudder deflection, 𝒅𝒓𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 𝑑𝑒𝑔. 0 0 0 0 

Trim throttle, 𝒅𝑻𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 % 0.632 0.688 0.706 0.624 

      

 𝑪𝑫𝟎 ~ 0.0265 0.0246 0.0261 0.0260 

 𝑪𝑫𝒖  ~ 0 0 0 0 

 𝑪𝑫𝜶 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1 0.2402 0.2301 0.2526 0.1886 

 𝑪𝑳𝟎 ~ 0.5046 0.4231 0.4065 0.4065 

 𝑪𝑳𝒖  ~ 0.0012 0.0015 0.0016 0.0013 

 𝑪𝑳𝜶 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1 5.7774 3.7005 3.6332 3.6277 

 𝑪𝑳𝒒 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1 6.3370 5.0577 5.3183 4.6251 

 𝑪𝑳𝒅𝒆  𝑟𝑎𝑑
−1 0.2931 0.3060 0.3405 0.3376 

 𝑪𝒎𝟎 ~ 0.0442 0.0574 0.0688 0.0985 

 𝑪𝒎𝒖 ~ 0.000189 0.000355 0.000397 0.000319 

 𝑪𝒎𝜶 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1 -0.8888 -0.8978 -0.9559 -0.6768 

 𝑪𝒎𝒒 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1 -15.233 -14.5737 -15.1839 -14.2746 

 𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 𝑟𝑎𝑑
−1 -1.0266 -1.1318 -1.2194 -1.1839 

3.3.1 Estimating the wing airfoil 

Two processes were used to estimate the SkyHunter airfoil. The first process resulted in 

choosing the GEO 438 airfoil. However, the lift aircraft lift coefficient obtained based on this 

airfoil seemed high. So, the selection of airfoil was revisited and the second process arrived at 

the Clark Y airfoil. Both processes are presented below. Again, the airfoil was estimated since 

the actual airfoil was unknown. 
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3.3.1.1 The first process 

The first process depended mostly on visually matching the SkyHunter wing tip shape 

with a known airfoil. To do so, the wing tip of the SkyHunter was traced on a piece of paper and 

a picture of that trace was then taken (see following figure.) 

 

Figure 3-3: Trace of SkyHunter wingtip 

Then, the airfoil database in AAA was consulted. AAA allows users to scroll through 

visuals of many airfoils. While scrolling through these pictures, airfoils that seemed similar to 

the SkyHunter were identified. After sifting through the different airfoils, eight airfoils were 

selected for final comparison. Table 3-5, shows how these airfoils compared to the SkyHunter 

wing tip. 

From these eight airfoils, three airfoils were selected for closer comparison. The GOE 

438. Waspsm and NACA M5 airfoils. Some airfoil characteristics were compared to arrive at the 

final airfoil selection. These characteristics are airfoil maximum thickness, maximum camber 

and the location of these two quantities along the chord of the airfoil. All quantities were 

obtained as percentage chord. Table 3-6, presents these values for the SkyHunter wing tip and 

the different airfoils. 
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Table 3-5: Potential airfoil matches, compared to the SkyHunter wingtip 

Airfoil Shape SkyHunter Wingtip 

Goe 438 

  
Goe 55 

 

 
S4110 

 
 

USA-35B 

  
USA49 

 
 

Wasp smoothed 

 
 

M4 

 
 

M5 
 

 
Table 3-6: Geometric characteristics of considered airfoils and of SkyHunter wingtip. All values are as % of chord. 

 SkyHunter 

Wingtip 

GOE 438 Wasp 

smoothed 

NACA M5 

Maximum thickness, 𝒕𝒎𝒂𝒙 11.9-12.2% 11 % 9.4% 8.2% 

𝒕𝒎𝒂𝒙 location along airfoil chord 26.5% 29.8% 27.1% 30.1% 

Maximum camber, 𝒄𝒎𝒂𝒙 3.4% 3.7% 3% 2.1% 

𝒄𝒎𝒂𝒙 location along airfoil chord 38.8% 39.8% 37.9% 30.1% 

Reference Measured [23] [24] [25] 

Comparing the values in the table, the GOE 438 was seen as the closest match to the 

SkyHunter wing tip airfoil. 

3.3.1.2 The second process 

It was observed that the lift coefficient for the SkyHunter was too high in the model using 

the GOE 438 airfoil. Therefore, the airfoil choice was revisited. The maximum thickness and 

camber of the SkyHunter were measured again along with their location. Then the airfoil tools 

website [26] was used to search for an airfoil with similar characteristics. Two airfoils seemed 
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appealing, the Clark YH and the Clark Y. The Clark Y airfoil was chosen for a reason related to 

reducing modeling error as described in the following paragraph. It was printed on paper and was 

seen to match the actual wing airfoil to an acceptable degree. Table 3-7 presents the re-measured 

SkyHunter airfoil characteristics and the Clark Y characteristics. 

Table 3-7: Geometric characteristics of SkyHunter wingtip airfoil and ClarkY airfoil. All values are as % of chord. 

 SkyHunter Wingtip Re-measured Clark Y 

Maximum thickness, 𝒕𝒎𝒂𝒙  11.8% 11.7% 

𝒕𝒎𝒂𝒙 location along airfoil chord 29% 28% 

Maximum camber, 𝒄𝒎𝒂𝒙  3.4% 3.4% 

𝒄𝒎𝒂𝒙 location along airfoil chord 31.5% 42% 

Reference Measured [27] 

The reason behind choosing the Clark Y airfoil was that aerodynamic characteristics for 

that airfoil are already available in AAA. (Characteristics like airfoil lift curve slope, 𝑐𝑙𝛼 , and 

zero lift angle of attack, 𝑐𝑙0). This meant that there would be no need to obtain airfoil 

characteristics by hand from airfoil graphs. Instead, AAA would provide these values. This 

seemed simpler and that it may yield more reliable modeling. 

3.4 Decoupled LTI model for the SkyHunter 

Based on the AAA model, a set of two decoupled state-space models were developed to 

describe the SkyHunter motion. The first state-space model is concerned with the longitudinal 

motion of the SkyHunter. The second state space model is concerned with the lateral-directional 

motion of the aircraft. Both state space models are linear time invariant (LTI). In this thesis, only 

the longitudinal model is used. It is used in Chapter 4 to design special maneuvers for system 

identification. 

The LTI models are based on small perturbation theory and they contain several 

simplifying assumptions. They are developed in the stability coordinate system mentioned in 

Section 2.1. Reference [3], especially Chapter 5 in it, can be consulted for the methodology of 
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obtaining the state space models. For the longitudinal model, one addition was made to the 

methodology presented in the reference. It was the addition of thrust control in the model instead 

of only having elevator control.  

When using the state space models, the variables appearing in the model are the perturbed 

values. Thus, if the total angle of attack is 5 degrees and the trim angle of attack is 3 degrees, 

then the value used in the state space model is the perturbation (5 − 3 = 2 °). This same 

discussion applies to the other variables in the model. The trim values for the model are 

presented in Table 3-4: Theoretical Estimates for the SkyHunter stability and control derivatives 

obtained from AAA.  

For longitudinal motion, the state space model has the format: 

 𝑥𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔̇ = 𝐴𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑥𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 + 𝐵𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑢𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 Eq 3-1 

where, 𝑥𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 is the 4x1 state vector and 𝑢𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 is the 2x1 control vector. 𝐴𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 is a 4x4 matrix 

and 𝐵𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 is a 4x2 matrix. The dot notation means the time derivative. The state and control 

vectors are as defined below: 

 𝑥𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 = [

Δ𝑢
Δ𝛼
𝛥𝜃
Δ𝑞

] Eq 3-2 

 𝑢𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 = [
Δ𝛿𝑇
Δ𝛿𝑒

] Eq 3-3 

In these vectors, Δ𝑢 is the forward speed perturbation in ft/s, Δ𝛼 is the angle of attack 

perturbation in rad , 𝛥𝜃 is the pitch angle perturbation in rad, Δ𝑞 is the pitch rate perturbation in 

rad/s, Δ𝛿𝑇 is the thrust perturbation as a fraction of 1, Δ𝛿𝑒 is the elevator perturbation in rad. 

For lateral motion, the state space model has the format: 

 𝑥𝐿𝑎𝑡̇ = 𝐴𝐿𝑎𝑡 𝑥𝐿𝑎𝑡 + 𝐵𝐿𝑎𝑡 𝑢𝐿𝑎𝑡 Eq 3-4 
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where, 𝑥𝐿𝑎𝑡 is the 4x1 state vector and 𝑢𝐿𝑎𝑡 is the 2x1 control vector. 𝐴𝐿𝑎𝑡 is a 4x4 matrix and 

𝐵𝐿𝑎𝑡 is a 4x2 matrix. The dot notation means the time derivative. The state and control vectors 

are as defined below: 

 𝑥𝐿𝑎𝑡 = [

Δ𝛽
𝛥𝜙
Δ𝑝
Δ𝑟

] Eq 3-5 

 𝑢𝐿𝑎𝑡 = [
Δ𝛿𝑎
Δ𝛿𝑟

] Eq 3-6 

In these vectors, Δ𝛽 is the side slip angle perturbation in rad,𝛥𝜙 is the perturbation in roll 

angle in rad, Δ𝑝 is the perturbation in the roll rate in rad/s, Δ𝑟 is the perturbation in yaw rate in 

rad/s, Δ𝛿𝑎 is the aileron perturbation in rad, Δ𝛿𝑟 is the rudder perturbation in rad. 

The state space model for the SkyHunter 2 with winglets model that uses the GOE 438 

airfoil is presented below.  

 

[
 
 
 
Δ�̇�
Δ�̇�
𝛥�̇�
Δ�̇�]
 
 
 
= [

−0.1240 19.0662 −32.1974 0
−0.0250 −6.2646 −0.0080 0.9405

0 0 0 1.0000
0.0224 −14.6920 0.0051 −2.7085

] [

Δ𝑢
Δ𝛼
𝛥𝜃
Δ𝑞

] + [

5.9203 −0.7755
−0.0544 −0.3158

0 0
0.2737 −19.4782

] [
Δ𝛿𝑇
Δ𝛿𝑒

] Eq 3-7 

 

[
 
 
 
 
Δ�̇�

𝛥�̇�

Δ�̇�

Δ�̇� ]
 
 
 
 

= [

−0.6048 0.6359 −0.0153 −0.9797
0 0 1.0000 0

−35.6302 0 −8.2173 2.4916
34.3722 0 −1.3352 −2.1524

] [

Δ𝛽
𝛥𝜙
Δ𝑝
Δ𝑟

] + [

0 0.2484
0 0

74.0768 3.8109
0.2435 −26.3714

] [
Δ𝛿𝑎
Δ𝛿𝑟

] Eq 3-8 

3.5 Dynamic modes and flying qualities of the SkyHunter models 

The characteristics of the dynamic modes for the SkyHunter models is presented in the 

following table. This includes the frequencies, 𝜔 and damping ratios, 𝜁, of the second order 

modes and the time constants, 𝜏, of the first order modes. Negative time constants or damping 

ratios mean that the dynamic mode is unstable. 
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Table 3-8: Characteristics of SkyHunter dynamic modes 

Aircraft Model Units SkyHunter 2 

w/ winglets 

SkyHunter 3 

No winglets 

SkyHunter 4 

No winglets 

Estimated wing airfoil  GOE 438 Clark Y Clark Y Clark Y 

Longitudinal modes      

 𝝎𝑺𝑷 rad/s 

Hz 

5.627 

0.896 

5.0013 

0.796 

4.9643 

0.7901 

4.5597 

0.7257 

 𝜻𝑺𝑷  0.806 0.613 0.592 0.701 

 𝝎𝑷𝒉𝒖𝒈𝒐𝒊𝒅 rad/s 

Hz 

0.7168 

0.114 

0.7864 

0.125 

0.7933 

0.1263 

0.7437 

0.1184 

 𝜻𝑷𝒉𝒖𝒈𝒐𝒊𝒅  0.013 -0.001 -0.003 0.005 

Lateral modes      

 𝝎𝑫𝑹 rad/s 

Hz 

6.4085 

1.020 

6.6511 

1.059 

8.3009 

1.3211 

8.019 

1.2763 

 𝜻𝑫𝑹  0.174 0.152 0.069 0.085 

 𝝉𝑺𝒑𝒊𝒓𝒂𝒍 S -63.291 -21.946 4.01 3.428 

 𝝉𝑹𝒐𝒍𝒍 s 0.114 0.149 0.121 0.127 

Looking at the previous table, it can see that the SkyHunter 2 has unstable spiral mode. 

Depending on the model used for SkyHunter 2, the phugoid mode can also be unstable. It can be 

seen that the highest dynamic mode frequency for SkyHunter 2 is 1.059 (Dutch roll mode, in 

model using Clark Y airfoil). Attention will be directed to the dynamic mode frequencies again 

in Chapter 7, which deals with data filtering.  

The following table present the flying qualities for the SkyHunter. These flying qualities 

were evaluated using the aid of AAA software. It can be seen in the table that SkyHunter 2 has 

good short period damping. It also has good Dutch roll handling qualities. The spiral mode is 

either level 1 or level 2 depending on the AAA model. The short period frequency is level 1 or 

level 2 depending on the AAA model. The phugoid is level 2 or 3, again, depending on the AAA 

model.  
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Table 3-9: Handling qualities of the SkyHunter 

Aircraft Model SkyHunter 2 

w/ winglets 

SkyHunter 3 

No winglets 

SkyHunter 4 

No winglets 

Estimated wing airfoil GOE 438 Clark Y Clark Y Clark Y 

Longitudinal     

𝝎𝑺𝑷 Level 1 2 2 1 

𝜻𝑺𝑷 Level 1 1 1 1 

Phugoid Level 2 3 3 2 

     

Lateral     

𝝎𝑫𝑹 Level 1 1 1 1 

𝜻𝑫𝑹 Level 1 1 2 1 

𝜻𝑫𝑹𝟐𝟑 Level Met Met Met Met 

𝝎𝑫𝑹𝜻𝑫𝑹 Level 1 1 3 3 

Spiral Level 1 2 Stable Stable 
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4 Input Design 

One of the first steps in the system identification process is to collect good data from the 

aircraft. During the flight, appropriate input signals need to be applied to cause the aircraft flight 

modes to be excited. This section discusses the process of designing the appropriate input 

signals. To design the input signals, a priory knowledge of the aircraft dynamic model is needed. 

As presented in Chapter 3, an aircraft a priory dynamic models were developed using Advanced 

Aircraft Analysis software. These models are used for input signal design. Work presented in this 

input design section is based on Reference [8].  

Note: Due to several circumstances, the maneuvers designed in this chapter were not 

flown. This chapter was kept in the thesis since it can provide useful information on input signal 

design and since the flight maneuvers designed for the SkyHunter can be flown in the future.  

There are two approaches to work on input signal design: 1) Input design based on 

estimation error analysis. 2) Design of Multistep input signals. In this thesis, focus is only given 

to the second approach. In the second approach, the input signal consists of multiple step inputs 

that are joined together to form one multi-step signal. An arbitrary input signal can be designed 

using this approach.  

Different signal designs would excite the aircraft differently. Thus, the designed input 

signal affects the quality of the collected flight data. The gathered flight data will either be “rich” 

or “poor” in information content for parameter estimation purposes depending on the applied 

input signal. Thus, the input signal needs to be designed properly to obtain rich data. 

In the multistep input signal design approach, the design process is made to answer the 

following questions:  

1) How long should a certain input step command be applied? 
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2) In what order should the input step commands be applied? 

3) What magnitude should each input step command have?  

The first and second questions are answered by analyzing the frequency response of the 

dynamic model and by looking at energy density plots. The third question was answered through 

dynamic model simulations. 

4.1 Frequency response of dynamic model 

The design of an input signal that results in “rich” data content is addressed in two steps. 

The first step focuses on the dynamics of the aircraft. The second step focuses on the properties 

of different multistep input signals. In the first step, attention is given to understand the dynamic 

model through the use of bode diagrams. This understanding is used to decide which frequencies 

need to be excited in order for each parameter of the dynamic model to be identifiable from the 

gathered data. In the second step, focus is given to design a multi-step input that excites the 

frequencies specified in the first step. The following diagram illustrates this two-step procedure. 

 

4.1.1 Step 1: Specify frequencies that excite aircraft appropriately: 

As mentioned before in Chapter 3, dynamic models have been developed for the 

SkyHunter using the Advanced Aircraft Analysis tool. The developed dynamic models were 

assumed to have the following form for the longitudinal direction in this chapter. 

Step 1: Specify frequencies that excite 
aircraft apropriately

•Bode diagrams are used in this step

•Each parameter of the dynamic model can 
be detected only at certain input signal 
frequency ranges

•These ranges are specified

Step 2: Design an input signal that excites 
the specified frequencies

•Spectral density plots are used to identify 
the frequencies excited by a certain multi-
step input signal

•An input signal is selected that excites the 
frequencies specified in Step 1
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 [

�̇�
�̇�
𝜃
�̇�

̇ ] =

[
 
 
 
𝑋𝑢

𝑍𝑢/𝑈0 
0
𝑀𝑢

     

𝑋𝛼
𝑍𝛼/𝑈0
0
𝑀𝛼

     

𝑋𝜃
𝑍𝜃 
0
𝑀𝜃

     

𝑋𝑞
𝑍𝑞
1
𝑀𝑞]
 
 
 

  [

𝑢
𝛼
𝜃
𝑞

] + [

𝑋𝛿𝑇
𝑍𝛿𝑇
0
𝑀𝛿𝑇

     

𝑋𝛿𝑒
𝑍𝛿𝑒
0
𝑀𝛿𝑒

]  [
𝛿𝑇
𝛿𝑒
] Eq 4-1 

In the above matrix, 𝑢 is the aircraft airspeed in the body 𝑋 axis,  𝛼 is the angle of attack, 

𝜃  is the pitch angle, 𝑞 is the pitch rate and 𝑈0 is the aircraft trim speed.  𝑋(), 𝑍() 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀()  all 

stand for the dimensional stability and control derivatives in the body 𝑋 axis, 𝑍 axis and about 

the 𝑌 axis (pitching moment) respectively. 𝛿𝑇 and  𝛿𝑒 are the thrust and elevator control inputs 

respectively. The above state space model is a linear time invariant model: the dimensional 

derivatives are constant values. Loosely speaking, the goal of the system identification process is 

to identify each of the dimensional derivatives.  

For this chapter, the used SkyHunter LTI model was: 

 [

�̇�
�̇�
𝜃
�̇�

̇ ] = [

−0.1629 19.0817 −32.1978 0
−0.0250 −6.3325 −0.0074 0.9390

0 0 0 1
0.0250 −15.6379 0.0049 −2.7904

] [

𝑢
𝛼
𝜃
𝑞

] + [

6.7895 −0.7849
−0.0627 −0.3162

0 0
0.2504 −19.5022

]  [
𝛿𝑇
𝛿𝑒
] Eq 4-2 

Here, we can use the following analogy to illustrate the process presented in the 

following paragraphs: When listening to a track of music, the different instruments play different 

pieces with varying sound volume along the track timeline. If we try to identify all the 

instruments included in a certain orchestral track, we need to listen to the entire track or more 

specifically to enough portions of the track such that all instruments play a role in these portions.  

Likewise, in the system identification process, we can design the input signal to have 

varying frequencies. Each input signal frequency causes the aircraft to be excited differently. 

Thus, the terms of the dynamic model may be more or less identifiable. In fact, we can consider 

the terms unidentifiable at certain input frequencies. Therefore, it is important to specify a set of 

frequencies that excite all components of the dynamic model to an identifiable degree. This is the 

goal of the first step of the input signal design. After that, the second step of the input design 
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(discussed in the following subsection) focuses on designing an input signal that excites this 

specified set of frequencies.  

To understand the range of frequencies at which each term in the dynamic model is 

identifiable, we do the following: First, we isolate each term in the dynamic model in a separate 

state space model. In that state space model, the term we are isolating is the only observation. 

Then, a bode diagram is constructed for each isolated system. Mathematically, this is done as 

follows:  

Considering the state space model of the following form: 

 �̇� = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝐵𝑢 Eq 4-3 

 𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥 + 𝐷 𝑢 Eq 4-4 

The first equation encompasses the system dynamics. The second equation encompasses 

the observation equation. The 𝐴 and 𝐵 matrices are as defined in the first 2 paragraphs of this 

subsection. They will be the same for all the new isolated dynamic models. The 𝐶 and 𝐷 

matrices will be different for each isolated state space model.  

Focusing on the moment equation, we desire to have an isolated system for each term in 

that last row of the dynamic model.1 This is done as follows: 

1) To isolate �̇�  we use → 𝐶 = [𝑀𝑢     𝑀𝛼     𝑀𝜃    𝑀𝑞], 𝐷 = [𝑀𝛿𝑇      𝑀𝛿𝑒] 

2) To isolate contribution of 𝑀𝑢 on pitching motion we use →𝐶 = [𝑀𝑢     0      0      0], 

𝐷 = [0    0] 

3) To isolate contribution of 𝑀𝛼 on pitching motion we use → 𝐶 = [0     𝑀𝛼      0      0], 

𝐷 = [0    0] 

                                                 

 

 

1 For X and Z forces we would focus on the first and second rows respectively and perform the 

same process. 
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4) To isolate contribution of 𝑀𝜃 on pitching motion we use→ 𝐶 = [0     0      𝑀𝜃      0], 

𝐷 = [0    0] 
5) To isolate contribution of 𝑀𝑞 on pitching motion we use→ 𝐶 = [0     0      0      𝑀𝑞], 

𝐷 = [0    0] 

6) To isolate contribution of 𝑀𝛿𝑇 on pitching motion we use→ 𝐶 = [0     0      0      0], 

𝐷 = [𝑀𝛿𝑇      0] 

7) To isolate contribution of 𝑀𝛿𝑒 on pitching motion we use→ 𝐶 = [0     0      0      0], 

𝐷 = [0     𝑀𝛿𝑒] 

Next, on the same plot, the bode diagram of each isolated system is constructed. The 

following figure shows the bode diagram for the SkyHunter. The figure was constructed for the 

elevator as the input. A similar plot can be made for the thrust as the input. The plots were 

created using MATLAB. 

 

Figure 4-1: Bode diagram of dynamic models related to pitching moment with elevator as the input. 

 The developed bode diagram can be used to specify the frequencies at which each 

moment dimensional derivative is identifiable. This can be done as follows: first we note that 
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based on the diagram, at each frequency, we can make one of three judgments concerning each 

term (ex: 𝑀𝑢,𝑀𝛼 , …): 

1. The term is identifiable at that frequency 

2. The term is identifiable only as a ratio of other terms at that frequency 

3. The term is not identifiable at that frequency 

A term is identifiable when: 

(a) its magnitude is at least 10 % of the largest magnitude at that frequency 

(b) its magnitude is greater than -3 dB  

(c) the inertial term is larger than -3 dB. 

A term is identifiable as a ratio when: 

(a) its magnitude is at least 10 % of the largest term 

(b) its magnitude is greater than -3 dB  

(c) But the inertial term magnitude is less than -3 dB.  

Other than these 2 conditions, the term is not identifiable. The reasoning used to know if 

a term is identifiable or not is obtained from References [8] and [28]. The -3dB was not specified 

numerically in these references. Instead it was mentioned that the magnitude has to be large 

enough. The following tree diagram presents the decision process.  

 

Figure 4-2: Tree diagram for deciding if a term is (a) identifiable, (b) identifiable as a ratio or (c) not identifiable, at 

a given frequency 
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Figure 4-3: Diagram indicating frequencies at which moment derivatives are (a) identifiable [solid line], (b) 

identifiable as a ratio [broken line] (c) not identifiable [no line]. 

 Figure 4-3 identifies the frequencies at which each moment term is identifiable. The way 

the plot can be understood is as follows. On the Y axis, the different dimensional derivatives are 

listed. On the X-axis is frequency in rad/s. Solid lines and broken lines run horizontally next to 

each derivative. A solid line indicates the derivative it is running next to is identifiable over the 

frequencies the solid line runs over. A broken line indicates the term is identifiable as a ratio of 

other terms. When no line is drawn, the term is not identifiable at that frequency. 

 For example, for the derivative 𝑀𝑞, No line is drawn at the frequencies 0.01 to 0.2 rad/s. 

This means the term cannot be identified when the aircraft is excited at that frequency. A broken 

line is drawn from 0.02 to 0.04 rad/s. Thus, the 𝑀𝑞 derivative can be identified as a ratio of other 

derivatives (𝑀𝑑𝑒 , 𝑀𝛼 , 𝑀𝑢) if the aircraft is excited at this frequency range. A solid line runs from 
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0.04 to 40 rad/s. Thus, the term is identifiable when the aircraft is excited at that range. The term 

will not be identifiable at higher frequencies since the no line is drawn. 

 It can be seen that all moment dimensional derivatives are identifiable in the region 

between about 0.4 to 10 rad/s. To add further perspective in the above figure, the phugoid mode 

and short period mode frequencies are marked using green lines. These frequencies are a bit 

different than ones in Section 3.5 since they were obtained from a different dynamic model 

version. 

From the figure, a significant observation can be pointed out: all moment terms are 

identifiable if the system is exited at both the phugoid and short period frequencies. As 

Reference [8] points out, this is not surprising since “we know that the system excited at its 

natural mode will exhibit dominant dynamic motion”.  

In fact, it is not just all the moment terms that are identifiable at the dynamic modes 

frequencies, all X and Z terms are also identifiable at these frequencies. This can be seen in the 

bode and identifiability diagrams of the X and Z axes. The plots were obtained following the 

same procedure used for the pitching moment discussed earlier. They are presented in the 

following four figures. 
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Figure 4-4: Bode diagram of dynamic models related to X-axis forces with elevator as the input. 

 

Figure 4-5: Diagram indicating frequencies at which X-axis derivatives are (a) identifiable [solid line], (b) 

identifiable as a ratio [broken line] (c) not identifiable [no line]. 
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Figure 4-6: Bode diagram of dynamic models related to Z-axis forces with elevator as the input. 

 

Figure 4-7: Diagram indicating frequencies at which Z-axis derivatives are (a) identifiable [solid line], (b) 

identifiable as a ratio [broken line] (c) not identifiable [no line]. 
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In the bode diagram of Figure 4-1, the shaded region indicates that the inertial term (𝑞) is 

less than -3 dB. Thus, the terms are either identifiable as a ratio or not identifiable in this region.  

Based on the above discussion for the SkyHunter, to identify all the terms of the LTI 

model, the following conclusion is made:  

Step 1 conclusion: 

EXCITE THE SKYHUNTER AT THE PHUGOID FREQUENCY (0.729 RAD/S) 

AND THE SHORT PERIOD FREQUENCY (5.766 RAD/S) 

4.1.2 Step 2: Design input signal that excites specified frequencies 

At this point, the frequencies that the aircraft needs to be exited at are known. The second 

step discussed here is: what the multistep input signal should look like to excite these 

frequencies. Reference [8] discusses this in detail and the following is a much less detailed 

presentation. Three input signals are discussed below. 

First, the simplest of input signal designs: a pulse input. This constitutes of a small sudden 

change in the input, then holding that input constant for a time Δ𝑡, then suddenly bringing the 

input to the original amplitude and holding it there. The energy spectrum of such input is 

concentrated about zero rad/s. Changing the Δ𝑡 duration has an effect of increasing or decreasing 

the range of excited frequencies. When the range of excited frequencies increases the energy 

level decreases, and vice versa. (A diagram of the pulse input is available in Table 4-1) 

Another simple input signal is the doublet. It constitutes of a small sudden increase in 

amplitude to +Δ𝑢, followed by a small sudden decrease in amplitude to -Δ𝑢 ,then bringing the 

amplitude suddenly to the original value. Here Δ𝑢 is the magnitude of deviation from the original 

control input. Thus, the maximum amplitude (+Δ𝑢) and minimum amplitude (-Δ𝑢) have the 

same deviation from the original input value but they go at opposite directions. Each of the first 2 
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input changes are held for the same duration, Δ𝑡. When the duration Δ𝑡 changes, the frequency at 

which energy is concentrated varies. As Δ𝑡 gets smaller higher frequencies get excited. However, 

the energy spreads over a larger frequency range and the peak energy gets lower. The choice of 

Δ𝑡 when designing a signal is made such that the frequency we desire to excite satisfies the 

equation: 𝜔Δ𝑡 = 2.3. Here 𝜔 is the frequency we desire to excite in rad/s. (A diagram of the 

doublet input is available in Table 4-1) 

A bit more complex signal is the “3-2-1-1” signal. The name of that signal is derived from 

its shape. The signal constitutes of suddenly changing the signal with value Δ𝑢, suddenly 

bringing it down by value 2Δ𝑢, then up 2Δ𝑢, then down Δ𝑢 to return to the original signal value. 

All changes are instantaneous. The duration each change is maintained is 3Δ𝑡, 2Δ𝑡, Δ𝑡, Δ𝑡 – 

Thus, the name of the signal 3-2-1-1. A main advantage of the 3-2-1-1 signal is the spread of the 

power spectrum. Choice of Δ𝑡 for the signal is made such that the frequency the signal is 

designed to excite lies at the middle or at the upper third of the bandwidth. These two points 

correspond to (𝜔Δ𝑡)𝑚𝑖𝑑 = 1.6 and (𝜔Δ𝑡)2/3 = 2.1. (A diagram of the 3-2-1-1 input is available 

in Table 4-1) 

Table 4-1 summarizes the discussed input signals and presents the advantages and 

disadvantages of each. The previous discussion was constrained only to three widely used input 

signals. However, other input signals have been used and studied in the literature. 

 Since a pulse input excites low frequencies, it is suitable for exciting the phugoid mode. 

Modes with higher frequencies, such as the short period mode, would be better excited using a 

doublet input or a 3-2-1-1 input. Reference [8] recommends using a 3-2-1-1 signal for exciting 

the short period and a doublet input for exciting the Dutch roll mode. The reference makes this 

recommendation for the Dutch roll mode instead of the 3-2-1-1 since the Dutch roll mode is 
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more lightly damped compared to the short period mode. Thus, a doublet input is adequate for 

exciting it. Also, the reference states that the duration and exact shape of the doublet maneuver 

for exiting the Dutch roll mode is of secondary importance. 

Table 4-1: Comparison between advantages and disadvantages of each input type. 

Input 

Signal 

Signal 

Shape 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Pulse 

 

• Simple • System excited asymmetrically 

• Input is less fitting for exciting 

high frequency modes 

Doublet 

 

• Simple 

• System excited 

symmetrically 

• Frequency at which 

energy is concentrated 

varies with Δ𝑡 

• Small bandwidth (1:3) 

3-2-1-1 

 

• Large bandwidth 

• Frequency at which 

energy is concentrated 

varies with Δ𝑡 

• During first section (3Δ𝑇) aircraft 

may go far from trim 

• Hard to implement input 

manually on a UAS when time 

step is small (<1 sec) 

Now, back to discussion on the doublet and 3-2-1-1 signals. It was mentioned that there 

are specific equations that are used when designing a doublet or 3-2-1-1 signal. For a doublet 

input, if we desire to excite the frequency 𝜔, then we choose Δ𝑡 such that it satisfies the 

following equation. 

 𝜔Δ𝑡 = 2.3 Eq 4-5 

Similarly, for a 3-2-1-1 input, if we desire to excite the frequency 𝜔, we choose Δ𝑡 such that is 

satisfies either of the following two equations. 

 (𝜔Δ𝑡)𝑚𝑖𝑑 = 1.6 Eq 4-6 

 (𝜔Δ𝑡)2/3 = 2.1 Eq 4-7 

Note: in the previous equations, 𝜔 is frequency in rad/s. 

For example, to excite the short period frequency, 𝜔𝑆𝑃, using a doublet signal, we use the 

following Δt:  
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 Δ𝑡 =
2.3

𝜔𝑆𝑃
 Eq 4-8 

  The following table shows the design Δ𝑡 needed to excite the short period mode for the 

SkyHunter using a doublet or a 3-2-1-1 input. 

Table 4-2: Time step for doublet and 3-2-1-1 maneuvers. 

 Short Period 

Frequency 

Period of 

Oscillation 
𝚫𝒕𝒅𝒐𝒖𝒃𝒍𝒆𝒕 

(Using Eq 4-5) 

𝚫𝒕𝟑𝟐𝟏𝟏 

(Using Eq 4-6) 

𝚫𝒕𝟑𝟐𝟏𝟏 

(Using Eq 4-7) 

 rad/s s s s s 

SkyHunter 5.76 1.091 0.40 0.28 0.36 

The following table shows the design Δ𝑡 to excite the Dutch roll mode for the SkyHunter. 

Table 4-3: Time step for doublet and 3-2-1-1 maneuvers. 

 Dutch Roll 

Frequency 

Period of 

Oscillation 
𝚫𝒕𝒅𝒐𝒖𝒃𝒍𝒆𝒕 

(Using Eq 4-5) 

𝚫𝒕𝟑𝟐𝟏𝟏 

(Using Eq 4-6) 

𝚫𝒕𝟑𝟐𝟏𝟏 

(Using Eq 4-7) 

 rad/s s s s s 

SkyHunter 6.40 0.982 0.36 0.25 0.33 

4.1.3 Magnitude 

The previous section specified the time durations for the input signals used for system 

identification. In this section the magnitude at which the input signals should be applied is 

discussed. For example, when exciting the short period motion, how many degrees should the 

elevator be deflected up and down during the 3-2-1-1 maneuver? 

To answer this question, simulation was made using the SkyHunter analytical model 

developed using AAA. Two pieces of information were found in Reference [8]: 

1) In the short period excitation, “input amplitude should be such as to result in about ±3° 

to 4° variation in angle of attack about the trimmed value, or in terms of the load factor 

the variation should be typically ±0.4 𝑔 to 0.5 𝑔.” 

2) In the Dutch roll excitation, “the resulting maximum peak-to-peak variation in the angle 

of sideslip is typically of the order of ±4° or 0.1 𝑔 lateral acceleration” 
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These two points were used to specify a magnitude for the short period and Dutch roll 

maneuvers. The LTI models for the SkyHunter developed based on AAA modeling were 

simulated. The elevator angle was found to be about 3 degrees for the short period maneuver. 

The rudder angle was found to be about 1.5 degrees. 

4.2 Input design Conclusions 

In conclusion, to obtain good system identification results, it is important to gather good 

data from flight tests. The aircraft should be excited properly during the flight for the derivatives 

to be identifiable. To achieve this, specific flight maneuvers are designed for system 

identification.  

For the SkyHunter longitudinal motion, the following is recommended: 

EXCITE THE SKYHUNTER AT THE PHUGOID FREQUENCY (0.729 RAD/S) 

AND THE SHORT PERIOD FREQUENCY (5.766 RAD/S)  

TO EXCITE THE SHORT PERIOD FREQUENCY (5.76 RAD/S):  

APPLY A 3-2-1-1 SIGNAL OF ΔT = 0.3 S TO THE ELEVATOR. 

THE CHANGE IN ELEVATOR ANGLE SHOULD BE ABOUT 3 ° IN EACH 

DIRECTION.  

EXCITING THE PUGOID MODE CAN BE DIFFICULT FOR THE 

SKYHUNTER. HOWEVER, A PULSE INPUT MAY BE A GOOD CHOICE FOR 

EXCITING IT. 

This thesis focuses on longitudinal motion system identification. However, a Dutch roll 

maneuver that can be useful for lateral-directional system identification is presented below.  

TO EXCITE THE DUTCH ROLL FREQUENCY (6.40 RAD/S):  

APPLY A DOUBLET SIGNAL OF ΔT = 0.4 S TO THE RUDDER  

THE CHANGE IN RUDDER ANGLE SHOULD BE ABOUT  1.5° IN EACH 

DIRECTION. 
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5 EKF algorithm used for system identification 

Several algorithms are available for aircraft parameter identification. References [2], [8]–

[11] can be consulted for an overview of these methods. Some of the available algorithms are 

batch processing algorithms while other algorithms are recursive. Batch processing algorithms 

use all the available flight data at once to identify the aircraft model parameters. Recursive 

algorithms, aka sequential algorithms; use the available data point-by-point. In this thesis, an 

Extended Kalman Filter algorithm is used. It belongs to the recursive algorithms category. A 

main motivation in choosing the EKF algorithm was its potential to be used for online system 

identification since it is a recursive algorithm.  

The EKF algorithm used in this thesis is obtained from Reference [8] and is presented in 

Section 5.1. Before using the EKF to obtain stability and control derivatives for the SkyHunter, 

verification that the EKF works properly was done by recreating the results of an example in 

Reference [8]. The recreation of this example is presented in Section 5.2. 

5.1 Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm 

This section presents the EKF algorithm including the main EKF equations, the 

postulated dynamic model, the measurement equations, the process and measurement noise 

covariance matrices and values used for initializing the filter. 

5.1.1 Postulated Model 

The postulated aerodynamic model used in the EKF is presented below. These equations 

were derived in Chapter 2. The goal of the system identification process is to estimate the 

stability and control derivatives written in bold in Eq 5-5 to Eq 5-7.  

 �̇� = −
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐷 +  𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼 − 𝜃) +

𝐹𝑇
𝑚
cos (𝛼 + 𝜎𝑡) Eq 5-1 
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 �̇� = −
�̅�𝑆

𝑚𝑉
 𝐶𝐿 + 𝑞 +

𝑔

𝑉
cos(𝛼 − 𝜃) −

𝐹𝑇
𝑚𝑉

sin(𝛼 + 𝜎𝑇) Eq 5-2 

 �̇� = 𝑞 Eq 5-3 

 �̇� =
�̅�𝑆𝑐̅

𝐼𝑦𝑦
𝐶𝑚 +

𝐹𝑇
𝐼𝑦𝑦
(𝑙𝑡𝑥sin𝜎𝑇 + 𝑙𝑡𝑧cos𝜎𝑇) Eq 5-4 

Where, 

 𝐶𝐷 = 𝑪𝑫𝟎 + 𝑪𝑫𝑽
𝑉

𝑉0
+ 𝑪𝑫𝜶𝛼 Eq 5-5 

 𝐶𝐿 = 𝑪𝑳𝟎 + 𝑪𝑳𝑽
𝑉

𝑉0
+ 𝑪𝑳𝜶𝛼 Eq 5-6 

 𝐶𝑚 = 𝑪𝒎𝟎 + 𝑪𝒎𝑽
𝑉

𝑉0
+ 𝑪𝒎𝜶𝛼 + 𝑪𝒎𝒒

𝑞𝑐̅

2𝑉0
+ 𝑪𝒎𝜹𝒆𝛿𝑒 Eq 5-7 

In the previous equations, 𝑉 is the total velocity, 𝛼 is the angle of attack, 𝜃 is the pitch 

angle and 𝑞 is the pitch rate. �̅� is the dynamic pressure, 𝑆 is the wing reference area, 𝑚 is the 

aircraft mass and 𝑔 is the acceleration due to gravity. 𝐹𝑇 is the thrust force, 𝜎𝑇 is the inclination 

of the thrust force from body 𝑋 axis, 𝑙𝑡𝑥 is the x distance from propeller center to airplane center 

of gravity (CG) and 𝑙𝑡𝑥 is the z distance from propeller center to airplane CG. 𝑉0 is the trim 

airspeed, which is taken to be the average airspeed over the analyzed flight portion. The dot 

notation means the time derivative (ex: �̇� is the time derivative of 𝑉.) Work has been done to 

expand the above model to calculate more derivatives such as 𝐶𝐿𝛿𝑒 , 𝐶𝐿𝑞 . This is discussed in 

Section 11.5. 

5.1.2 Measurement Equations 

There are 7 measurement equations used in the filter. They are listed below: 

 𝑉𝑚 = 𝑉 Eq 5-8 

 𝛼𝑚 = 𝛼 Eq 5-9 

 𝜃𝑚 = 𝜃 Eq 5-10 

 𝑞𝑚 = 𝑞 Eq 5-11 

 �̇�𝑚 = 𝐶𝑚
�̅�𝑆𝑐̅

𝐼𝑦𝑦
+
𝐹𝑇
𝐼𝑦𝑦
(𝑙𝑡𝑥sin𝜎𝑇 + 𝑙𝑡𝑧cos𝜎𝑇) Eq 5-12 
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 𝑎𝑥𝑚 =
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
 𝐶𝑋 +

𝐹𝑇
𝑚
cos 𝜎𝑡 Eq 5-13 

 𝑎𝑧𝑚 =
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
 𝐶𝑍 −

𝐹𝑇
𝑚
sin 𝜎𝑡 Eq 5-14 

Where, 

 𝐶𝑋 = 𝐶𝐿 sin 𝛼 − 𝐶𝐷 cos 𝛼 Eq 5-15 

 𝐶𝑍 = −𝐶𝐿 cos 𝛼 − 𝐶𝐷 sin 𝛼 Eq 5-16 

The subscript “m” stands for measurement. 𝑎𝑥𝑚 and 𝑎𝑧𝑚 are the measured accelerations in 

the airplane body 𝑋 and 𝑍 axes. 𝐶𝑋 and 𝐶𝑍 are the non-dimensional force coefficients in the 

aircraft body 𝑋 and 𝑍 axes.𝐶𝐿 and 𝐶𝐷 are the aircraft lift and drag coefficients. 

5.1.3 EKF Equations 

The EKF equations are presented below. Reference [8] can be consulted for a derivation 

of these equations.  

Prediction step: 

 �̃�(𝑘 + 1) = �̂�(𝑘) + ∫ 𝑓[�̂�(𝑡), �̅�(𝑘)] 𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑘+1

𝑡𝑘

 Eq 5-17 

 �̃�(𝑘 + 1) ≈ Φ(𝑘 + 1)�̂�(𝑘)Φ(𝑘 + 1) + Δt𝑄 Eq 5-18 

Initial Conditions: 

 �̂�(1) = 𝑥0 Eq 5-19 

 �̂�(1) = 𝑃0 Eq 5-20 

Where, 

 Φ(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑒𝐴(𝑘)Δ𝑡 Eq 5-21 

 𝐴(𝑘) =
𝜕𝑓[𝑥(𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)]

𝜕𝑥
|
𝑥=�̂�(𝑘)

= [
𝜕𝑓/𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑓/𝜕Θ
0 0

] Eq 5-22 

Correction step: 

 �̃�(𝑘) = 𝑔[�̃�(𝑘), 𝑢(𝑘)] Eq 5-23 

 𝐾(𝑘) = �̃�(𝑘)𝐶𝑇[𝐶�̃�(𝑘)𝐶𝑇 + 𝑅]−1 Eq 5-24 
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 �̂�(𝑘) = �̃�(𝑘) + 𝐾(𝑘)[𝑧(𝑘) − �̃�(𝑘)] Eq 5-25 

 �̂�(𝑘) = [𝐼 − 𝐾(𝑘)𝐶]�̃�(𝑘)[𝐼 − 𝐾(𝑘)𝐶]𝑇 + 𝐾(𝑘)𝑅𝐾𝑇(𝑘) Eq 5-26 

Where  

 𝐶(𝑘) =
𝜕𝑔[𝑥(𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)]

𝜕𝑥
|
𝑥=�̃�(𝑘)

= [
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑥
 
𝜕𝑔

𝜕Θ
]
𝑥=�̃�(𝑘)

 Eq 5-27 

In the previous equations, ̃ denotes predicted value. ̂ denotes updated value.  ̅ denotes 

average of time steps 𝑘 and 𝑘 + 1. The state vector, 𝑥, and the measurement vector, 𝑦, are 

defined as follows: 

 𝑥 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑉
𝛼
𝜃
𝑞
𝐶𝐷0
𝐶𝐷𝑉
𝐶𝐷𝛼
𝐶𝐿0
𝐶𝐿𝑉
𝐶𝐿𝛼
𝐶𝑚0
𝐶𝑚𝑉
𝐶𝑚𝛼
𝐶𝑚𝑞
𝐶𝑚𝛿𝑒]

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15 𝑋 1

, 𝑦 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑉𝑚
𝛼
𝜃𝑚
𝑞𝑚
𝑞�̇�
𝑎𝑥𝑚
𝑎𝑧𝑚]

 
 
 
 
 
 

7𝑋1

 Eq 5-28 

Notice that the state vector 𝑥 consists of four aircraft motion states: 𝑉, 𝛼, 𝜃 and 𝑞. Following 

that are the 11 parameters we intend to estimate. In order to estimate the stability and control 

derivatives they were augmented to the state vector and the dynamic equations given to the EKF 

were also augmented with 11 equations. These equations are: 

 𝐶𝐷0
̇ = 0, 𝐶𝐷𝑉

̇ = 0, … , 𝐶𝑚𝛿𝑒
̇ = 0 Eq 5-29 

In other words, it was assumed that the stability and control derivatives of the aircraft are 

constant over the duration of the analyzed flight portion.  
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5.1.4 Initial Process and measurement noise matrices 

The process noise matrix, 𝑄, used in this thesis was obtained from the code provided with 

Reference [8]: 

 𝑄 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
1.2856
0
0
0
0
⋮
0

     

0
0.0000059

0
0
0
⋮
0

     

0
0

0.00000020035203
0
0
⋮
0

     

0
0
0

0.00000301987933
0
⋮
0

     

0
0
0
0
0
⋮
0

     

⋯
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋱
0

     

0
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
0]
 
 
 
 
 

15×15

 Eq 5-30 

 The initial measurement noise matrix. 𝑅,  used in this thesis was obtained from the code 

provided with Reference [8] as follows: 

𝑅 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
1.758 × 10−2  

0
0
0
0
0
0

     

0
9.902 × 10−7 

0
0
0
0
0

     

0
0

1.977 × 10−7

0
0
0
0

     

0
0
0

3.384 × 10−7

0
0
0

     

0
0
0
0

3.168 × 10−5

0
0

     

0
0
0
0
0

4.191 × 10−4  
0

     

0
0
0
0
0
0

2.020 × 10−2]
 
 
 
 
 

7×7

 Eq 5-31 

The measurement noise matrix was later modified for the SkyHunter as presented in Section 10. 

5.1.5 Initializing the EKF 

Two quantities need to be initialized for the EKF. These are the initial state vector 𝑥0 and 

the initial covariance matrix 𝑃0. For the SkyHunter, the initial state vector used by the EKF was 

obtained in one of 2 ways. For the first four states (𝑉, 𝛼, 𝜃, 𝑞) the initial value was set to be equal 

to the measured state at the initial time stamp of the analyzed flight data. For the stability and 

control derivatives, the initial state was set to be the estimate obtained from AAA.  

The initial covariance matrix on the other hand was set to be a diagonal matrix with all 

elements on the diagonal equal to 10. This was done since the confidence in the initial state 

vector estimates was not high. Accordingly, the values in the initial covariance matrix needed to 

be large. 
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5.1.6 Measurements 

The measurements for the observation vector were obtained from the sensors onboard the 

SkyHunter. An exception to this is the time derivative of the pitch rate, �̇�. This value was not 

measured. Instead, it was obtained by numerical differentiation from the pitch rate 

measurements. 

5.2 Recreation of reference results using developed EKF 

Reference [8] includes an example problem where flight data is provided and the above EKF 

formulation was used to estimate the stability and control (S&C) derivatives. This resource was 

used to verify that the EKF, independently coded for this thesis, was functioning properly. This 

was simply done by using the independently coded EKF to recreate the stability and control 

derivatives results presented in the reference. If the recreated results match the reference, then 

this gives confidence that the EKF was coded properly. If the recreated results do not match, then 

this indicates that there is some error. Indeed, the recreated results turned out to be matching to 

the reference estimates providing evidence that the EKF was coded properly. This comparison is 

presented in the following. 

A table is provided below showing the final results from the coded EKF as compared to the 

final results presented in the reference. As can be seen, the developed EKF results were less than 

5% different. The percentage difference is calculated using the following formula: 

 % 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 100 ×
𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝐾𝐹 − 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
 Eq 5-32 
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Table 5-1: Recreation of example in Reference [8] was successful. The difference in values between recreated 

results and reference results is less than 5 %. 

 
Developed EKF Reference Final Value   % Difference 

𝑪𝑫𝟎 0.124 0.124 0.00 

𝑪𝑫𝑽 -0.0657 -0.0652 0.77 

𝑪𝑫𝜶 0.3191 0.319 0.03 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 -0.0889 -0.0853 4.22 

𝑪𝑳𝑽 0.1493 0.144 3.68 

𝑪𝑳𝜶 4.2812 4.303 -0.51 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.1120 0.112 0.00 

𝑪𝒎𝑽 0.0047 0.0046 2.17 

𝑪𝒎𝜶 -0.9770 -0.971 0.62 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 -35.5059 -34.937 1.63 

𝑪𝒎𝜹𝒆 -1.5529 -1.533 1.30 

  

The data obtained from the reference included sensor measurements for 60 seconds from 

a German HFB-320 aircraft. In the above table, the values presented in the “Developed EKF” 

column are the results of the EKF at the end of the 60 seconds. In the following figures, the 

derivative estimates throughout the 60 seconds are presented. As the legends describe, the results 

from the EKF developed in this thesis are compared to the final time point result presented in 

Reference [8] which are presented in the second column of the above table. 

𝑪𝑫 Derivatives: 

 

Figure 5-1: Drag stability and control derivatives recreated acceptably. 
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𝑪𝑳 Derivatives: 

 

Figure 5-2:Lift stability and control derivatives recreated acceptably. 

𝑪𝒎 Derivatives: 

 

Figure 5-3: Pitching moment stability and control derivatives recreated acceptably. 

It can be seen that the estimates start off being incorrect, but as the EKF runs, the 

derivative estimates converge and become very close to the reference estimates. This is an 

acceptable behavior for the EKF since it is a recursive algorithm. Therefore, the estimation gets 

better after a few points.  
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6 Initial system identification results for the SkyHunter 

After validating that the EKF works properly by recreating the results of Reference [8], 

the EKF was applied to the SkyHunter. This Chapter presents the initial system identification 

results obtained from the SkyHunter. Section 6.1 Presents some of the initial results obtained 

from the SkyHunter. Section 6.2 then presents a discussion of these results and talks of the steps 

taken to improve the EKF results. 

6.1 Initial SkyHunter System Identification results 

The following table presents the EKF results for a flight portion from the SkyHunter. 

These are one of the first stability and control derivatives estimates for the SkyHunter. Figure 6-1 

shows the EKF state estimation for the same flight portion. 

Table 6-1 One of first system identification results obtained for SkyHunter 

 
AAA EKF 

𝑪𝑫𝟎 0.0265 0.41525 

𝑪𝑫𝑽 0.1139 -0.3938 

𝑪𝑫𝜶 -0.346 0.58506 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 0.5046 1.5735 

𝑪𝑳𝑽 1.1735 -1.0354 

𝑪𝑳𝜶 5.8154 0.83875 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.0442 7.3132 

𝑪𝒎𝑽 0.0171 -15.932 

𝑪𝒎𝜶 -0.9749 -21.624 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 -15.233 -355.02 

𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 -1.0266 -69.338 
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Figure 6-1: First results for SkyHunter had poor EKF state recreation. 

In the following table, the results obtained from two additional flight portions are 

presented. This is done to evaluate whether the EKF yields consistent estimates from different 

flight portions 

Table 6-2: Evaluation of EKF estimates from different flight portions 

Source/ 

Flight Date 

AAA 

model 

April 28 

2018 

April 28 

2018 

April 28 

2018 

Flight No.  1 1 2 

Analyzed Duration  20 s 104.5 s 6.5 s 

Initial Time  630 s 695.5 s 324 s 

Final Time  650 s 800 s 330.5 s 

Flight Mode  RC Auto RC 

Derivatives     

𝑪𝑫𝟎 0.0265 0.41525 5.7593 12.236 

𝑪𝑫𝑽 0.1139 -0.3938 -5.8844 -12.289 

𝑪𝑫𝜶 -0.346 0.58506 1.5535 12.618 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 0.5046 1.5735 31.351 32.71 

𝑪𝑳𝑽 1.1735 -1.0354 -31.921 -32.747 

𝑪𝑳𝜶 5.8154 0.83875 6.9544 33.55 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.0442 7.3132 -4.0577 -3.9621 

𝑪𝒎𝑽 0.0171 -15.932 3.9312 3.5019 

𝑪𝒎𝜶 -0.9749 -21.624 -1.7997 -2.449 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 -15.233 -355.02 -81.601 -55.937 

𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 -1.0266 -69.338 -4.1111 -2.9717 
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6.2 Discussion of the initial results and outline of steps taken to improve them 

Looking at the previous results, it can be seen that they are not acceptable. This can be 

seen in the following observations: 

1) Looking at the results in Table 6-1, the estimated derivatives do not make sense in several 

cases. For example, 𝐶𝑚𝑎 = −21 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1, 𝐶𝑚𝑞 = −355 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1, 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 = −69 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1, 

𝐶𝑚𝑉 = −15 and 𝐶𝑚0 = 7. These values are very different from estimates based on 

AAA and are outside of expected bounds. (Expected bounds are presented in Section 

11.1.3) 

2) There is no consistency in the results. The stability and control estimates varied greatly 

depending on which flight portion was analyzed. 

3) The EKF was not capable of recreating the measured states, as seen Figure 6-1. 

In addition to inacceptable results observed in the EKF estimates. Two more observations 

were seen in the flight data. 

4) The angle of attack measurements are very high (around 10°). This indicated that the 

angle of attack estimation algorithm may not be giving good estimation. Chapter 8 

addresses this issue. 

5) The data is noisy as seen in the plot of 𝛼 and 𝑞. Chapter 7 discusses this issue in more 

detail.  

To improve the EKF estimation and deal with the above-mentioned issues, several steps were 

taken. These steps are: 

1) The EKF measurement noise covariance matrix, 𝑅, was adjusted. 

2) Criteria were set in place to select suitable portions of flight to analyze. Note: the best 

way to perform system identification is to design proper flight maneuvers and analyze 
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data from these maneuvers. Chapter 4 discusses this process and presents flight 

maneuvers designed for the SkyHunter. Due to time and resource limitations, the 

maneuvers were not flown on the SkyHunter. Therefore, a different way was used to 

attempt to obtain acceptable flight portions. This alternative method is presented in 

Chapter 9. 

3) Filters were used to remove noise form the flight data. This is discussed in Chapter 7. 

4) Attempts to improve aircraft airflow angles estimation were made. As mentioned in 

Section 3.2, the SkyHunter does not have sensors to measure 𝛼 and 𝛽 values. Instead, an 

EKF is used to estimate these values. That αβ-EKF needed to be adjusted to extract 

more reasonable 𝛼 values. This is discussed in Chapter 8. 

5) Two more stability and control derivatives were estimated (𝐶𝐿𝛿𝑒 and 𝐶𝐿𝑞). Results were 

then compared to see if their addition improves the system identification results. This is 

discussed in Section 11.5.  
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7 Filtering Flight data 

It was observed that some data collected from the SkyHunter contained high frequency 

noise. Thus, the data from the SkyHunter was filtered to remove this noise and obtain better 

system identification results. In this section, the raw data obtained from the SkyHunter are 

presented. The presence of noise is then identified. After that, several filtering techniques are 

presented. These techniques were compared together to see which is more suitable for 

application. A good filter would remove high frequency noise while maintaining the aircraft 

flight dynamics. The energy spectra obtained from the different filters is also presented in this 

chapter. 

7.1 Flight data obtained from the SkyHunter 

In this section, a portion of raw flight data from the SkyHunter is presented. The purpose 

in doing so is to point out the presence of noise in the data. Figures are presented for 

accelerations, rotation rates, velocity, airflow angles and Euler angles. For each of these 

measurements a comment is given whether it needs filtering. 

7.1.1 Accelerations 

The following figure shows the accelerations measured in the body 𝑋, 𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑍 axes. The 

first figure shows data for 12 seconds of flight. The second figure zooms in on the first 2 seconds 

to better identify the noise. 
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Figure 7-1: Sample of acceleration (𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑦 , 𝑎𝑧) flight data. 

 

Figure 7-2: A zoomed in view of 2 seconds of acceleration data. 

Notice the two identified data points in Figure 7-2. In less than 0.1 second (in 0.05 

seconds), the 𝑍 axis acceleration went from -0.2652 g to -1.736 g. This is a very large change. 

1.47 g change in 0.05 seconds! This indicates that there is high noise in the data and it is 

occurring at high frequency. 
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7.1.2 Rotation rates 

 

Figure 7-3: Sample of body rotation rates (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟) flight data. High noise observed in 𝑞. 

The previous figure shows the body rotation rates for the same 2 second time portion. 

Looking at the pitch rate, the graph shows a zig-zag shape with the vertex points of the zigzag 

being spaced 1 sample point away from each other (0.05 sec). This corresponds to a frequency of 

𝑓 =
1

0.05
= 20 ℎ𝑧, which is much higher than the expected dynamic modes frequencies of the 

SkyHunter or fixed-wing aircraft in general. Fixed-wing aircraft usually have dynamic mode 

frequencies no higher than 5 Hz [21]. Thus, the pitch rate appears to have high frequency noise. 

The roll and yaw rates (𝑝 and 𝑟) do not show the same magnitude of oscillation. At least not in 

this flight portion.  
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7.1.3 Airspeed and airflow angles 

 

Figure 7-4: Sample of airspeed (𝑉) and airflow angles (𝛼, 𝛽) flight data. Angle of attack may have high frequency 

noise. 

In the previous figure, plots for the airspeed and airflow angles are presented. Looking at 

the airspeed plot, the graph seems smooth. No high noise oscillations are visible. However, 

looking at the angle of attack plot. High frequency oscillation is visible around the time stamp 

𝑡 = 682.4 𝑠. The angle of attack changes about 2 degrees in 0.05 seconds. This corresponds to a 

rate of change of 40°/𝑠𝑒𝑐! However, other portions of the angle of attack plot are less 

oscillatory. Thus, angle of attack was initially filtered. However, later on, it was observed that 

the system identification results are better when the angle of attack is not filtered as will be 

presented in Section 11.2. 
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7.1.4 Euler angles 

 

Figure 7-5: Sample of Euler angles (𝜙, 𝜃, 𝜓) flight data. 

The Euler angles are presented in the previous plot. The plots are mostly smooth. Thus, 

they were not filtered in this thesis. 

7.1.5 Summary of analysis 

From the above plots, it can be noted that accelerations, rotation rates and airflow angles 

may require filtering to remove high frequency noise. Airspeed and attitude angle data seem to 

be acceptable 

7.2 Tested filters 

Several digital filters were considered to remove the noise from the signals. Care had to 

be given to choose a suitable filter. We desire only to remove the noise without altering the 

actual signal. If the actual signal is altered, that means the aircraft dynamics would be altered and 

the system identification results would not be accurate. Thus, different filters were tested. The 

following is a list of the tested filters: 

1) Spencer filters (15- point and 21-point variants were tested. However, results are only 

presented for the 15-point filter in this section) 

2) Low pass filter 
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3) Moving average filters (a wide range of window sizes was used including: 15, 21, 31, 

41, 51, and 61-point filters. In this thesis, for the most part, results are only presented for 

the 21-point filter.) 

7.2.1 The Spencer filters 

The 15 and 21-point Spencer filters were obtained from Reference [8]. The Spencer filters 

are a kind of low pass filter that belong to the class of weighted moving average filters. More 

references about these 2 filters are in [29], [30] . The formulas for the 15-point and 21-point 

filters are presented below. These filters are symmetric filters. This means that the filter uses an 

equal number of points before and after the current time stamp when calculating filtered values. 

This can be seen easily in the equations. 

Formula for 15-point Spencer filter: 

 
𝑦𝑖 =

1

320
[−3𝑢𝑖−7 − 6𝑢𝑖−6 − 5𝑢𝑖−5 + 3 𝑢𝑖−4 + 21𝑢𝑖−3 + 46𝑢𝑖−2 + 67𝑢𝑖−1

+ 74𝑢𝑖 + 67𝑢𝑖+1 + 46𝑢𝑖+2 + 21𝑢𝑖+3 + 3 𝑢𝑖+4 − 5𝑢𝑖+5
− 6𝑢𝑖+6 − 3𝑢𝑖+7] 

Eq 7-1 

Formula for 21-point Spencer filter: 

 

𝑦𝑖 =
1

350
[− 𝑢𝑖−10 − 3 𝑢𝑖−9 − 5 𝑢𝑖−8 − 5 𝑢𝑖−7 − 2 𝑢𝑖−6 + 6 𝑢𝑖−5

+ 18 𝑢𝑖−4 + 33 𝑢𝑖−3 + 47 𝑢𝑖−2 + 57 𝑢𝑖−1 + 60 𝑢𝑖
+ 57 𝑢𝑖+1 + 47 𝑢𝑖+2 + 33 𝑢𝑖+3 + 18 𝑢𝑖+4 + 6 𝑢𝑖+5 − 2 𝑢𝑖+6
− 5 𝑢𝑖+7 − 5 𝑢𝑖+8 − 3 𝑢𝑖+9 − 𝑢𝑖+10] 

Eq 7-2 

In the above equations, 𝑦 is the filtered quantiy, 𝑢 is the unfiltered quantity (i.e. the raw 

measurements), the subscript 𝑖 indicates the current time stamp, 𝑖 + 𝑛 indicates the time stamp 𝑛 

points in the future or 𝑛 points in the past if 𝑛 is negative. 

7.2.2 The low pass filter 

The used low pass filter was designed using MATLAB digital filter design toolbox [31]. 

It was designed to filter high frequency noise while maintaining low frequencies of interest. The 
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analytical model for the SkyHunter, developed using AAA software, which was mentioned in 

Chapter 3, was used to estimate the frequencies of the SkyHunter dynamic modes. For 

convenience, the following table presents the short period and phugoid frequencies for the 

different SkyHunter dynamic models. 

Table 7-1: Longitudinal frequencies of the different SkyHunter dynamic models. The highest frequency is bolded. 

Aircraft Model Units SkyHunter 2 

w/ winglets 

SkyHunter 3 

No winglets 

SkyHunter 4 

No winglets 

Wing airfoil  GOE 438 Clark Y Clark Y Clark Y 

𝝎𝑺𝑷 Hz 0.896 0.796 0.7901 0.7257 

𝝎𝑷𝒉𝒖𝒈𝒐𝒊𝒅 Hz 0.114 0.125 0.1263 0.1184 

From the above table it can be seen that the highest longitudinal mode frequency is 0.896 

Hz. Rounding that number to 1 Hz (a conservative rounding) then the Nyquist frequency is 2 Hz 

(2 times the highest frequency of interest.) Thus, the low pass filter was designed to maintain all 

frequencies up until 2 Hz. Then the filter was designed to gradually filter out higher frequencies 

until it reaches 4 Hz. Any frequency above 4 Hz would be filtered out. The following figure 

shows the designed filter response. 

 

Figure 7-6: Designed magnitude response of the low pass filter. 
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The formula for such a low pass filter is: 

 

𝑦𝑖 = [
49

58370
𝑢𝑖−13 +

370

103969
𝑢𝑖−12 +

22

2599
𝑢𝑖−11 +

83

6256
𝑢𝑖−10

+
163

12808
𝑢𝑖−9 +

31

20525
𝑢𝑖−8 −

216

10703
𝑢𝑖−7 −

170

4039
𝑢𝑖−6

−
111

2437
𝑢𝑖−5 −

271

20659
𝑢𝑖−4 +

158

2707
𝑢𝑖−3 +

370

2459
𝑢𝑖−2

+
1704

7453
𝑢𝑖−1 +

571

2202
𝑢𝑖 +

1704

7453
𝑢𝑖+1 +

370

2459
𝑢𝑖+2

+
158

2707
𝑢𝑖+3 −

271

20659
𝑢𝑖+4 −

111

2437
𝑢𝑖+5 −

170

4039
𝑢𝑖+6

−
216

10703
𝑢𝑖+7 +

31

20525
𝑢𝑖+8 +

163

12808
𝑢𝑖+9 +

83

6256
𝑢𝑖+10

+
22

2599
𝑢𝑖+11 +

370

103969
𝑢𝑖+12 +

49

58370
𝑢𝑖+13] 

Eq 7-3 

7.2.3 The moving average filters 

The moving average filters were designed to be symmetric filters. It is simple to arrive at 

a formula for a moving average filter. For a (2𝑛 + 1)-point moving average symmetric filter the 

formula would be: 

 𝑦𝑖 =
1

2𝑛 + 1
[𝑢𝑖−𝑛 +⋯+ 𝑢𝑖−2 + 𝑢𝑖−1 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖+1 + 𝑢𝑖+2 +⋯+ 𝑢𝑖+𝑛] Eq 7-4 

For example, a 21-point moving average filter will have the formula: 

 
𝑦𝑖 =

1

21
[𝑢𝑖−10 + 𝑢𝑖−9 + 𝑢𝑖−8 + 𝑢𝑖−7 + 𝑢𝑖−6 + 𝑢𝑖−5 + 𝑢𝑖−4 + 𝑢𝑖−3 + 𝑢𝑖−2

+ 𝑢𝑖−1 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖+1 + 𝑢𝑖+2 + 𝑢𝑖+3 + 𝑢𝑖+4 + 𝑢𝑖+5 + 𝑢𝑖+6
+ 𝑢𝑖+7 + 𝑢𝑖+8 + 𝑢𝑖+9 + 𝑢𝑖+10] 

Eq 7-5 

7.3 Application of filters to flight data 

The following two figures shows the different filters applied to pitch rate (𝑞) 

measurements obtained from flight data. The flight portion about 9 seconds long. Figure 7-7, 

shows the time history of the original signal verses the filtered signals. Figure 7-8, shows the 

power spectra of these signals. These figures were generated using MATLAB Signal processing 

toolbox [32].  
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Figure 7-7: Using 9 seconds of pitch rate data, the performance of several filters is compared to the original signal.  

 

Figure 7-8: The power spectra of the original signal verses the filtered signals. (Same data as previous figure.) 
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From Figure 7-7, the following can be observed: 

1) It can be seen that all filtering methods did reduce the magnitude of the high frequency 

oscillations.  

2) The low pass filter and the Spencer filters show much smoother plots than the moving 

average filters. In the moving average filters the plots have many sudden changes in 

slope. 

3) In terms of tracking, the Spencer filters and the low pass filter track the original signal 

more closely. They have higher peaks and lower troughs in order to follow the original 

signal. The moving average filters on the other hand tracks the signal less closely. This 

can be clearly seen, for example, around 𝑡 = 0.8 𝑠 and 𝑡 = 3 𝑠. In these instances, the 

moving average filter may be failing to capture the true dynamics of the aircraft. 

In the power spectra plots of Figure 7-8, 10 Hz is the maximum value on the X-axis. This 

is because the sampling frequency is 20 Hz. Hence, the Nyquist frequency is 10 Hz. and it is not 

possible to properly capture frequencies higher than that. Looking at the plots, it can be seen that: 

1) The original signal had noticeable power all the way from 0 Hz to 10 Hz. This again is an 

indicator of the presence of noise, since aircraft dynamics are usually at 5 Hz or lower 

[21].  

2) The low pass filter works as it was intended to. The filter response is similar to that 

presented in Figure 7-6, where, starting at 2 Hz the filter starts to cut out the frequencies 

until it reaches 4 Hz and anything above 4Hz is filtered out.  

3) The Spencer filters follow a similar pattern as the low pass filter. 

4) The low pass filter does the best job in cutting out frequencies higher than 4 Hz. The 

spencer 21 starts to cut out low frequencies earlier than the Spencer 15 filter.  
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5) The moving average filters start cutting out frequencies around 0.5 Hz. This is not a good 

behavior since frequencies of interest in system identification are being filtered out. In 

addition, the high frequencies are not well removed by the moving average filter.  

Based on the above observations, it can be concluded that: 

• The low pass filter and the Spencer filters are better at capturing the 

aircraft dynamics and filtering out noise.  

• The moving average filters are filtering out some potentially important 

frequencies and are not filtering out the unimportant frequencies well.  

• Thus, using the moving average filter may make the system identification 

results inaccurate.  

With that said, system identification results are still presented from the moving average 

filter since they seemed to be more reasonable in some instances than the low pass and Spencer 

filters. System identification results obtained from data filtered using the low pass filter, the 

Spencer 15 filter and the moving average 21 filter are presented in the following sections. The 

effect of using the different filters on system identification results are discussed in these sections. 
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8 Modification made to airflow angle estimation. 

Many aircraft use estimation techniques to obtain angle of attack estimation. Equipping 

aircraft with airflow angle sensors and calibrating these sensors can be difficult and the obtained 

measurements may end-up being inaccurate [33]. Thus, estimation of airflow angles in aerospace 

engineering is common place. 

The SkyHunter uses an Extended Kalman Filter algorithm to estimate airflow angles. 

This EKF will be referred to as 𝛼𝛽-EKF in this thesis to avoid confusion with the EKF used for 

system identificaiton. The 𝛼𝛽-EKF mainly uses the following two information sources to 

estimate the airflow angles: 

1) Measured flight data: the algorithm uses acceleration measurements, rotation rate 

measurements, airspeed measurement and control inputs (elevator, aileron, rudder and 

thrust).  

2) Dynamic model information: this includes the aircraft stability and control derivatives 

and estimated aircraft trim condition information. The trim condition information 

includes: trim control surface angles, trim angle of attack and side slip angle, trim 

rotation rates, trim throttle and trim flight speed.  

It was observed that the trim elevator and trim angle of attack in particular can affect the 

angle of attack estimation of the EKF. Depending on the given trim elevator and angle of attack, 

the estimated alpha can be shifted higher or lower. Thus, attention was given to use proper values 

for these two trim values. Section 8.1 presents an analysis related to alpha trim. Section 8.2 

Presents an analysis related to elevator trim. 
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8.1 Trim angle of attack 

 

Figure 8-1: Effect of trim angle of attack on angle of attack estimation. 

In the previous figure, three different alpha trim values are used. It can be seen that as 

𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 increases, the estimated angle of attack curve shifts upwards. Thus, a good estimate of 

𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 for the SkyHunter is needed for proper estimation of angle of attack. One way to obtain 

such a value is to equip the SkyHunter with an airflow angle sensor to measure the angle of 

attack then fly the aircraft in trim condition and evaluate the trim angle of attack. While this 

method may yield good results, it is expensive and difficult to achieve. Another method to 

estimate the trim angle of attack is to obtain it from the analytical models obtained from AAA 

and presented in Chapter 3. This second method was used in this thesis.  

Table 8-1: Trim angle of attack and elevaor angle for the threoretical models of the SkyHunter. Information, 

duplicated from Chapter 3 

Quantity Units SkyHunter 2 

w/ winglets 

SkyHunter 3 

No winglets 

SkyHunter 4 

No winglets 

Estimated wing airfoil  GOE 438 Clark Y Clark Y Clark Y 

Trim angle of attack, 𝜶𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 𝑑𝑒𝑔. 2.73 6.38 7.82 5.09 

Trim elevator deflection, 𝒅𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 𝑑𝑒𝑔. 1.5 -0.79 -1.58 2.8 

The trim angle of attack obtained from the different AAA models was between 2.5° and 

8°, as seen in the previous table. The models based on the updated models that use the Clark Y 

airfoils have angles between 5° and 8°. In this thesis, all system identification results are based 

on the SkyHunter 2. As will be seen in Chapter 11, system identification results are presented 
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with the 𝛼𝛽-EKF using 𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 = 5.76°, 6.38° and 7°. The remaining results in that chapter use 

𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 = 6.38, which is the AAA trim value for SkyHunter 2 using Clark Y airfoil. 

8.2 Trim elevator angle 

Similar to the previous discussion related to alpha trim, the estimated angle of attack 

depends on the value of trim elevator given to the 𝛼𝛽-EKF. The estimated angle of attack shifts 

upwards or downwards depending on the trim elevator value. This can be clearly seen in the 

following figure, which shows estimated angle of attack based on different trim elevator values. 

 

Figure 8-2: Effect of trim elevator angle on angle of attack estimation. 

 It can be seen that as the trim elevator angle increases (becomes less negative) the 

estimated angle of attack increases. Table 8-1, shows the trim elevator value obtained from 

different AAA models of the SkyHunter. The range of trim values in the table is −1.58° ≤

𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 ≤ 2.8°. Flight data showed that the trim elevator value can possibly be −9° sometimes. 

This is why the previous figure shows 𝛼 estimation based on large negative trim values. 
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8.2.1 Using constantly changing 𝒅𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 

An important thing to consider is that during flight there is usually more than one trim 

condition. Therefore, there may be a need to constantly update the trim elevator value in order to 

obtain proper 𝛼 estimation at all trim conditons. Consider the recorded elevator angle over the 

duration of a complete flight, shown in the following figure.  

 

Figure 8-3: Recorded elevator angle over the duration of a complete flight. Green lines are estimation of 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 at 

different times. 

Green lines are drawn on the figure to show where trim elevator values are expected to 

be. It can be seen that different portions of the flight had different trim elevator angles. A 

noticeable change in trim value can be seen at 𝑡 ≈ 400 𝑠 and 𝑡 ≈ 650 𝑠. These two values mark 

the beginning and ending of autopilot flight.  

Since the trim elevator is constantly changing during flight, using a single trim elevator 

angle may be inadequate. To address this issue, a moving window filter was used to obtain the 

trim elevator value based on the recorded elevator input angle. The window length was a design 
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parameter. A short window made the elevator trim value always equal to the elevator input. A 

very large window made the filter incapable of capturing changes in trim value quick enough. 

The following two figures illustrate these two cases. 

 

Figure 8-4: Window too small (5 sec). The trim elevator is always equal to the current elevator angle. 

 

Figure 8-5: Window too large (30 sec). We are not capturing changes in trim elevator quick enough. (As seen in 650 

to 700 sec regions, for example.) 
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For the previous flight, after experimenting with different window sizes, a window size 

of 20 second was seen to be a good compromise. The trim elevator, based on the 20 second 

window, is presented in the following figure. It can be seen that the elevator trim value adjusted 

to be similar to the desired trim value presented using the green lines in Figure 8-3. 

 

Figure 8-6: Acceptable window size (20 s). A compromise between having a too large or too small window. 

The following figure shows the obtained angle of attack estimation when the 20 s moving 

average was used to get detrim, (see the yellow line). The figure also shows the angle of attack 

estimation when detrim is a constant value. (The blue line uses detrim=-9°, the red line uses detrim=-

7°). It can be seen that the blue and red lines show a sudden drop of about 2 degrees at t=400s 

then a sudden increase at about t=650s. The yellow estimation remained in the same angle of 

attack region (oscillating about 𝛼 ≈ 4.5°) without showing a sudden drop or rise. The difference 

in angle of attack can be about 2-4 degrees between the different estimates (as seen in the portion 

before t=400s. Four degrees can be significant in determining whether the aircraft is near stall or 

not. If the constant detrim was off by several degrees, the difference in angle of attack can even be 

higher than 4 degrees.  
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Figure 8-7: Angle of attack estimation obtained when 𝛼𝛽-EKF was using (a) detrim=-9°, (b) detrim=-7°, (c) a moving 

average trim elevator value. 

In the Section 11.2.1, comparison is made between the system identification results using 

the different alpha estimates. 
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9 Selecting flight portions for system identification 

As mentioned in Section 6.2, the best way to perform system identification is to use flight 

data from specially designed flight maneuvers. Designing such maneuvers is discussed in 

Chapter 4. Flight maneuvers for the SkyHunter are also presented in that chapter. Due to several 

circumstances, the flight maneuvers were not flown on the SkyHunter. An alternative method 

was used to attempt to obtain suitable flight portions for analysis from flight data that is already 

available. That method was to set criteria for choosing flight portions to analyze. These criteria 

are discussed in this chapter. 

The model being identified, given in Eq 5-1 to Eq 5-7, is a simplified model as discussed 

in Chapter 2. It is not possible to identify the stability and control derivatives properly if the 

aircraft violates the assumptions of the model being identified. Therefore, some criteria needed 

to be in place when selecting flight portions to analyze… Criteria that allow the flight portions to 

comply with the simplifying assumptions of the equations of motion. Two sets of criteria were 

identified for flight portions that are acceptable to analyze. These criteria are presented in the 

following sections.  

9.1 Set of Criteria #1 

The first set of criteria is presented in this section. Section 11.2 presents the system 

identification results obtained based on this set of criteria. The first set of criteria is: 

1) The flight needs to have near constant thrust 

This criterion is used to avoid having errors in the estimated derivatives. Errors may arise 

due to at least two factors if the thrust was not constant. First, the thrust force is not measured for 

the SkyHunter. Instead, a thrust model is used to obtain the thrust in lb. from the commanded 

thrust setting. (Note: the commanded thrust setting is a value between 0 and 1 with 0 being 

minimum thrust and 1 being maximum thrust.) Inaccuracies in this thrust model would result in 
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inaccuracy in the thrust force, in lb. Second, during system identification, when evaluating a term 

like 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒, if the thrust changes simultaneously with the elevator, it can be harder to evaluate the 

effect of 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 independently. 

2) The flight needs to have low roll angle 𝝓 

Actual aircraft dynamics have coupling between lateral motion and longitudinal motion. 

The simplified equations of motion (Presented in Section 2.13) assume that the lateral and 

longitudinal motion are decupled. For this to be true, the roll angle needs to be small. Thus, the 

criterion for low 𝜙 angle. If the roll angle is high, then the aircraft will be experiencing dynamics 

that are not captured in the simplified equations of motion. 

Looking at the equations of motion used in the EKF, it can be seen that the sine and 

cosine functions are used with the roll angle, 𝜙. Analysis was made to see what 𝜙 angle range 

can be considered small enough for using the simplified equations of motion. Figure 9-1, which 

is a plot of the cosine curve, was made to make this analysis as follows: If we assume that the 

cosine angle is negligible, i.e. 𝜙 ≈ 0. Then, this means that cos(𝜙) ≈ 1 and sin(𝜙) ≈ 𝜙. From 

the figure, the following is noted: 

• Up until 15°, the cosine of an angle is less than 5% different than 1, which is the assumed 

value of 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 under small angle assumption. 

• Up until 26 °,the cosine of an angle is less than 10% different than 1. 

Thus, when selecting flight portions to analyze, ± 15° was taken to be the ideal range for 𝜙. 

For simplicity, ± 25 ° was taken as an acceptable range for 𝜙. This allowed longer flight 

portions to be acceptable. 
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Figure 9-1: Cosine fuction evaluated up till 30°. 

3) The flight needs to have small deviation in airspeed 

The aircraft stability and control derivatives are only valid for a defined trim condition. If 

the trim condition changes, the stability and control derivatives change as well. Therefore, the air 

speed should not be varying significantly. It should be around a trim value. Quantitatively, the 

criterion of small deviation in airspeeds was set that the airspeed should not have a variation 

greater than ± 15 𝑓𝑡/𝑠 peak-to-peak. 

4) The flight must be in manual mode. 

In system identification, we desire to capture the dynamics of the aircraft itself. If an 

autopilot is constantly in control of the aircraft and adjusting its motion, then we may capture the 

dynamics of the aircraft and the autopilot together. This is why a criterion was specified to have 

the flight in manual mode instead of autopilot mode. However, even in manual mode, the pilot is 

commanding the aircraft and correcting its motion. Thus, we may end up capturing the dynamics 

of the aircraft and human pilot together. However, assuming that the human pilot is likely to 

have a lower rate of sending commands to the UAS, we can think that using manual flight may 

allow us to capture the aircraft dynamics better.  
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5) The flight portion must be long enough for analysis. 

It is important for the flight portion to be longer than a few seconds. The EKF needs to 

have a long enough portion in order to have enough data to converge at a proper estimate. 

9.2 Set of Criteria #2 

Set of criteria # 2 specify that the flight portion must: 

1) Have low rotation rates (𝒑, 𝒒, 𝒓)  , [−𝟐𝟎°, 𝟐𝟎°]. 

2) Have low roll angle, 𝝓 , [−𝟑𝟎°, 𝟑𝟎°]. 

3) Have low Pitch angle, 𝜽 , [−𝟐𝟎°, 𝟐𝟎°]. 
4) Be longer than three seconds. 

5) Be in manual mode. 

In Section 2.13, the aircraft equations of motion were simplified by assuming the lateral-

directional motion variables: 𝛽, 𝑝, 𝑟 and 𝜙 are all constant at zero (or small enough to be 

unimportant). To satisfy the equations of motion used in system identification, the requirements 

of low 𝑝, 𝑟 and 𝜙 were added in the criteria. 𝛽 is usually not larger than 10 degrees in the 

SkyHunter flights. 

Having low 𝜃 makes the aircraft closer to straight line level flight. We want to obtain 

stability and control derivatives for that flight mode. Low 𝑞 reduces unsteady aerodynamics. 

Criterion 4 allows having some continuity in the analyzed flight. Criterion 5 was discussed in the 

previous section. 

Note: the requirements of having near constant thrust and small variation in flight speeds 

are not part of this second set of criteria. Adding these two criterions would make it difficult to 

find long enough flight portions that satisfy set of criteria # 2. 

System identification results based on flight portions matching this set of criteria are 

presented in Section 11.3. 
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9.3 Stitching Flight Data 

A code was written to extract all flight portions that match the second set of criteria from 

a given flight log. Flight portions satisfying set of criteria # 2 were not very long. Many times, 

the flight portions were less than 5 seconds. Therefore, flight data that matched the criteria were 

stitched together to form one longer segment of flight. This stitched data was then provided to 

the EKF for system identification. Only portions satisfying criteria #2 that are longer than 3 

seconds were stitched. This is so that there is enough continuity in the data to perform system 

identification. 

 

Figure 9-2: How the system Identification EKF functions at stitching points. 

Attention was given to how the system identification EKF handles points where data is 

stitched. The diagram in Figure 9-2  explains the process. For the first data portion, the EKF runs 

as it would normally and as described in Section 5.1.5. Then at every point where a new section 

starts, the EKF is initialized a bit differently. The first four states in 𝑥0 are initialized to be equal 

to the flight data. The remaining states (the derivatives) are set to be equal to the last estimates 

First data portion 

Initial State vector, 𝑥0: 
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from the previous section. The covariance matrix 𝑃0 is also set to be equal to the last covariance 

𝑃 from the previous data section. Using this method allowed having continuity in EKF results 

between stitched portions.  

The following sections present the data used for stitching in this thesis. Three flights are 

presented, and the flight portions used for system identification are shown. The system 

identification results based on these stitched data is then presented in Section 11.4. 

9.3.1 Stitched data obtained from Flight A 

The following figure shows the altitude plot of a SkyHunter 2 flight. This was the first 

flight for the SkyHunter on April 28, 2018. This flight will be referred to as Flight A. In the 

figure, the green parts are the parts that were chosen for stitching. These were parts that matched 

set of criteria # 2 and were longer than 3 seconds. 

 

Figure 9-3: Altitude plot of Flight A. Green portions are the ones satisfying Criteria # 2 and used for stitching. 

 

Table 9-1:Portions of Flight A satisfying Criteria #2 and used for stitching. 

Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Initial time, 𝑡0 536.09 541.19 564.29 569.44 578.09 585.84 614.54 620.49 631.24 643.24 1110.84 

Final time, 𝑡𝑓 540.84 545.34 567.79 573.64 585.04 591.99 620.29 624.04 634.89 648.29 1114.09 

Duration, 𝛥𝑡 4.75 4.15 3.50 4.20 6.95 6.15 5.75 3.55 3.65 5.05 3.25 

 The previous table shows the start and end times for each of the portions selected for 

stitching. The duration of each portion is presented in the table as well as the legend of Figure 
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9-3. The following two figures show how the data looked like when stitched. Particularly the 

pitch and roll angles are presented. In these two figures, the pipe symbol “|” is used to mark 

where stitching happens. This marking method is used in other portions of the thesis to identify 

stitching locations. 

 

Figure 9-4: Plot of stitched flight portions obtained from Flight A. Plot shows pitch angle. 

 

Figure 9-5: Plot of stitched flight portions obtained from Flight A. Plot shows roll angle. 

9.3.2 Stitched data obtained from Flight B 

The following figure shows the altitude plot of a SkyHunter 2 flight. This was a flight on 

April 26, 2018. This flight will be referred to as Flight B. In the figure, the green parts are the 

parts that were chosen for stitching. These were parts that matched set of criteria # 2 and were 

longer than 3 seconds. The following table shows the start and end times for each of the portions 

selected for stitching. The duration of each portion is presented in the table as well as the figure. 
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Figure 9-6: Altitude plot of Flight B. Green portions are the ones satisfying Criteria # 2 and used for stitching. 

 

 

Table 9-2: Portions of Flight B satisfying Criteria #2 and used for stitching. 

Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Initial time, 𝑡0 286.69 295.79 655.94 674.69 677.94 682.04 

Final time, 𝑡𝑓 292.19 299.94 672.14 677.84 681.54 696.44 

Duration, 𝛥𝑡 5.50 4.15 16.20 3.15 3.60 14.40 

9.3.3 Stitched data obtained from Flight C 

The following figure shows the altitude plot of another SkyHunter 2 flight. This was the 

second flight of the SkyHunter 2 on April 28, 2018. This flight will be referred to as Flight C. In 

the figure, the green parts are the parts that were chosen for stitching. These were parts that 

matched set of criteria # 2 and were longer than 3 seconds. The table following the figure shows 

the start and end times for each of the portions selected for stitching. The duration of each 

portion is presented in the table as well as the figure. 
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Figure 9-7: Altitude plot of Flight C. Green portions are the ones satisfying Criteria # 2 and used for stitching. 

 

 

Table 9-3: Portions of Flight C satisfying Criteria #2 and used for stitching. 

Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Initial time, 𝑡0 384.73 406.53 422.73 844.88 861.48 872.63 

Final time, 𝑡𝑓 387.88 415.08 426.78 850.98 865.98 876.83 

Duration, 𝛥𝑡 3.15 8.55 4.05 6.10 4.50 4.20 
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10 Adjusting the measurement noise covariance matrix 

Some error was observed in the EKF state recreation in the initial system identification 

results for the SkyHunter. This can be seen in Section 6.1. Therefore, attention was given to 

adjusting the measurement noise covariance matrix. Tuning Extended Kalman Filters is 

important for obtaining meaningful and correct estimations. Tuning of Extended Kalman filters 

is commonly performed using trial-and-error as Reference [34] mentions.  

Obtaining the process noise and measurement noise covariance matrices, 𝑄 and 𝑅, is part 

of that tuning. In this thesis, the process measurement noise was kept as it was obtained from 

Reference [8] and presented in Section 5.1.4. The measurement noise matrix was adjusted using 

trial-and-error as described below. 

The process of adjusting the measurement noise matrix, 𝑅, started by using the 

measurement noise matrix used in the example of Reference [8]. Next, adjustments were made to 

the noise matrix one element at a time. After each adjustment, observation was made to see 

whether the change improved or worsened the EKF state propagation. When the EKF state 

propagation had a closer match to the measured states, this was regarded as an improvement in 

the EKF.  When the EKF state propagation deviated more from the measured states, this was 

regarded as worsening of the EKF results. 

Adjustments were made until the match between propagated states and measured states 

was very good. Knowing that accelerometers usually contain high noise, they were given a high 

noise variance in the matrix. The pitch rate derivative (�̇�) was also given a high noise variance 

since it is obtained by numerical differentiation of pitch rate measurements. Numerical 

differentiation would increase noise.  
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The following table shows the diagonal terms of the measurement noise matrix before 

adjustment and after adjustment. The measurement noise covariance matrix was defined to be a 

diagonal matrix as seen in Eq 10-1 below. 

Table 10-1: Elements of measurement noise covariance before and after adjustment. 

Term Corresponding Measurement Original Adjusted 

𝑟11 Airspeed, 𝑉 1.759E-02 1.759E-03 

𝑟22 Angle of attack, 𝛼 9.902E-07 1.980E-07 

𝑟33 Pitch angle, 𝜃 1.977E-07 1.977E-08 

𝑟44 Pitch rate, 𝑞 3.384E-07 3.384E-07 

𝑟55 Time derivative of pitch rate, �̇� 3.168E-05 3.168E-01 

𝑟66 Body x-axis acceleration, 𝑎𝑥 4.191E-04 4.191E-02 

𝑟77 Body z-axis acceleration, 𝑎𝑧 2.020E-02 2.020E+00 

 

 𝑅 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑟11 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 𝑟22 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 𝑟33 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 𝑟44 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝑟55 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 𝑟66 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 𝑟77]

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Eq 10-1 

 The following two sections show the improvement in state propagation obtained by 

adjusting the measurement noise matrix. The two sections are analyzing the same flight portion. 

The difference is that in Section 10.1, raw sensor data is given to the EKF. In Section, 10.2, the 

EKF is given data that was filtered to remove high frequency noise. It was observed that in both 

cases, the adjustments made to the measurement covariance matrix resulted in improved state 

propagation. 

10.1 EKF Results using adjusted measurement covariance. (Data not filtered) 

The following table shows an example of how the state propagation results were before 

and after adjusting the measurement noise matrix. The EKF uses raw measurements (i.e. no 

filtering.) The improvement in match between propagated and measured states can be clearly 

seen.   
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Table 10-2: State propagation before and after adjusting the R matrix. Data not filtered. 

State Before adjusting measurement 

noise matrix, 𝑹 

After adjusting measurement 

noise matrix, 𝑹 

𝑉 

  
𝛼 

  
𝜃 

  
𝑞 
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In the following table, the derivative estimates before and after adjustment are presented. 

The magnitude of several derivatives, 𝐶𝐷0 , 𝐶𝐷𝑉 , 𝐶𝐿0 , 𝐶𝐿𝑉 , 𝐶𝑚0 , 𝐶𝑚𝑉 , became more reasonable after 

the adjustments. Some derivatives also got worse like 𝐶𝑚𝑞  and 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒.  

Table 10-3: Estimated derivatives before and after adjusting 𝑅. Data not filtered. 

 
AAA EKF 

Before Adjusting 𝑹 

EKF 

After Adjusting 𝑹 

𝑪𝑫𝟎 0.0265 5.8332 -0.5446 

𝑪𝑫𝑽 0.1139 -5.3345 0.4572 

𝑪𝑫𝜶 -0.346 1.5199 2.3224 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 0.5046 72.9775 0.9829 

𝑪𝑳𝑽 1.1735 -66.3542 -0.8642 

𝑪𝑳𝜶 5.8154 10.6520 9.6800 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.0442 -51.8384 -3.7125 

𝑪𝒎𝑽 0.0171 46.6911 1.5830 

𝑪𝒎𝜶 -0.9749 -4.1456 1.4927 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 -15.233 -158.9880 -326.1934 

𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 -1.0266 -6.3862 -14.7284 

10.2 EKF Results using adjusted measurement covariance. (𝒂𝒙, 𝒂𝒛, 𝒒 Filtered) 

The same comparison presented above is repeated here. This time some filtering is 

applied to remove high frequency noise from the data given to the EKF. Particularly, 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 and 

𝑞  are filtered using the Spencer 15 filter. It can be clearly seen that the adjusted measurement 

noise matrix resulted in improved state propagation.  
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Table 10-4: State propagation before and after adjusting the R matrix. 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑞 Filtered 

State Before adjusting measurement 

noise matrix, 𝑹 

After adjusting measurement 

noise matrix, 𝑹 

𝑉 

  
𝛼 

  
𝜃 

  
𝑞 
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 The following table shows the derivative estimates before and after adjusting 𝑅. The 

change in derivatives due to adjusting the 𝑅 matrix is not as dramatic as in the previous section 

(when no data was filtered.) However, some derivatives that improved are: 𝐶𝐿0, 𝐶𝐿𝑉 and 𝐶𝐿𝛼. 

Table 10-5: Estimated derivatives before and after adjusting R. 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑞 Filtered. 

 
AAA EKF 

Before Adjusting 𝑹 

EKF 

After Adjusting 𝑹 

𝑪𝑫𝟎 0.0265 1.4416 -0.2309 

𝑪𝑫𝑽 0.1139 -0.8512 0.3509 

𝑪𝑫𝜶 -0.346 -3.4250 0.1406 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 0.5046 9.2235 1.2827 

𝑪𝑳𝑽 1.1735 -6.8700 -0.7338 

𝑪𝑳𝜶 5.8154 -6.8264 5.5024 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.0442 -1.5414 -0.1720 

𝑪𝒎𝑽 0.0171 1.1201 0.0634 

𝑪𝒎𝜶 -0.9749 -1.0687 0.1774 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 -15.233 -28.7661 -18.0905 

𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 -1.0266 -2.9446 -0.7305 

10.3  Summary 

In summary, the measurement covariance matrix of the EKF, 𝑅,  was adjusted in this 

Chapter. The state propagation of 𝑉, 𝛼, 𝜃 and 𝑞 clearly improved after the adjustment. This is 

seen in that the EKF propagated states matched the measured states very closely when the 𝑅 

matrix was adjusted.  
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11 Improved SkyHunter System Identification Results 

In this Chapter, the improved system identification results for the SkyHunter are 

presented. Initial system identification results and their short comings was discussed in Chapter 

6. The steps taken to improve the results are summarized in Section 6.2 and detailed in  Chapters 

7 to 10. 

The breakdown of this chapter is as follows: 

1) First, Section 11.1 presents the way in which the results are interpreted and evaluated. 

2) Section 11.2 presents system identification results based on flight portions matching set 

of criteria #1 (which was defined in Section 9.1.) 

3) Section 11.3 presents system identification results based on flight portions matching set 

of criteria #2 (which was defined in Section 9.2.) 

4) Section 11.4 presents system identification results based on stitched together flight 

portions (Stitching discussed in Section 9.3.)  

5) Section 11.5 presents system identification results when two more derivatives (𝐶𝐿𝑞&𝐶𝐿𝑑𝑒) 

are estimated. 

6) Section 11.6 makes overall observations from the previous results. 

7) A summary is then provided in Section 11.7. 

11.1 Basis for evaluating system identification results 

There are many results in this thesis. To evaluate these results, 

1) Focus was placed on four derivatives out of the 11.  

2) The obtained derivatives were compared to theoretical estimates from AAA. 

3) The obtained derivatives were evaluated to see if they are in expected ranges.  

The following subsections discuss these three points in more detail. 
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11.1.1 Focusing on four derivatives 

In this thesis, 11 derivatives are being estimated. Comparing results obtained under 

different conditions for all 11 derivatives at once proved difficult. Therefore, attention was 

narrowed down to a fewer number of derivatives. This was done using the help of the following 

table. The table lists the relative importance of the different stability and control derivatives. It 

also lists the estimated accuracy of derivatives. This table was obtained from Reference [35]. 

Looking at the table, it can be seen that 𝐶𝐿𝛼 has highest importance and estimated 

accuracy. 𝐶𝑚𝛼  and 𝐶𝑚𝑞  follow it in being less important and having lower estimated accuracy. 

Therefore, when evaluating the results in this thesis, highest attention was given to 𝐶𝐿𝛼 results. 

After that, attention was given to 𝐶𝑚𝛼 . Then, attention was given to 𝐶𝑚𝑞  and 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒
. Note: 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 is 

not mentioned in the following table. However, attention was given to it more than the remaining 

derivatives. 

Table 11-1: Relative importance and estimated accuracy of aircraft stability and control derivatives.[35] 

Derivative Relative Importance2 Estimated Accuracy 

𝐶𝐿𝛼 10 ±5% 

𝐶𝑚𝛼
 10 ±10% 

𝐶𝑚𝑞
 9 ±20% 

𝐶𝑚𝑢
 8 ±20% 

𝐶𝑚�̇�
 7 ±40% 

𝐶𝐷𝑢 6 ±20% 

𝐶𝐷𝛼 5 ±10% 

𝐶𝐿𝑢 5 ±20% 

𝐶𝐿�̇� 4 ±40% 

𝐶𝐿𝑞 3 ±20% 

𝐶𝐷�̇� 1 ±50% 

𝐶𝐷𝑞 1 ±30% 

                                                 

 

 

2 The Importance Scale:   10=major, 5=minor, 0=negligible 
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Likewise, the previous table can be used to see the least important terms and the ones 

whose estimated accuracy is low. 𝐶𝐿𝑢 , 𝐶𝐷𝛼 and  𝐶𝐷𝑢 are of low importance therefore not much 

attention was given to them. 

 Regarding 𝐶𝑚�̇� , despite its considerable importance, it is difficult to obtain this derivative 

using the EKF. To estimate these two derivatives special flight maneuvers would be needed. 

Reference [8] discusses this issue and mentions flight maneuvers and modification to the 

dynamic equations that can be made to estimate these derivatives.  

11.1.2 Comparing the results to AAA theoretical models 

The first way to evaluate the system identification results obtained from the EKF was to 

compare them to theoretical estimates from AAA. These estimates are presented in Section 3.3. 

Flight data from the SkyHunter were obtained from three different flights. All the flights were 

flown by SkyHunter 2. Thus, the dynamic models for SkyHunter 2 presented in Section 3.3 were 

the ones used as a base line for evaluating the EKF results. It is important to note that this 

comparison is a loose comparison. The dynamic models developed by AAA are not fault free. 

Theoretical estimation techniques such as those used by AAA are good for having an estimation, 

but they have errors which can even be large.  

An important note needs to be made concerning the bias terms (i.e. 𝐶𝐷0, 𝐶𝐿0 and 𝐶𝑚0). 

These terms are not equivalent in meaning to those obtained from AAA. They are close in 

meaning but not the same. For example, 𝐶𝐷0 from AAA would be the value of 𝐶𝐷 when the 

aircraft is flying in the trim condition defined in AAA (presented in Chapter 3). On the other 

hand, 𝐶𝐷0 obtained from the EKF is the linear extrapolation from the average 𝛼 and 𝑉 of the trim 

maneuver to the zero 𝛼 and 𝑉 point. [12] Therefore, minimal attention will be given to 

comparing the EKF results for 𝐶𝐷0, 𝐶𝐿0 and 𝐶𝑚0 to the AAA estimates.   
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11.1.3 Comparing EKF results to expected ranges for them. 

In addition to comparing EKF results to AAA estimates, the results were also evaluated 

to see if they lie in expected ranges. The following table shows what are the expected ranges for 

different stability and control derivatives. The information in this table is obtained from Chapter 

3 of Reference [3].  

It is important to note that the derivatives obtain from Reference [3] are not exactly 

equivalent in meaning to those being obtained from the EKF. One of the reasons for this was 

discussed in the previous section when talking about the bias terms. Another reason is that: the 

EKF uses simplified equations of motion as presented in Chapter 2 and Section 5.1. The 

equations assume we have only a limited number of derivatives (11 derivatives). Reference [3] is 

uses slightly different theory. It also uses models with more stability and control derivatives. 

Therefore, when the EKF estimates a certain derivative, it can be a combination of more than one 

derivative from the reference. For example, the EKF estimates 𝐶𝑚𝑞  without estimating 𝐶𝑚�̇� .that 

may cause the estimate for 𝐶𝑚𝑞  from the EKF to have some component of 𝐶𝑚�̇�  in it. However, 

despite knowing that, Table 11-2 was used to have some loose idea of what the expected ranges 

for the derivatives are. 
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Table 11-2: Expected ranges for stability and control derivatives. Ref.[3] 

  Min Max Units 

𝑪𝑫 0.01 0.15 - 

𝑪𝑫𝒂 0 2 rad-1 

𝑪𝑫𝒖  -0.01 0.3 - 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 -0.05 0.4 - 

𝑪𝑳𝒂 1 8 rad-1 

𝑪𝑳𝒊𝒉 0 1.2 rad-1 

𝑪𝑳𝒅𝒆  0 0.6 rad-1 

𝑪𝑳𝒖  -0.2 0.6 - 

𝑪𝑳�̇� -5 15 rad-1 

𝑪𝑳𝒒 0 30 rad-1 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.15 -0.15 - 

𝑪𝒎𝜶   -4 1 rad-1 

𝑪𝒎𝒊𝒉 0 -8 rad-1 

𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 0 -4 rad-1 

𝑪𝒎𝒖 -0.4 0.6 - 

𝑪𝒎�̇� 0 -20 rad-1 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 0 -90 rad-1 

 

11.2 System identificaiton of portions matching set of criteria #1 

All results in this section are based on flight data matching set of criteria #1 (presented in 

Section 9.1). First, Section 11.2.1 shows results from a single flight portion but: a) using several 

data filtering techniques and b) using several methods for estimating the aircraft angle of attack 

during flight. Then, Section 11.2.2 shows results from several flight portions and they are 

compared to see if they are consistent with each other. 

11.2.1 Results from one flight portion with several modifications 

 A portion of flight from April 26th, 2018 Flight 1 for SkyHunter 2 was found to satisfy 

Criteria 1. The flight portion spanned from 𝑡0 = 676.6 𝑠 to 𝑡𝑓 = 700 𝑠. This section presents 

system identification results for that portion. In the results, several comparisons were made. The 

EKF was run under several modifications. This is why there are many results in this section 
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instead of just one set of stability and control derivatives. Comparing these results was desired to 

see which modification yields more acceptable results.  

The explored modifications are 

1) Exploring which data is filtered to remove noise. In one case, only the rotation rates 

and the linear accelerations were filtered. [Results from that case are presented in Table 

11-4] In another case the rotation rates, the linear accelerations and the angle of attack 

were filtered. [Results from that case are presented in Table 11-5] 

2) Exploring which filter, of the filters presented in Chapter 7,  is used. Four different 

options were explored: no filtering, moving average filter, spencer filter and low pass 

filter.  

3) Exploring the effect of different angle of attack estimation. Again, the SkyHunter 

does not have an airflow sensor to measure the angle of attack. Instead, as mentioned in 

Chapter 8, the angle of attack is estimated using an EKF. System identification results are 

presented for different versions of that 𝛼𝛽-EKF in the rows of Table 11-4 and Table 

11-5. 

Regarding the third point… As mentioned in Chapter 8, the 𝛼𝛽-EKF depends on an 

analytical dynamic model to estimate the current angle of attack of the SkyHunter. That 

analytical model has a specified trim angle of attack value and a specified trim elevator angle 

value. If these values change the estimated angle of attack during flight can be shifted higher or 

lower. Thus, different angle of attack flight data would be obtained depending on what trim 

values are used in the 𝛼𝛽-EKF. In the following system identification results, the 𝛼𝛽-EKF was 

set to have different trim angles of attack and elevator angles. Four different sets of trim values 

are used. The following table lists the different trim values. For the trim elevator angle in sets 2 
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to 4, a moving average filter is used to update the trim elevator angle depending on the 

commanded elevator angle during flight. This was discussed in Chapter 8. 

Table 11-3: Four different trim values used to run the 𝛼𝛽-EKF 

 𝜶𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 𝒅𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒎 

First set 5.76° −9.14° 
Second set 5.76° Moving average of commanded trim 

Third set 6.38° Moving average of commanded trim 

Fourth set 7.00° Moving average of commanded trim 

With enough background information, the system identification results are now 

presented. Table 11-4 shows results where only 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 and 𝑞 are filtered. Table 11-5, shows 

results where 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑞 and 𝛼 are filtered. The rows of these tables show results based on different 

𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 and 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 values provided to the 𝛼𝛽-EKF. Results from different filters (No filter, 

moving average 21-point, Spencer 15-point and low pass) are presented in the different columns 

of the tables.  
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Table 11-4: Comparison of system identification results based on different 𝛼 estimation and different filtering 

methods. Filters only applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑞. 

𝛼𝛽-EKF Version System Identification Results 

(Only rotation rates and accelerations filtered) 𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 

5.76° −9.14° 

 
5.76° Moving 

average of 

commanded 

trim 

 
6.38° Moving 

average of 

commanded 

trim 

 
7.00° Moving 

average of 

commanded 

trim 
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Table 11-5: Comparison of system identification results based on different α estimation and different filtering 

methods. Filters only applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑞, 𝛼. 

𝛼𝛽-EKF Version System Identification Results 

(Rotation rates, accelerations & angle of attack filtered) 𝛼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚 

5.76° −9.14° 

 
5.76° Moving 

average of 

commanded 

trim 

 
6.38° Moving 

average of 

commanded 

trim 

 
7.00° Moving 

average of 

commanded 

trim 
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Looking at Table 11-4 and focusing on 𝑪𝑳𝜶, it can be seen that:  

1) The EKF with unfiltered measurements yielded 𝐶𝐿𝛼 of 3.96 to 4.55 depending on the 

used angle of attack estimation. The EKF with data filtered using 21-point moving 

average yielded 𝐶𝐿𝛼 between 4 and 4.5. The EKF using Spencer 15 filter and Low pass 

filter yielded lower 𝐶𝐿𝛼 ranging between 1.5 to 1.9 and 1.4 to 1.8 respectively. The 

moving average filter has the closest value to AAA. (Note: this observation is true for the 

analyzed flight portion. It is not the general case for other flight portions.) 

a. Note: Although the “no filter” 𝐶𝐿𝛼 results in the table are reasonable, they are not 

regarded when evaluating what value is closest to AAA. This is because results 

obtained without filtering were found to be inconsistent if different flight portions 

are analyzed. The EKF even failed sometimes when the data was not filtered. 

2) Different angle of attack estimations did not result in much change in the estimated 

derivatives. The range of change in 𝐶𝐿𝛼 mentioned in point (1) is not large. 

3) There is a close match between results obtained using the Spencer filter and the low pass 

filter. This close match was observed repeatedly for different flight portions (as will be 

seen in the following sections). The close match is reasonable since both filters had a 

similar filtering effect when observing the power spectra presented in Section 7.3.  

4) A close match between 𝐶𝐿𝛼 results from no filtering and from the moving average filter is 

observed in the previous table. However, this is true for this table not for all results in this 

thesis presented in the following sections.  

Looking at 𝑪𝒎𝜶, it can be seen that: 

1) The moving average filter was resulting in a small positive 𝐶𝑚𝑎 . This would indicate that 

the SkyHunter is unstable, which is not expected. 
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2) The Spencer and low pass filters had negative 𝐶𝑚𝛼  on the other hand ranging between -

0.377 to -0.393 and -0.424 to -0.446, respectively. The low pass filter therefore was 

closest to AAA.  

3) Again, different angle of attack estimations did not result in much change in the 

estimation of 𝐶𝑚𝛼 . 

Looking at 𝑪𝒎𝒒, it can be seen that: 

1) The unfiltered results yield a very large negative value which is not reasonable.  

2) The filtered results yield more reasonable values. Comparing to AAA, the Spencer filter 

and the low pass filter have the closest values to AAA. 

3) Different angle of attack estimations did not result in much change in the estimation of 

𝐶𝑚𝑞 . 

Looking at 𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆: 

1) It has a value of -18 in the unfiltered case, which is too large in magnitude to be correct.  

2) The filtered data produced better estimation. The estimates of the Spencer and low pass 

filters are closer to AAA than the estimate obtained using moving average filtering. 

3) Different angle of attack estimations did not result in much change in the estimation of 

𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 . 

Looking at Table 11-4: 

To make a brief summary, there are 11 terms being estimated. Three of them we do not 

need to care about comparing to AAA values. These are the bias terms (𝐶𝐷0 , 𝐶𝐿0 , 𝐶𝑚0). The 

moving average filter has values closer to AAA for 𝐶𝐿𝛼 and 𝐶𝑚𝑉 . The spencer filter and the low 

pass filter both have similar estimates for all derivatives. They also have estimates closer to AAA 

for 𝐶𝑚𝛼 , 𝐶𝑚𝑞  & 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 . The remaining three terms (𝐶𝐷𝑉 , 𝐶𝐷𝛼  & 𝐶𝐿𝑉) are not close to AAA. It was 
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observed that different angle of attack estimations did not results in much change in the 

estimation. 

Looking at Table 11-5: 

This is the table where 𝛼 measurements were filtered too instead of just filtering 

𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞 measurements. It can be summarized that comparing to results in Table 11-4: 

1) A major decrease in the estimation was observed in 𝐶𝐿𝛼 becoming negative when 𝛼 was 

filtered. 

2) Some derivatives went farther than AAA (𝐶𝐷𝑉 , 𝐶𝐿𝑉) when 𝛼 was filtered. 

3) Some derivatives went closer to AAA (𝐶𝐷𝛼 , 𝐶𝑚𝛼) when 𝛼 was filtered. 

4) Some derivatives were in a similar position compared to AAA (𝐶𝑚𝑉 , 𝐶𝑚𝑞
, 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒). when 𝛼 

was filtered. 

It will be clearer in the following sections that results obtained without filtering 𝛼 were 

preferred. Here, this is supported by point 1 in the previous list. 

11.2.2 Consistency evaluation for several flight portions complying to set of criteria # 1 

The results obtained in the previous section are just from one flight portion. To evaluate 

the performance of the system identification EKF, several flight portions were used to obtain 

system identification results. These results were then compared to see if the derivatives 

consistently have the same values (or are in a similar range). The following tables shows system 

identification results obtained from 11 flight portions that comply to set of criteria #1. The 

different tables show the system identification results obtained when the measured accelerations 

and rotation rates were filtered before they were used in the EKF. The used filters are the low 

pass, Spencer 15-point and moving average 21-point filters presented in Section 7.2. 
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The second column in all the tables presents the derivative estimates obtained from AAA. 

They serve as loose baseline for evaluating the EKF estimates. The following 5 columns show 

results from flight portions obtained from a flight performed on April 26, 2018 (Flight B in 

Section 9.3.2). The next 6 columns show results from a different flight that took place on April 

28, 2018 (Flight A in Section 9.3.1). The last three columns show the minimum, maximum and 

median of the estimates obtained from the 11 flight portions.  

In the tables t0, tf and dt are the initial time, final time and duration of the flight portion 

being analyzed. The column heading indicates the month and day of the flight, the aircraft name 

and the flight number on that day. The format is Month_Day_Aircraft_FlightNumber.  

Table 11-6: Results from portions matching criteria # 1. Low pass filtering applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 

 

The previous table uses the low pass filter mentioned in Chapter 7 to filter 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 

Looking at the estimates in the previous table, it can be seen that: 

1)  there is a wide variation in the results. For example, the estimated 𝐶𝐿𝛼 ranges from -0.47 

to 9.7. This shows that there is a lack of consistency in the EKF estimation. The results 

are spread over a wide range.  

2) The same can be said about the other derivatives too.  

3) However, some weak consistency can be observed between derivatives from the same 

flight. This can be seen in: 
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a) Columns 4, 5 & 6 all having 𝐶𝐿𝛼 around 1. (They are from the same flight and use 

common flight region) 

b) Columns 9, 10 & 11 all having 𝐶𝐿𝛼 close to 4. (They are from same flight and do not 

use common flight regions) 

c) The consistency is weak, and it breaks down. This can be seen, for example in 𝐶𝐿𝛼 of 

column 7. It is about 5.8 although it is from the same flight as columns 4, 5 & 6. 

d) Similar comments can be made about 𝐶𝑚𝛼
 

4) The 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 derivative shows a degree of consistency even between flights. The derivative 

repeatedly has values in the range [-0.5 to -1.6]. 

The following table uses the 15-point Spencer filter mentioned in Chapter 7 to filter 

𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. Similar observation can be made in it as those made for the low pass filter results. 

Table 11-7: Results from portions matching criteria # 1. 15-point Spencer filtering applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧  & 𝑞. 

 

Table 11-8: Results from portions matching criteria # 1. 21-point moving average filtering applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 

 

The previous table uses the 21-point moving average filter mentioned in Chapter 7 to filter 

𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. Looking at the table it can be observed that: 
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1) Again, there is a spread in the derivative estimates. However, the spread is less than the 

low pass and Spencer filters. (I.e. there is a higher level of consistency between flight) 

2) Many of the 𝐶𝐿𝛼 estimates are in a range that is comparable to the AAA estimate (4 to 7).  

3) 𝐶𝑚𝛼  is mostly a positive estimate which would indicate an unstable aircraft. This is not 

expected. 

4) 𝐶𝑚𝑞  is smaller than it is expected to be and sometimes has unexpected sign (i.e. is 

positive)  

5) The 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 estimation is not widely spread. However, the estimate swings between being 

positive and negative. A positive 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 would not be correct.  

In general, the moving average filter had less spread in estimation (i.e. higher 

consistency). For 𝐶𝐿𝛼 it was close to the AAA estimate. However, results for 𝐶𝑚𝑞 , 𝐶𝑚𝛼  and 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 

may be incorrectly falsified due to the use of the filter since they are smaller than expected/ have 

improper signs. Section 7.2 showed that the moving average filter changes the magnitude of low 

frequencies. Thus, the moving average filter may be falsifying the aircraft dynamics we are 

trying to identify.  

Table 11-9: Results from portions matching criteria # 1. No filtering applied. 

 

 It can be seen from the previous table that if no filtering is done: 1) the results change a 

lot from flight portion to another. 2) the derivatives in many cases have improper magnitudes and 

signs. For example, looking at 𝐶𝐿𝛼, it ranges from 9.6 to -22! 𝐶𝑚𝑞  consistently has very large 
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magnitudes and ranges from -145 to -716! 𝐶𝑚𝛼 , 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 and the other derivatives also show these 

improper estimates. Therefore, the use of filtering before giving raw measurements to the EKF is 

needed. 

Table 11-10: Results from portions matching criteria # 1. Low pass filtering applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑞 & 𝛼. 

 

 In the previous table, the low pass filter was used again like in Table 11-6. However, this 

time, filtering was applied to 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑎𝑧, 𝑞 and 𝛼. This table was made to verify whether it is 

preferred to filter 𝛼 or not. Comparing each row in the above table with Table 11-6, it can be 

seen that: filtering the angle of attack caused 𝐶𝐿𝛼 and 𝐶𝐷𝛼 to be negative in many flights. Which 

is not an expected sign for these derivatives. This is the main outcome of the comparison since 

other derivatives did not change much or the changes are less significant in importance. (For 

example, 𝐶𝐷0 did change much between both tables. However, as discussed in section 11.1.2 we 

do not care much about the value of 𝐶𝐷0 from the EKF.) Therefore, for the rest of the thesis, 

filtering will not be applied to 𝛼. 

In summary, focusing on 𝐶𝐿𝛼, consistency between flights is not observed for the low 

pass and Spencer filters. The results from the filters low pass and Spencer filters have some weak 

consistency for portions from the same flight. It was decided not to use the moving average filter 

in the rest of the thesis since it may be falsifying the aircraft dynamics. It was also decided not to 

filter 𝛼 but only filter 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞 since filtering 𝛼 yielded negative 𝐶𝐿𝛼 and 𝐶𝐷𝛼. Thus, not 

filtering 𝛼 is yielding more reasonable results. 
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11.3 Consistency evaluation for several flight portions complying to set of criteria # 2 

Comparison of system identification results for several flight portions complying to set of 

criteria # 2 is presented in this section. Set of criteria # 2 was presented in Section 9.2. In the 

following tables: 

• Columns 3-6 show system identification results for flight portions obtained from Flight 

B. This flight took place on April 26, 2018.  

• Columns 7-9 show system identification results for flight portions obtained from Flight 

A. This flight took place on April 28, 2018. 

• Column 10 shows system identification results for a flight portion obtained from Flight 

C. This flight took place on April 28, 2018. 

Thus, data from three flights was analyzed. The obtained flight portions mostly complied 

to set of criteria # 2. However, there were brief durations where not all the criteria applied. This 

was accepted since it was not possible to find long flight portions that perfectly applied to the 

criteria. 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 and 𝑞 were filtered using the low pass filter in Table 11-11, the Spencer 15-point 

in Table 11-12 and the moving average 21-point in Table 11-13. 

Table 11-11: Results from portions matching criteria # 2. Low pass filtering applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 
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Table 11-12: Results from portions matching criteria # 2. Spencer 15-point filtering applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 

 

Table 11-13: Results from portions matching criteria # 2. Moving average 21-point filtering applied to 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 

 

Focusing on 𝑪𝑳𝜶 results,  

In the low pass filtering case, the estimation of 𝐶𝐿𝛼 showed large variation with estimates 

ranging from 0.5 to 6.2. However, the results from each flight have a smaller range. The first 

flight (columns 3-6) has range from 0.5 to 1.9. The second flight (columns 7 to 9) has range from 

4.2 to 6.2. The third flight (column 10) is ~2.0. To summarize,  

1) The estimates vary widely in the results. There is inconsistency in the EKF results.  

2) However, in the same flight, the estimates from different flight portions showed some 

weak consistency. 

3) This same observation can be seen in 𝐶𝐿𝛼 estimates when the 15-point Spencer filter or 

21-point moving average filter were used  
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4) The AAA estimation lies in the range of the EKF estimates seen in each of the three 

tables. 

Focusing on 𝑪𝒎𝜶 results, 

1) The estimates vary widely in the results ranging from -0.46 to 0.82. There is 

inconsistency in the EKF results.  

2) However, in the same flight, the estimates from different flight portions showed some 

slight signs of weak consistency. These slight signs are that estimate from a given flight 

were in a smaller range than the range mentioned in point (1). For flight B, three results 

were in the range from -0.22 to -0.46. For Flight A, two results (-0.13 & -0.05) had 

reasonable sign and were close to each other.  

3) The same could be said for the results obtained from the spencer filter.  

4) The AAA estimate is always much more negative than the EKF results for 𝐶𝑚𝛼  in each of 

the three tables.  

Focusing on 𝑪𝒎𝒒 results, 

1) In low pass filter results: the estimates vary widely in the results ranging from -28 to -17. 

There is inconsistency in the EKF results. 

2) In low pass filter results: a slight sign of consistency seen in Flight B results. 𝐶𝑚𝑞 ≈ −22 

is repeated in Flight B result more than once.  

3) The 𝐶𝑚𝑞  estimation is closer to AAA when the low pass filter or the Spencer filter are 

used.  

4) When the moving average filter is used the 𝐶𝑚𝑞  estimation is smaller in magnitude than 

the other two filters and the AAA estimate and, in some instances, has an incorrect sign. 
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Again, the moving average filter may be falsifying the aircraft dynamics as mentioned in 

Section 11.2.2. 

Focusing on 𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆results, 

1) For the low pass filter: the results ranged from -2.2 to -0.1. This is a large variation. Most 

results however were in the range -1.7 to -0.6. This is still a large variation. Thus, there is 

inconsistency in the EKF results. 

2) The AAA estimate is within the ranges mentioned above. And the above ranges are also 

within the limits of expected results seen in Section 11.1.3. Thus, the obtained results 

have reasonable values. 

3) For the Spencer filter, results are frequently within the range: -1.49 to -0.78. This is 

similar to the low pass results range. 

4) For the moving average filter, the estimation is repeatedly in the range between -0.14 to -

0.59. This is a lower range than the other two filters and the AAA estimate does not lie in 

this range. 

11.4 Stitching of flight data and EKF results 

As mentioned previously, it is difficult to obtain long flight portions that match criteria 

#2. Therefore, flight data were stitched together to obtain long portions that match criteria #2. 

Section 9.3 discusses this issue. In this section, EKF results for stitched flight portions is 

presented.  

11.4.1 System identification results from stitched portions from Flight B 

In this portion system identification results are presented when several flight portions are 

stitched from Flight B. All the flight portions match set of Criteria #2. Section 9.3.2 shows where 
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these flight portions occur during flight. To continue evaluation of the different filters, results are 

presented in the following table based on: 

1) Low pass filtering of 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 

2) 15-point Spencer filtering of 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 

3) 21-point moving average filtering of 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. 

Table 11-14: System Identification using the Stitched flight portions from Flight B mentioned in Section 9.3.2. 

Low Pass  15-point Spencer  21-point moving average  

   
The following can be observed: 

1) 𝐶𝐿𝛼from the low pass and Spencer filters are both about 2.9. The moving average filter 

has 𝐶𝐿𝛼 of 4.05. These are all reasonable values for 𝐶𝐿𝛼.  

2) 𝐶𝑚𝛼  from the low pass and Spencer filters yield a value of about -0.3 while the moving 

average filter yields a value of -0.1. The results are lower in magnitude than AAA 

estimate but they are in an acceptable range.  

3) 𝐶𝑚𝑞  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 estimates are also reasonable for all three filters. The low pass and 

Spencer filters are closer to the AAA estimate.  

11.4.2 Comparison of stitched flight portions from Flights A, B & C 

In the section, comparison is made between system identification results obtained when 

data is stitched from three flights. The results are presented in the following table. The columns 

of the table show results when all flight portions matching set of criteria # 2 in Flight A, B and C, 
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respectively, are analyzed. These portions are identified in Sections 9.3.1, 9.3.2 and 9.3.3. The 

rows of the table indicate the filtering on 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 and 𝑞 measurements. 

Table 11-15: Results from stitched data from three flights. 

Filtering Stitched portions 

from Flight A 

Stitched portions 

from Flight B 

Stitched portions 

from Flight C 

Low Pass 

   
Spencer 

   
Moving Average 

   
Looking at the previous table, it can be seen that:   

1) For the low pass filter, different flights yield different estimates for many derivatives. For 

example, 𝐶𝐿𝛼 estimates in the three flights are very different. In one flight is 2.84, in 

another it is 7.15 while the third flight yields -1.13, a negative value.  

2) The spencer filter and moving average filter also show a variation in the 𝐶𝐿𝛼 estimate.  

3) Looking at 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 where the low pass filter is used, it can be seen that the estimates are in a 

certain range, between -0.885 and -0.663.  
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11.4.3 Further Comparison of stitched flight portions from Flights A, B & C 

To continue evaluating the consistency in the EKF results, the following tables shows 

more system identification results. Results are presented for stitched flight portions from Flights 

A, B and C, again. The same flight portions used in the previous section are used. These are the 

flight portions mentioned in Sections 9.3.1, 9.3.2 and 9.3.3. However, this time, comparison is 

made between using all the flight portions or a smaller number of portions. For example, Flight 

B has 6 portions that match Set of Criteria #2, as can be seen in Section 9.3.2. Comparison will 

be made between running the EKF on all 6 sections or on a smaller number of sections.  

For brevity, only the low pass filter is used. It was chosen since it is better at preserving 

the low frequencies than the moving average filter as discussed in Sections 7.3 and 11.2.2. The 

Spencer filter could have been chosen instead under that same reasoning. Also, for brevity, the 

discussion in the following paragraphs focuses mostly on 𝐶𝐿𝛼 with little discussion about other 

derivatives. Similar reasoning can be used to investigate the other derivatives. The row 

containing 𝐶𝐿𝛼 results is highlighted to make discussion easier. 

Table 11-16: Results obtained from running the EKF on different sections from Flight A.3 

Section # AAA All 1-10 1-9 1-8 1-7 2-11 3-11 4-11 5-11 1,5-11 1,2,5-11 

Total 

Duration 

- 50.95 47.7 42.65 39 35.45 46.2 42.05 38.55 34.35 39.1 43.25 

𝑪𝑫𝟎 0.0265 -0.2975 -0.1905 -0.1928 -0.3094 -0.3126 -0.6162 -0.3796 -0.1958 -0.1814 0.1999 -0.206 

𝑪𝑫𝑽 0.1139 0.2829 0.2498 0.2579 0.3069 0.316 0.5467 0.3974 0.3215 0.3139 0.0298 0.2375 

𝑪𝑫𝒂  -0.346 1.3602 0.4605 0.371 0.9907 0.8767 2.0617 1.2819 0.2375 0.2514 -0.9442 0.9625 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 0.5046 0.7308 0.6389 0.5916 0.5538 0.512 0.6064 0.8987 1.0557 1.1521 1.2906 0.756 

𝑪𝑳𝑽 1.1735 -0.4099 -0.3276 -0.2751 -0.2692 -0.2379 -0.2248 -0.4075 -0.4871 -0.556 -0.6728 -0.4277 

𝑪𝑳𝒂 5.8154 7.1489 7.2606 7.0745 7.4195 7.5857 6.4548 5.4819 4.7802 4.5676 4.3537 7.1639 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.0442 -0.1383 -0.1265 -0.1253 -0.1239 -0.1314 -0.146 -0.1602 -0.1762 -0.1776 -0.1528 -0.146 

𝑪𝒎𝑽 0.0171 0.0472 0.0268 0.0195 0.0195 0.0218 0.0484 0.0603 0.072 0.0818 0.0598 0.0581 

𝑪𝒎𝒂 -0.9749 -0.0889 -0.1177 -0.1491 -0.1855 -0.2208 -0.0772 -0.0754 -0.0425 -0.0226 -0.0342 -0.0508 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 -15.233 -19.7883 -18.615 -18.6249 -19.1675 -20.0135 -19.8889 -20.7736 -21.6605 -21.6762 -21.0735 -20.7594 

𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 -1.0266 -0.8061 -0.8814 -0.9474 -0.9594 -1.016 -0.8452 -0.8636 -0.8739 -0.7997 -0.7844 -0.7606 

                                                 

 

 

3 Section numbers are as defined in Section 9.3.1 
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Table 11-17: Results obtained from running the EKF on different sections from Flight B.4 

Section # AAA All 1-5 1-4 2-6 3-6 3,5,6 1,2,4,5,6 1,2,3,5,6 1,2,3,4,6 1,2 1,2,3 4,5,6 1,3-6 

Total 

Duration 

- 47.00 32.60 29.00 41.50 37.35 34.20 30.80 43.85 43.40 9.65 25.85 21.15 42.85 

𝑪𝑫𝟎 0.0265 -0.4369 -0.5353 -0.5547 -0.2763 0.2323 0.2335 -0.693 -0.4247 -0.4588 -0.5045 -0.5443 0.3363 -0.2277 

𝑪𝑫𝑽 0.1139 0.2985 0.4139 0.4167 0.1957 -0.0524 -0.0659 0.5305 0.2735 0.2972 0.6081 0.4006 -0.1047 0.1471 

𝑪𝑫𝒂  -0.346 3.3246 2.9816 3.0839 2.8164 0.4053 0.508 3.6457 3.4109 3.5267 -1.1889 3.0299 0.1933 2.7681 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 0.5046 2.1749 2.1046 2.2047 1.8223 2.3843 2.5671 1.8775 2.3218 2.2384 1.1738 2.3548 2.2077 2.5867 

𝑪𝑳𝑽 1.1735 -1.3709 -1.2428 -1.3391 -1.132 -1.5069 -1.643 -1.1064 -1.5041 -1.4424 -0.8531 -1.4914 -1.31 -1.5714 

𝑪𝑳𝒂 5.8154 2.8396 2.0053 1.9739 3.7284 1.9854 1.6813 3.4025 2.8216 2.9584 10.4224 2.1689 1.9651 0.8368 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.0442 -0.1665 -0.181 -0.1919 -0.2236 -0.2235 -0.2116 -0.1346 -0.1457 -0.1699 -0.0735 -0.1504 -0.1933 -0.1908 

𝑪𝒎𝑽 0.0171 0.1086 0.1185 0.1186 0.1119 0.1189 0.1121 0.0846 0.0995 0.1077 0.0431 0.1027 0.0957 0.1244 

𝑪𝒎𝒂 -0.9749 -0.3064 -0.2386 -0.1247 -0.293 -0.2601 -0.3072 -0.4183 -0.3446 -0.2458 -0.7468 -0.1754 -0.4021 -0.2426 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 -15.233 -21.2736 -22.0924 -21.9372 -23.25 -22.5671 -23.1738 -18.7713 -21.4749 -20.7959 -18.4481 -21.5898 -20.4495 -21.8144 

𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 -1.0266 -0.6634 -0.6654 -0.6727 -1.0087 -0.937 -0.9318 -0.659 -0.6119 -0.6555 -0.6718 -0.5418 -0.9629 -0.674 

Table 11-18: Results obtained from running the EKF on different sections from Flight C.5 

Section # AAA All 2-6 3-6 3,4,5 1-5 1,3-6 

Total 

Duration 

- 30.55 27.4 18.85 14.65 26.35 22 

𝑪𝑫𝟎 0.0265 -0.0523 0.0227 0.1051 0.0582 -0.0809 0.0245 

𝑪𝑫𝑽 0.1139 0.0854 -0.0097 -0.0826 -0.0495 0.1125 0.0286 

𝑪𝑫𝒂  -0.346 1.8934 2.1457 2.1255 2.1657 1.8116 1.7788 

𝑪𝑳𝟎 0.5046 2.494 2.5574 2.2556 2.4222 2.5946 2.1875 

𝑪𝑳𝑽 1.1735 -1.4939 -1.4708 -1.2886 -1.3904 -1.5873 -1.2652 

𝑪𝑳𝒂 5.8154 -1.1302 -1.882 -1.1979 -1.4445 -0.8455 -0.8552 

𝑪𝒎𝟎 0.0442 -0.1417 -0.1228 -0.1351 -0.1509 -0.1575 -0.1498 

𝑪𝒎𝑽 0.0171 0.0066 0.0152 0.0226 0.03 0.0128 0.0084 

𝑪𝒎𝒂 -0.9749 0.2253 0.1353 0.0133 -0.0375 0.1639 0.1692 

𝑪𝒎𝒒 -15.233 -29.1779 -22.6975 -21.0307 -22.6199 -32.2928 -30.776 

𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 -1.0266 -0.8852 -0.7461 -0.874 -0.9598 -0.991 -0.9729 

Looking at the 𝐶𝐿𝛼results, it can be seen that the estimation is reasonable in many cases. 

However, the values vary significantly from flight to flight. Also, as it was mentioned in 

previous sections, the variation in results from the same flight data is smaller. For example, for 

Flight B results shown in Table 11-17, the estimated 𝐶𝐿𝛼 varies depending on the flight portions 

used. However, all the columns show 𝐶𝐿𝛼 around 0.8 to 3.7 except one column. This is a smaller 

range of variation than the range in which results from all flights occur (-1.88 to 7.59). 

 That one column that has a value much further than the rest in Table 11-17 is column 12. 

It has 𝐶𝐿𝛼 = 10.4 𝑟𝑎𝑑
−1. It is noticed that the flight data used for this estimation has a short 

                                                 

 

 

4 Section numbers are as defined in Section 9.3.2 
5 Section numbers are as defined in Section 9.3.3 
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duration (~ 10 sec.). Looking at the 𝐶𝐿𝛼 estimation as time progresses, it can be seen that the 

EKF did not converge on a value as seen in the following figure. 

 

Figure 11-1: 𝐶𝐿𝛼 estimation over time for flight data from column 12 of Table 11-17. 

 Loosely speaking, it could be said that Flight A results show 𝐶𝐿𝛼 = 6.3 ± 1.95 𝑟𝑎𝑑
−1, 

Flight B results show 𝐶𝐿𝛼 = 2.36 ± 1.53 𝑟𝑎𝑑
−1 and Flight C results show 𝐶𝐿𝛼 = −1.23 ±

0.66 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1. These variations are not small. However, they are much smaller than the variation if 

results from all Flights are used. If the results from all flights are used, we would get 𝐶𝐿𝛼 =

3.11 ± 5 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1! The way these estimates are made is by evaluating the average, minimum and 

maximum values for the data. These statistics are shown in the following table. 

Table 11-19: Statistics for 𝐶𝐿𝛼 results in this section. 

 𝑴𝒊𝒏. 𝑴𝒂𝒙. 𝑨𝒗𝒈. |𝑨𝒗𝒈 −𝒎𝒊𝒏| |𝑨𝒗𝒈 −𝒎𝒂𝒙| Estimate 

Flight A 4.35 7.59 6.30 1.95 1.29 6.30±1.95 

Flight B  0.84 3.73 2.36 1.53 1.36 2.36±1.53 

Flight C -1.88 -0.85 -1.23 0.66 0.38 -1.23±0.66 

All Flights -1.88 7.59 3.11 5.00 4.47 3.11±5.00 
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This shows that results from each flight was in a different region than the other flight. 

Thus, overall, the results are not consistent. On the other hand, some weak consistency is seen 

within results from the same flight. This weak consistency is over a wide region, however.  

 One observation was made concerning how the EKF functions while preparing this 

section. It was observed that the EKF estimates depended largely on the initial seconds of data 

given to the EKF. On the other hand, the effect of the data towards the end on the estimates is 

smaller. This is reasonable since the EKF covariance matrix, 𝑃, is large at the beginning and it 

gets smaller and smaller with time. This makes the EKF very responsive at the beginning since it 

is expecting that the estimated derivatives have large errors. As time proceeds, and the 𝑃 matrix 

elements get smaller, the EKF is expecting that the error in the estimates is smaller. Thus, the 

EKF still changes the estimated derivatives but with a much lower sensitivity. 

 This was noticed while preparing this section as follows: It was observed that the initial 

data sections dictated to a noticeable degree the system identification results. Therefore, when 

data sections were removed from the end of the stitched data, they did not affect the system 

identification results as much as when data sections were removed from the initial seconds. This 

can be seen in Table 11-16. In columns 3 to 7, the initial sections were the same, and the 

resulting system identification results were similar. 𝐶𝐿𝛼, for example, was consistently around 

7 𝑟𝑎𝑑−1. However, in columns 7-11, where the initial sections were changed, the estimated 

derivatives changed more noticeably. For example, 𝐶𝐿𝛼 went from around 7.5 to around 6.5 to 

5.5 to 4.8 to 4.6.  

11.5 Estimation of two more stability and control derivatives (𝑪𝑳𝜹𝒆 and 𝑪𝑳𝒒) 

Experimentation with estimating two more stability and control derivatives was 

performed. These two derivatives are 𝐶𝐿𝑞 and 𝐶𝐿𝛿𝑒. The following tables show the results 
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obtained when the 𝐶𝐿𝑑𝑒 derivative alone is added and when both derivatives were added. Adding 

the derivatives simply meant adding them in the 𝐶𝐿 equation used in the EKF. For example: 

 𝐶𝐿 = 𝐶𝐿0 + 𝐶𝐿𝑉
𝑉

𝑉0
+ 𝐶𝐿𝛼𝛼 + 𝐶𝐿𝑞

𝑞𝑐̅

2𝑉0
+ 𝐶𝐿𝛿𝑒𝛿𝑒 Eq 11-1 

 To simplify the presentation of results, only the results from the low pass filter are 

presented. (only 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞 are filtered. Results are presented for Flights A, B and C in the 

following tables. The stitched flight data mentioned in Sections 9.3.1 to 9.3.3 were used from 

these flights. 

Table 11-20: Derivative estimation when two more derivatives are added. Results for Flight A. 

 
AAA Original 𝑪𝑳𝒅𝒆  added 𝑪𝑳𝒅𝒆  &𝑪𝑳𝒒 added 

𝐶𝐷0 0.0265 -0.2975 -0.3128 -0.3207 

𝐶𝐷𝑉 0.1139 0.2829 0.2941 0.2971 

𝐶𝐷𝛼  -0.346 1.3602 1.3943 1.4454 

𝐶𝐿0 0.5046 0.7308 0.124 -0.4467 

𝐶𝐿𝑉 1.1735 -0.4099 -0.7349 -0.4238 

𝐶𝐿𝛼 5.8154 7.1489 4.6005 4.9683 

𝐶𝐿𝑞 6.337 ~ ~ -66.8437 

𝐶𝐿𝑑𝑒 0.2931 ~ -8.1603 -9.9263 

𝐶𝑚0 0.0442 -0.1383 -0.1396 -0.1388 

𝐶𝑚𝑉 0.0171 0.0472 0.0497 0.0498 

𝐶𝑚𝛼 -0.9749 -0.0889 -0.0778 -0.0806 

𝐶𝑚𝑞 -15.233 -19.7883 -19.8732 -19.6375 

𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 -1.0266 -0.8061 -0.7905 -0.7859 
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Table 11-21: Derivative estimation when two more derivatives are added. Results for Flight B. 

 
AAA Original 𝑪𝑳𝒅𝒆  added 𝑪𝑳𝒅𝒆  &𝑪𝑳𝒒 added 

𝐶𝐷0 0.0265 -0.4369 -0.3976 -0.3992 

𝐶𝐷𝑉 0.1139 0.2985 0.2472 0.2491 

𝐶𝐷𝛼  -0.346 3.3246 3.3818 3.3795 

𝐶𝐿0 0.5046 2.1749 -0.7681 -0.7974 

𝐶𝐿𝑉 1.1735 -1.3709 -1.0404 -1.0178 

𝐶𝐿𝛼 5.8154 2.8396 5.9611 5.937 

𝐶𝐿𝑞 6.337 ~ ~ -5.4711 

𝐶𝐿𝑑𝑒 0.2931 ~ -14.6503 -14.716 

𝐶𝑚0 0.0442 -0.1665 -0.1592 -0.1593 

𝐶𝑚𝑉 0.0171 0.1086 0.109 0.1089 

𝐶𝑚𝛼 -0.9749 -0.3064 -0.3249 -0.3243 

𝐶𝑚𝑞 -15.233 -21.2736 -21.6982 -21.6702 

𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 -1.0266 -0.6634 -0.6275 -0.6285 
Table 11-22: Derivative estimation when two more derivatives are added. Results for Flight C. 

 
AAA Original 𝑪𝑳𝒅𝒆  added 𝑪𝑳𝒅𝒆  &𝑪𝑳𝒒 added 

𝐶𝐷0 0.0265 -0.0523 -0.0461 -0.0472 

𝐶𝐷𝑉 0.1139 0.0854 0.0569 0.0579 

𝐶𝐷𝛼  -0.346 1.8934 2.1257 2.1253 

𝐶𝐿0 0.5046 2.494 0.427 0.3818 

𝐶𝐿𝑉 1.1735 -1.4939 -1.1333 -1.1143 

𝐶𝐿𝛼 5.8154 -1.1302 -0.9233 -0.9399 

𝐶𝐿𝑞 6.337 ~ ~ -11.8039 

𝐶𝐿𝑑𝑒 0.2931 ~ -11.9392 -12.1617 

𝐶𝑚0 0.0442 -0.1417 -0.1507 -0.1511 

𝐶𝑚𝑉 0.0171 0.0066 0.005 0.0048 

𝐶𝑚𝛼 -0.9749 0.2253 0.2227 0.2239 

𝐶𝑚𝑞 -15.233 -29.1779 -29.4757 -29.6461 

𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 -1.0266 -0.8852 -0.9652 -0.9685 

  

Analyzing the results in the previous three tables, it was seen that the estimated 𝐶𝐿𝑞and 𝐶𝐿𝑑𝑒 

estimates always had improper sign. They were always negative. As for the effect of adding 

these two derivatives on the overall system identification, it was observed that 𝐶𝐿𝛼 derivative in 

the first two tables changed notably but not in the third table. Other derivatives mostly did not 

change much. In Table 11-20, 𝐶𝐿𝛼 was 7.14 and it decreased to about 4.6 or 5 after adding the 
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two additional derivatives. In Table 11-21, the derivative increased from 2.8 to about 5.9. 𝐶𝐿𝛼 

remained about the same in the third table at about -1.  

Thus, 𝐶𝐿𝛼 came closer to AAA in two flights and the estimates from both flights agreed. 

The third flight, however, has an unreasonable estimate for 𝐶𝐿𝛼. At this point, these changes may 

or may not be an improvement in getting 𝐶𝐿𝛼. It is not certain since we do not know the true 

value of 𝐶𝐿𝛼.  

One important thing to note is that this investigation is made only on three sets of data. It 

is not in depth, but it is an initial look at the effect of adding these two derivatives. In summary: 

1) The estimates for the two added derivatives are not reasonable.  

2) Adding the two derivatives affected mostly 𝐶𝐿𝛼 but not the other derivatives.  

3) 𝐶𝐿𝛼 estimates may or may not have improved. It is not clear since not all three flights 

agree, and we do not know the true value of 𝐶𝐿𝛼 

11.6 Overall observations  

This section makes overall observations regarding the consistency in the EKF results. 

These observations are made with the aid of Figure 11-2 on page 141. In that figure, system 

identification results from Sections 11.2.2, 11.3 and 11.4.3 for the derivatives 𝐶𝐿𝛼 , 𝐶𝑚𝛼 , 𝐶𝑚𝑞 

& 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 are collected and presented visually. These are the results obtained when the low pass 

filter is used to filter 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞. In the figure, the results obtained from each flight is put on a 

different row and given a different color. For comparison, the AAA estimates for these 

derivatives, which were presented in Table 3-4, are plotted. Estimates from two AAA models are 

presented.  
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Looking at the 𝐂𝐋𝛂 estimates in the figure, it can be seen that: 

1) The results are spread over a very wide range (i.e. inconsistency). They range from about 

-2 to about 10.5. 

2) The majority of results from individual flights are in smaller ranges. Flight A estimates 

mostly lie between 4 and 8, Flight B estimates mostly between 0 and 4, Flight C 

estimates mostly between -1 and -2. Individual flights have considerable inconsistency, 

but it is lower than the inconsistency in all the flights combined.  

3) Several of the estimates are reasonable compared to AAA and the expected ranges. 

4) Flight A estimates are mostly higher than Flight B estimates which are mostly higher than 

Flight C estimates. 

5) The AAA estimate from the model using the GEO 438 airfoil is at the center of the 

estimates from Flight A. The estimate from the ClarkY airfoil is at the lower and upper 

boundaries of results from Flight A and B respectively. 

6) Most estimates from Flight C are unreasonable since they are negative. 

Looking at the 𝐂𝐦𝛂 estimates: 

1) Again, there is a large spread in the results. (i.e. inconsistency). They range from about -1 

to 0.4. 

2) The majority of results from individual flights are in smaller ranges. Flight A estimates 

mostly lie between -0.3 and 0, Flight B estimates mostly between -0.5 and -0.1, Flight C 

estimates mostly between -0.05 and 0.25. Individual flights have considerable 

inconsistency, but it is lower than the inconsistency in all the flights combined.  

3) The results are in the expected range given in Section 11.1.3. 

4) Flight A estimates are centered at a lower magnitude than Flight B.  
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5) The AAA estimates are higher in magnitude than all EKF estimate except for one result. 

Most results are at least 0.4 rad-1 lower in magnitude than AAA. 

6) Most estimates from flight C are positive. This is not expected since it would indicate the 

SkyHunter is unstable. 

Looking at the 𝑪𝒎𝒒 estimates. 

1) The results are spread over a very wide range (i.e. inconsistency). They range from about 

-34 to about -10. There is one estimate at 20 which is unreasonable. 

2) The majority of results from individual flights are in a smaller region. Flight A estimates 

mostly lie between -22 and -16, Flight B estimates mostly between -24 and -18. This can 

be seen more clearly in the zoomed in plot in Figure 11-3. The limited estimates from 

Flight C are spread out. 

3) Most the results are comparable to the theoretical estimate from AAA and are in the 

expected range presented in Section 11.1.3. 

4) Estimates from flights A are centered at a lower magnitude than Flight B. 

5) The AAA estimates are mostly lower in magnitude than the EKF estimation. 

Looking at the 𝑪𝒎𝒅𝒆 estimates: 

1) The results are spread over a very wide range (i.e. inconsistency). They range from about 

-2.5 to about -0.5. 

2) Many results are reasonable and are in the expected range presented in Section 11.1.3. 

Some results are comparable to the theoretical estimate from AAA. 

3) Estimates from Flight B has similar inconsistency to estimates from all Flights combined. 

4) Estimates from Flight B have higher inconsistency (i.e. are more spread out) than 

estimates from Flight A. 
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5) AAA estimates are comparable to the higher magnitude results obtained from the EKF. 

In Summary, 

1) There is considerable inconsistency in the EKF results 

2) Results from individual flights is considerably inconsistent. However, for some 

derivatives, the inconsistency in individual flights is lower than that in all flights 

combined. 

3) The results are reasonable in several cases. 

4) The majority of results lie in the expected ranges presented in Section 11.1.3. 

5) The AAA estimates are: 

a. Comparable to some EKF results for 𝐶𝐿𝛼 

b. Higher in magnitude than EKF results for 𝐶𝑚𝛼  

c. Lower in magnitude than most EKF results for 𝐶𝑚𝑞  

d. Comparable to some of the higher magnitude EKF results for 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒
. 

Overall, the EKF estimates, were reasonable in several cases. However, the 

estimates from different flight portions, have considerable inconsistency. Chapter 12 

discusses several reasons for this inconsistency. 
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Figure 11-2: Summary of obtained 𝐶𝐿𝛼 , 𝐶𝑚𝛼 , 𝐶𝑚𝑞  & 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒  estimates from the different flights and flight portions. 

Low pass filtering used on 𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑧 and 𝑞. 
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Figure 11-3: Zoomed in view of 𝐶𝑚𝑞 estimates after removing the single outlying positive estimate. 

11.7 Summary 

To recap, in this chapter, several system identification results were presented. Results 

were presented for6: 

1) Flight portions following set of criteria #1 

2) Flight portions following set of criteria #2 

3) Flight portions obtained by stitching several portions matching set of criteria #2. This was 

done since flight portions matching set of criteria #2 were of short duration.  

In addition to analyzing different flight portions, results were obtained when: 

1) Different filters were used on the data. (Low pass filter, Spencer filter, moving average 

filter and no filter) 

2) Different measurements were filtered. In some cases, 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞 only were filtered. In 

other cases, 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 , 𝑞 & 𝛼 were filtered. 

3) Different angle of attack estimation was used.  

4) Two more stability and control derivatives were estimated. 𝐶𝐿𝑑𝑒  & 𝐶𝐿𝑞. 

                                                 

 

 

6 Both sets of criteria were defined in Chapter 9. 
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It was observed that: 

1) Filtering the data to remove noise yielded much more reasonable results. Without 

filtering, unacceptable results were obtained. This can be seen in Sections 11.2.1 and 

11.2.2. 

2) Filtering 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑧 & 𝑞 but not 𝛼 measurements yielded more reasonable results for 𝐶𝐿𝛼. This 

can be seen in Sections 11.2.1 and 11.2.2. 

3) Results from the low pass filter and Spencer filter had much closer agreement with each 

other than the results from the moving average filter. This can be seen throughout the 

thesis results. 

4) The moving average filter may be falsifying the aircraft dynamics. This was seen in the 

𝐶𝑚𝛼 , 𝐶𝑚𝑞  & 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 results in Sections 11.2.2 and 11.3. The estimated derivatives were 

smaller than expected and/or had improper signs repeatedly. This agrees with the 

discussion in Section 7.2 where it was mentioned that the moving average filter may 

falsify the aircraft dynamics. Basis for that claim was that the filter changed the 

magnitude of low frequencies when applied to a signal. 

5) The EKF results were reasonable in many cases. They lie in expected ranges presented in 

Section 11.1.3. 

6) There is very noticeable inconsistency in the EKF results. Using different flight portions 

yields widely varying derivative results. This can be seen clearly in Section 11.6 and 

throughout the thesis results. 

7) The inconsistency is reduced for flight portions from the same flight, but it is still 

significant. This can be seen clearly in Section 11.6 and throughout the thesis results. 
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Overall, the EKF estimates, were reasonable in several cases. However, the 

estimates from different flight portions, have considerable inconsistency. Chapter 12 

discusses several reasons for this inconsistency. 
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12 Discussion of Inconsistency in system Identification results 

As seen in the EKF results and summarized in Section 11.7, there was significant 

inconsistency in system identification results. Using different flight portions yielded varying 

stability and control derivative estimates. This chapter focuses on discussing several sources that 

are resulting in this inconsistency. The different sources would have varying levels of how much 

they affect the results and cause inconsistency. Much of the discussion presented in this section 

is also applicable to UAS system identification in general not just for the SkyHunter. 

12.1 The airframe 

The SkyHunter is a very light aircraft. It weighs only 8-10 pounds. Thus, during flight, 

it is very susceptible to disturbances due to wind and wind gusts. This in turn affects the 

consistency of system identification results. It also makes it hard for pilots to fly the aircraft 

close to the desired trim condition (or according to the desired maneuvers). This issue is made 

worse since the SkyHunter flies at low at altitudes. Atmospheric disturbances are known to be 

high in low altitudes. 

Command of the SkyHunter is also performed with the pilot on the ground. The pilot flies 

the aircraft based on their vision. They cannot sense any of the aircraft accelerations or rotations. 

This makes it even harder to fly the SkyHunter in steady flight conditions or according to 

specific flight maneuvers.  

The SkyHunter is a small aircraft. Proximity of aircraft components causes them to 

have an influence on the aerodynamics of each other. For example, the wing would have an 

effect on the horizontal tail aerodynamics. The propeller slip stream would also have an effect on 

the horizontal tail. This is especially the case for the SkyHunter where the aircraft uses a pusher 

propulsion configuration with the propeller being directly in front of the empennage. As a result, 
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the propeller slip stream “blows” at the empennage. As a result of that, the horizontal tail 

performance is affected. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 14.  

Additionally, the SkyHunter airframe is prone to aeroelasticity effects especially at the 

empennage area. During flight, it was observed that the horizontal tail and vertical tail can 

oscillate. This would cause some variation in the aerodynamics of the empennage. As a result, 

aerodynamics of the aircraft as a whole would change to some degree. Thereby affecting system 

identification results. 

12.2 Unsteady Aerodynamics 

An important factor affecting the consistency of system identification is unsteady 

aerodynamics. One way to quantify unsteadiness in aircraft dynamics is to calculate the reduced 

frequency. This was done and is presented in Chapter 13. If the reduced frequency is above 0.04, 

this is an indicator of unsteady aerodynamics. It is shown in Chapter 13 that the reduced 

frequency was higher than 0.04 in several flight portions. Thus, this is an indicator that the 

SkyHunter was encountering unsteady aerodynamics. The unsteady aerodynamics would cause 

the aircraft derivatives to vary with time. Therefore, making the EKF yield different results for 

different flight portions. The work is Chapter 14 also addresses unsteady aerodynamics. 

12.3 Nonlinear aerodynamics 

Another important factor affecting the inconsistency is nonlinear aerodynamics, the EKF 

algorithm used in this thesis is not capable of capturing some of the non-linear aerodynamics. 

This is due to two reasons: 

• First, the equations of motion used in the EKF are simplified equations of motion. This 

can be seen in Chapter 2. These equations cannot capture all actual aircraft dynamics. 

The equations have been decoupled from lateral aircraft motion states. In actual flight 
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lateral motion variables affect aircraft longitudinal motion. Also, the equations are used 

to estimate a limited number of derivatives. Therefore, the equations are suitable for 

analyzing specific flights. To have an algorithm that is suitable for analyzing more flights 

less simplifications should be made to the equations of motion. This may come at some 

cost of added complexity and possibly issues related to inability to identify a larger 

number of parameters. 

• Second, the Extended Kalman Filter has some error due to depending on a first order 

linearization during the calculation of Jacobeans in Eq 5-22 and Eq 5-27. Some of the 

nonlinear dynamic are lost in these steps. 

12.4 Noise in sensors 

The sensors used in this thesis, as for many UASs, are low cost sensors as discussed in 

Section 3.2. Their cost is close to 174 USD as estimated in Table 3-3. Thus, they are prone to 

have low accuracy and high noise to signal ratio. This in turn has major effect on system 

identification results which are based of the sensor data. The high noise in the sensor data is 

discussed in Chapter 7. Attempts were made to filter noise as mentioned in the previous chapters. 

However, noise still exists in the data. Moreover, low frequency noise is hard, or even 

impossible, to be filtered out since if we filter it, we corrupt the aircraft dynamics that lie in these 

low frequencies as well.  

12.5 Other sources of error 

Since this work is based on experiments, several other factors can be causing 

inconsistency in the results. Examples of these errors are: improperly calibrated sensors, errors in 

data logging, time delays in logged data, inconsistency in flight preparation procedures, etc. 
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13 Calculation of reduced frequency 

As mentioned in Section 12.2, one important source of inconsistency in the EKF results is 

unsteady aerodynamics. The presence of unsteady aerodynamics would cause the derivatives to 

vary with time. Thus, the estimation obtained using different flight portions would be 

inconsistent. One way to quantify unsteady aerodynamics is through the calculation of reduced 

frequency [36], [37]. Calculation of reduced frequency for Flight B of the SkyHunter is 

presented in this Chapter. 

13.1  Calculation Methodology 

For longitudinal motion, the reduced frequency can be calculated using the time history 

of the angle of attack (𝛼). This is done as explained in the following paragraphs. The 

methodology is based on Reference [36]. 

The first step in the process, is to fit a sinusoidal curve to the angle of attack time history. 

This is done in a piecewise manner. I.e. a sinusoidal curve is fitted to every 21 data points. 

Fitting the data points to a sinusoidal curve is done using optimization. The goal of optimization 

would be to take the 21 data points and obtain a curve that first them a has the following form. 

 𝛼(𝑡) = �̅� + Δ𝛼 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜓) Eq 13-1 

 �̇�(𝑡) = −Δ𝛼𝜔 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜓) Eq 13-2 

The equations describe sinusoidal curves for the angle of attack, 𝛼, and its derivative, �̇�. 

In these equations, �̅� is the mean angle of attack around which the sinusoidal curve, 𝛼(𝑡), 

oscillates. Δ𝛼 is the magnitude with which the sinusoidal curve oscillates. 𝜔 and 𝜓 are the 

oscillation frequency and phase shift. Note: the number 21 was chosen to be similar to Reference 

[36], which uses 20 points. In this thesis, 21 points were chosen to have a symmetric number of 

points before and after the current data point. 
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The angle of attack is available in flight data. The angle of attack derivative can be 

calculated using numerical differentiation. Thus, these variables are known. Time steps, 𝑡, are 

also known. The purpose of optimization is to calculate the terms �̅�, Δ𝛼, 𝜔 and 𝜓. Optimization 

was perfumed using MATLAB function “lsqnonlin” which is part of the MATLAB Optimization 

toolbox[38]. The function was set to use Levenberg-Marquardt method for optimization. 

After obtaining these four quantities the reduced frequency, 𝑘1, can be calculated using 

the following equation. 

 𝑘1𝑖 =
𝜔𝑖𝑐̅

2𝑉𝑖
 Eq 13-3 

In the equation, 𝑐̅ is the wing mean geometric chord and 𝑉 is the airspeed. The subscript 𝑖 

stands for the 𝑖th time instant. 

13.2 Testing Optimization on a simplified made-up data 

This section presents some made-up angle of attack data and shows the reduced 

frequency for this data. The main goal of making the calculations presented in this section was to 

verify that the developed code works properly. Since this section uses simulated data, we know 

the correct answers and thus can verify that the code works properly. In flight data, we would not 

know the correct answers. 

The made-up angle of attack data was created by assuming values for the parameters 

�̅�, Δ𝛼, 𝜔 and 𝜓. Then, using Eq 13-1 and Eq 13-2, 50 seconds of data were generated. The data 

was generated at time steps of 0.05 s. This matches the SkyHunter sampling rate (20 Hz). 

Assuming that, �̅� = 3°, Δ𝛼 = 1°, 𝜔 = 4.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 and 𝜓 = 0°, the angle of attack and angle of 

attack derivative time histories shown in the following figure were obtained.  
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Figure 13-1: Made-up 𝛼 & �̇� time histories. 

The following figure shows the 𝜔 obtained using least squares optimization. It can be 

seen that the optimization worked properly to obtain 𝜔 = 4.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 for the majority of the time 

history. There were a few portions where the optimization failed though. This was regarded as 

acceptable. 

 

Figure 13-2: Calculated 𝜔 & 𝑘1 for the made-up data. 
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The reduced frequency plot is presented in the previous figure. It was calculated using the 

mean geometric chord of the SkyHunter (𝑐̅ = 0.7317 𝑓𝑡). A made-up airspeed time history was 

also created and used to calculate the reduced frequency. The made-up airspeed has a mean value 

of 50 ft/s. It also has two sinusoidal curves superimposed to that value in order to have some 

variation. Thus, the equation used to create an airspeed time history was: 

 𝑉(𝑡) = 50 + 0.25 sin(𝑡) + sin(𝑡/4) Eq 13-4 

13.2.1 Adding noise to the made-up angle of attack time history 

To further test the capability of the optimization, some noise was added to the made-up 

angle of attack and angle of attack derivative time histories. The added noise was chosen to be a 

random sinusoidal noise with frequency similar to that of an engine with rotation speed of 7260 

rpm (121 Hz). The magnitude of the noise was set to be 20% of Δ𝛼. The time histories of the 

created 𝛼 and �̇� signals with the added noise are presented in the following figure. The figure 

also presents the no noise 𝛼 and �̇� signals and presents the noise individually. 

 

Figure 13-3: Made-up 𝛼 & �̇� signals with added sinusoidal random noise. 
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The optimization results for the signals with added noise are presented in the following 

figure. It can be seen that the optimization again worked well in estimating the known 𝜔 except 

for a few instances. The fact that the estimated 𝜔 is not exactly 4.2 is expected since the addition 

of noise changed the original signal. The reduced frequency, 𝑘1, is also plotted in the figure.  

 

Figure 13-4: Calculated 𝜔 & 𝑘1 for the made-up signals with added noise. 

13.3 Reduced Frequency for SkyHunter 

Having verified that the optimization works well, the reduced frequency was calculated 

for one of the SkyHunter flights. The following figure shows the plot of the reduced frequency. 

A maximum value of 0.18 is observed. The value is larger than 0.04 for several time instances. 

This is an indicator that the SkyHunter was encountering unsteady aerodynamics, which would 

result in inconsistent system identification results.  
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Figure 13-5: Reduced frequency plot for a SkyHunter Flight. 

 The following figure shows an enlarged view of the reduced frequency from t= 650s to t= 

710s. The green portion is data that was used for system identification. It can be seen that the 

data contains several portions higher than 0.04. The data used for system identification also 

contains the highest peak in the flight, which is close to 0.18. 

 

Figure 13-6: Reduced frequency plot for SkyHunter plot. A zoomed in view. Green portion is flight portion used in 

system identification. 
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The following sections show how the reduced frequency correlates with other flight data.  

13.3.1 Correlation between 𝒌𝟏 and 
�̇��̅�

𝟐𝑽
 

 

Figure 13-7: Correlation between reduced frequency and 
�̇�𝑐̅

2𝑉
 

Strong correlation between 𝑘1 and 
�̇�𝑐̅

2𝑉
 could not be observed. However, the middle section 

which is identified in the previous plots does show a region where large oscillations in 
�̇�𝑐̅

2𝑉
 were 

related with large 𝑘1. 
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13.3.2 Correlation between 𝒌𝟏 and rotation rates 

 

Figure 13-8: Correlation between reduced frequency and rotation rates. 

There are several places where high roll and yaw rates were occurring at the same time 

the reduce frequency had a pike. The reduced frequency particularly had spikes when the 

roll/yaw rates were changing. Strong correlation between pitch rate and reduced frequency could 

not be observed. Perhaps, the strong noise in the pitch rate signal is making observation of a 

correlation difficult. 
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13.3.3 Correlation between 𝒌𝟏 and Euler angles 

 

Figure 13-9: Correlation between reduced frequency and Euler Angles 

 In several locations, it was observed that when 𝜙 had a trend of going up then going 

down, the reduced frequency had an increased value. This can be observed in the identified 

regions in the previous figure. Correlation between 𝜃 or 𝜓 and reduced frequency could not be 

observed.  
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14 Discussion of dynamic pressure and derivatives estimation 

The theoretical methods of obtaining stability and control derivatives for an aircraft 

available in [3], [4] depend on the component buildup method. Meaning, that a derivative for an 

aircraft is estimated based on contributions from the different components of the aircraft. This 

results in the aircraft derivatives being dependent on the horizontal and vertical tail dynamic 

pressure ratios (𝜂ℎ and 𝜂𝑣). For example, the aircraft lift curve slope, 𝐶𝐿𝛼, depends on 

contributions from the wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail as seen in the following equation. The 

equation shows that 𝐶𝐿𝛼 depends on 𝜂ℎ. 

 𝐶𝐿𝛼 = 𝐶𝐿𝛼𝑤𝑓
+ 𝐶𝐿𝛼ℎ

𝜼𝒉
𝑆ℎ
𝑆
(1 −

𝑑𝜖

𝑑𝛼
) Eq 14-1 

 In the equation, 𝐶𝐿𝛼𝑤𝑓
 is the wing-fuselage contribution to the aircraft 𝐶𝐿𝛼, 𝐶𝐿𝛼ℎ

is the 

horizontal tail lift curve slope, 𝜂ℎ is the horizontal tail dynamic pressure ratio. 𝑆ℎ and 𝑆 are the 

horizontal tail and main wing planform areas respectively. 
𝑑𝜖

𝑑𝛼
 is the down wash gradient with 

respect to the angle of attack. 

 In a likewise manner, the dependence of other aircraft derivatives on 𝜂ℎ and  𝜂𝑣 can be 

seen in Reference [3]. Some of the longitudinal derivatives that depend on 𝜂ℎ are presented 

below. Reference [3] can be consulted for details on the meaning of the different terms. 

 𝐶𝐿0 = 𝐶𝐿0𝑤𝑓
− 𝐶𝐿𝛼ℎ

𝜼𝒉
𝑆ℎ
𝑆
𝜖0 + 𝐶𝐿0ℎ

 Eq 14-2 

 𝐶𝑚0 = 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑤𝑓
+ 𝐶𝐿0𝑤𝑓

(�̅�𝑐𝑔 − �̅�𝑎𝑐𝑤𝑓) + 𝐶𝐿𝛼ℎ
𝜼𝒉
𝑆ℎ
𝑆
(�̅�𝑎𝑐ℎ − �̅�𝑐𝑔)𝜖0 Eq 14-3 

 𝐶𝑚𝛼 = 𝐶𝐿𝛼𝑤𝑓
(�̅�𝑐𝑔 − �̅�𝑎𝑐𝑤𝑓) − 𝐶𝐿𝛼ℎ

𝜼𝒉
𝑆ℎ
𝑆
(�̅�𝑎𝑐ℎ − �̅�𝑐𝑔) (1 −

𝑑𝜖

𝑑𝛼
) Eq 14-4 

 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑒 = −𝐶𝐿𝛼ℎ
𝜼𝒉
𝑆ℎ
𝑆
(�̅�𝑎𝑐ℎ − �̅�𝑐𝑔)𝜏𝑒 Eq 14-5 

If the dynamic pressure ratio changes during flight, this would mean that the stability and 

control derivatives would change as well. This would lead to some inconsistency in the system 
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identification results. Experimentation was made to measure 𝜂ℎ from flight data at different 

locations along the empennage. The results of this experimentation are presented in this chapter. 

Section 14.1 discusses the experiment setup and procedures. Section 14.2 then presents the 

experiment results. Section 14.3 makes a comparison between results obtained from this 

experiment and another experiment performed using CFD. It was observed that the results from 

these two experiments agreed. Finally, Section 14.4, discusses the relevance of the experiment 

results to the system identification results. 

14.1 Experiment setup and procedure 

The SkyHunter was equipped with two pitot-static tubes for experiments in this Chapter. 

One was placed at the conventional nose location to measure free stream conditions. The other 

one was placed either at the horizontal or the vertical tail. This allowed measurement of 

freestream air speed as well as air speed at the horizontal or vertical tail. Thus, the dynamic 

pressure ratio at the horizontal or vertical tail could be easily calculated using: 

 𝜂ℎ =

1
2𝜌𝑉ℎ

2

1
2𝜌𝑉

2
=
𝑉ℎ
2

𝑉2
 Eq 14-6 

 𝜂𝑣 =

1
2𝜌𝑉𝑣

2

1
2𝜌𝑉

2
=
𝑉𝑣
2

𝑉2
 Eq 14-7 

With the current electronics and software on board the SkyHunter, it was only possible to 

install 2 pitot tubes on the SkyHunter. However, it was desired to obtain dynamic pressure 

measurements at different locations on the empennage. Therefore, several flights were made, and 

the location of the empennage pitot tube was changed from flight to flight. The following 

diagram shows where the empennage pitot tube was placed during the different flights. Figure 

14-2 and Figure 14-3 show the SkyHunter equipped with both pitot tubes. 
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Figure 14-1 Diagram showing location of Empennage Pitot tube during different flights 

 
Figure 14-2: SkyHunter Equipped with two pitot tubes: 

One at nose, One on vertical tail. 

 
Figure 14-3:SkyHunter Equipped with two pitot tubes: 

One at nose, One on vertical tail. (Side View) 

 The procedures of the experiment were simple. The pilot took-off then flew the aircraft in 

a racetrack to collect data with the aircraft flying in different headings. Then the pilot landed. 

Flying in different headings would help in reducing the effect of a prevailing wind in the 

measured airspeeds. The prevailing wind would be averaged out since some flight portions will 

encounter head wind while others would encounter tail wind.  
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14.2 Experiment results 

The following figures show the measured airspeed from the nose and tail pitot tubes as 

well as the dynamic pressure ratio. The figures show the data collected when the empennage 

pitot tube was placed at different locations as specified in Figure 14-1. 

 

Figure 14-4: Data from first flight. 𝜂𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 1.9, 𝑠𝑡𝑑. 𝑑𝑖𝑣. = 0.41 

 

Figure 14-5: Data from second flight. 𝜂𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.73, 𝑠𝑡𝑑. 𝑑𝑖𝑣. = 0.098 
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Figure 14-6: Data from third flight. 𝜂𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 1.02, 𝑠𝑡𝑑. 𝑑𝑖𝑣. = 0.0687 

 

Figure 14-7: Data from fourth flight. 𝜂𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 2.09, 𝑠𝑡𝑑. 𝑑𝑖𝑣. = 0.75 

It can be clearly seen that the dynamic pressure ratio varies considerably during flight. 

For example, Figure 14-4 for the first flight shows that the dynamic pressure ratio had a 

minimum value of 0.59 and a maximum value of 3.59. The average value was 1.9 and the 
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standard deviation was 0.41. This variation may result in a change in the stability and control 

derivatives to some extent. 

It can also be observed that the dynamic pressure ratio varies depending on the location 

along the horizontal tail. This can be seen easily in the following table which summarizes some 

statistics obtained from the four flights.  

Table 14-1: Summary of dynamic pressure experiment results 

Quantity 𝑽𝒏𝒐𝒔𝒆   (𝒎/𝒔) 𝑽𝒕𝒂𝒊𝒍   (𝒎/𝒔) 𝜼𝒉 Pitot location 

from center line 

(in) 

Statistic Mean Std. 

div. 

Mean Std. 

div. 

Mean Std. 

div. 

Min Max ~ 

Flight 1 16.24 1.537 22.16 2.456 1.9 0.41 0.59 3.59 1.34 (left) 

Flight 2 12.92 1.48 11 1.417 0.73 0.098 0.43 1.18 6.5 (left) 

Flight 3 14.30 2.31 14.39 2.20 1.02 0.0687 0.75 1.48 9.5 (right vertical) 

Flight 4 16.60 2.46 22.99 2.12 2.09 0.75 0.57 3.80 3 (right) 

The following figure shows how the dynamic pressure changes with pitot tube location. It 

can be seen that the dynamic pressure is higher closer to the center. However, it is not possible to 

make a claim about the distribution of dynamic pressure over the horizontal tail. This is due to 

three reasons: (1) Only four data points are used. (2) Two flights had the pitot tube on the left of 

the centerline and two flights had it on the right. The rotation of the propeller may result in 

different distributions on either side of the centerline. (3) One of the flights had the pitot tube 

located on the vertical tail 4.8” above the other three flights. A better study can be made if more 

data points are gathered on both sides of the center line and in several locations on the vertical 

tail. Despite these limitations however, the obtained results matched the observations of an 

investigation performed using CFD [18]. This is presented in the following section. 
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Figure 14-8: Average dynamic pressure at different locations along the horizontal tail 

14.3 Comparison of obtained results with another reference 

In Reference [18], CFD simulations were performed on a 4m wing span UAS called the 

DG808s. This study is especially relevant to the SkyHunter since the DG808s has a similar 

propulsion system to the SkyHunter. The electric motor for both aircraft is placed directly in 

front of the horizontal tail. Thus, the propeller slipstream would be reaching the horizontal tail. 

 

Figure 14-9: 4m wingspan version of the DG808s UAS used in Reference [18] 

 In one of the CFD simulations, 22 probes were placed at 22 equidistant sections along the 

span of the horizontal tail. The probes were used to measure axial velocity magnitude. The 
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observed axial velocity distribution plot is reproduced in the following figure. It can be seen that 

the velocity measured closer to the center of the horizontal tail is higher than that at the tip. This 

is similar to the observation presented in Figure 14-8 for the SkyHunter. 

 

Figure 14-10: CFD results of the velocity distribution along the horizontal tail of the DG808s. Results given for 

power on and power off conditions. Reference [18] 

14.4 Relevance of results in relation to system identification 

It was observed that the dynamic pressure ratio is constantly changing during flight. 

Many reasons can result in these changes. One of the likely reasons is changes in throttle. When 

the throttle changes the propeller slip stream would likely affect the horizontal tail aerodynamics 

differently. Such change in aerodynamics would result in a change in the aircraft derivatives. 

Thus, different flight portions would have different derivatives as it is observed in this thesis.  

Also, it was observed that the horizontal tail dynamic pressure ratio changes along the 

span of the horizontal tail. This would result in different aerodynamic forces along the span of 

the horizontal tail. Since the SkyHunter tail is made out of foam, the variation in force along the 

span may cause aeroelasticity. In fact, aeroelasticity has been observed at the horizontal tail. 

Aeroelasticity would change the aerodynamics of the horizontal tail and therefore the aircraft, 

leading to inconsistency in the system identification results.  
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15 Conclusions 

The following can be concluded: 

1) In this thesis, the classical approach to system identification that has been used over the 

past 40-50 years on manned aircraft was applied to the SkyHunter UAS. Data was 

analyzed from three different flights. Several portions from each of the flights were 

analyzed. 

2) Reasonable stability and control derivatives were obtained in several cases. 

3) However, depending on which flight portion was used in system identification, the 

obtained results varied widely (i.e. showed inconsistency.) 

4) Several reasons for this inconsistency were identified and are listed below. Much of the 

discussion in the list is applicable to UAS system identification in general not just the 

SkyHunter. 

a. Unsteady aerodynamics. It was shown that the reduced frequency was higher than 

0.04 at several time instances in the flight data. This is an indicator that the 

SkyHunter was encountering unsteady aerodynamics, which would result in 

inconsistency in the EKF results.  

b. Since the SkyHunter is small, compared to full sized aircraft, its components are 

in close proximity. Therefore, the aerodynamics of the aircraft components are 

affected by neighboring ones, in a possibly different way than full sized aircraft. 

For example, the location of the propeller in front of the empennage is changing 

the aerodynamics of the horizontal and vertical tails. Flying at different throttle 

levels likely results in different aerodynamics at the empennage. Thus, affecting 

the aerodynamics of the aircraft as a whole. 
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c. The SkyHunter aircraft is very light. Therefore, it is susceptible to atmospheric 

disturbances, which are particularly high in the low altitudes that the SkyHunter 

flies at.  

d. High noise in sensor measurements. The SkyHunter uses low cost sensors. 

Although filtering is applied, there still remains low frequency noise, some 

unfiltered high frequency noise and sensor inaccuracies in the data. 

e. The EKF algorithm may not be capable of capturing the aircraft dynamics 

properly since it is using simplified equations of motion. Effort has been made to 

use flight data that satisfy the simplifying assumptions of the equations. However, 

the lateral-directional motion variables are still present in the flight data (i.e. 

𝑝, 𝑟, 𝜙 & 𝛽 are not zero) and are likely affecting the dynamics.  

f. The EKF algorithm uses first order linearization in two calculations at every time 

stamp. Non-linear aerodynamics are therefore lost in these steps. 

5) Filtering the flight data from high frequency noise improved the consistency of the EKF 

results noticeably. Before filtering, the results varied dramatically from each other and, in 

many cases, did not make sense. 
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16 Recommendations 

The following is recommended: 

1) Repeating the same work done in this thesis, with the same sensors, but using a larger and 

heavier UAS. The larger aircraft would preferably have the same configuration as the 

SkyHunter. Especially have the propeller directly in front of the empennage like the 

SkyHunter. This recommendation aims at reducing the susceptibility to external 

disturbance by increasing the mass of the aircraft. The same sensors are used to maintain 

similar sensor noise level. This can help at evaluating how much external disturbances 

are contributing to the inconsistency is EKF results. 

2) Repeating the same work on the SkyHunter but using high cost sensors. This 

recommendation aims at reducing the effect of sensor noise on the EKF results. 

Comparison can then be made to see how much the sensor noise contributed to the 

inconsistency in system identification results observed in this thesis. 

3) Exploring the use of less simplified equations of motion. This way more of the aircraft 

dynamics are captured by the equations. Adding lateral-directional motion variables can 

be done by just using their measured values while running the EKF. This would be 

simpler than adding them as states and having to estimate longitudinal and lateral-

directional motion simultaneously. 

4) Using higher order versions of the EKF can be explored. 

5) Flying the SkyHunter in specially designed system identification maneuvers such as the 

ones presented in Chapter 4. Special attention would be needed however on how to apply 

such maneuvers since their timing is very difficult for a human pilot to achieve with 

repeatability.  
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6) Increasing pilot situational awareness of the UAS (i.e. find tools that allow the pilot to 

sense the aircraft accelerations and rotations.) This can increase the pilot’s ability to fly 

the aircraft in steady level flight and according to desired maneuvers. Using first person 

view (FPV) or using wearable technology that vibrate or make sounds are possible ideas 

for increasing the situational awareness. 
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18 Appendix A 

To simplify the presentation in Chapter 2, some of the intermediate derivations are presented 

in this appendix.  

18.1 Inserting the non-dimensional coefficients in the polar form of the equations of 

motion. 

18.1.1 The �̇� equation 

Expanding Eq 2-80, and plugging Eq 2-83 to Eq 2-85 in it yields: 

 

�̇� =
�̅�𝑆𝐶𝑋
𝑚

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 +
�̅�𝑆𝐶𝑍
𝑚

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 +
�̅�𝑆𝐶𝑌
𝑚

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+
𝐹𝑇𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

𝑚
+
𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 

Eq 18-1 

Regrouping the terms yields: 

 

�̇� =
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
((𝐶𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝐶𝑍𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝐶𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+
𝐹𝑇𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

𝑚
+
𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 

Eq 18-2 

Using Eq 2-90 yields: 

 

�̇� =
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
(−𝐶𝐷 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝐶𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+
𝐹𝑇𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

𝑚
+
𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 

Eq 18-3 

Using Eq 2-91 yields 

 

�̇� = −
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 − 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 +
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 

Eq 18-4 

18.1.2 The �̇� equation 

Expanding Eq 2-81, and plugging Eq 2-83 to Eq 2-85 in it yields: 
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�̇� =
1

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
(
�̅�𝑆𝐶𝑍
𝑚

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 +
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 −

�̅�𝑆𝐶𝑋
𝑚

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

−
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) +  𝑞 −  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽 (𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) 

Eq 18-5 

Rearranging the terms, we get: 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
(
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
(𝐶𝑍𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 𝐶𝑋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

+
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 −

𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) +  𝑞 −  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽 (𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) 

Eq 18-6 

Using Eq 2-89, we get: 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
(−
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝐿 + 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 +

𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

−
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) +  𝑞 −  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽 (𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 + 𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) 

Eq 18-7 

18.1.3 The �̇� equation 

Expanding Eq 2-82, yields: 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉
(
𝐹𝐴𝑌
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 −

𝐹𝐴𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

−
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 − 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 −

𝐹𝐴𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

−
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) + 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 − 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 

Eq 18-8 

Plugging Eq 2-83 to Eq 2-85 we get: 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉
(
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 −

�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝑍𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 −

�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 − 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 −
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

−
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) + 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 − 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 

Eq 18-9 

Rearranging we get: 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉
(
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
(𝐶𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 − (𝐶𝑍𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝐶𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

− 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

−
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 −

𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) + 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

− 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 

Eq 18-10 
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Using Eq 2-90 we get: 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉
(
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
(𝐶𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝐶𝐷𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

− 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

−
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 −

𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) + 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

− 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 

Eq 18-11 

Using Eq 2-92 we get: 

 

�̇� =
1

𝑉
(
�̅�𝑆

𝑚
𝐶𝑌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 − 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛩𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

+ 𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 −
𝐹𝑇𝑍
𝑚
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 +

𝐹𝑇𝑌
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

−
𝐹𝑇𝑋
𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽) + 𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 − 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 

Eq 18-12 

 


